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Executive summary
This initial assessment of ethics, societal values, fundamental rights, and applicable legislation describespotential risks that could arise for the project in each of these areas. It also provides suggestions of how theproject partners and, in some cases end-users, could mitigate or avoid these risks. First, this deliverable outlinesthe nature of the ROXANNE Ethics Boards and how they discuss issues and contribute ethical oversight to theproject. Then, the function and use of the ROXANNE ethics touchpoint table is described; this is a new tool forethical analysis that has been implemented in the ROXANNE project by WP3 partners and was used as astarting point for the more detailed analysis provided in this document. Next, the key ethical concepts that havebeen used to analyse the project are discussed. The detailed analysis of the project according to each ethicalconcept across 6 phases is then provided.
In terms of societal values, a description of the process used for analysing different values is then provided andthis is followed by a briefing paper that will be disseminated to different stakeholders; this document analysesseveral societal values for their relevance to the project and use of the platform, issues that could occur andmitigation measures. A description of stakeholders whom the document will be sent to is also provided. Finally,two scenarios that will be distributed in order to generate discussion and feedback from stakeholders areincluded.
With regard to fundamental rights, first it is explained that WP3 partners took business and human rights, andcomparative approaches in order to analyse issues present in both the ROXANNE project and potential use ofthe platform. Then, fundamental rights that are relevant to ROXANNE are described in terms of both theproject and potential use of the platform, and the issues generated for them are detailed and discussed; measuresto mitigate these impacts are also provided. Finally, two scenarios that will be used as discussion documentswith stakeholders, and to gather feedback, are provided.
In terms of applicable legislation, the way in which partners conducted the research is explained, as is thedifferent pieces of legislation and specific areas that were focussed on. Next, the analysis is provided as achecklist, which will be given to partners in order to ensure that their data-processing operations are incompliance with legal rules. Then a description of the members, and operation, of the Security Advisory Boardis given.
Finally, emerging themes that have arisen across the analysis of the different analytical areas are presented, andthose that need further research are noted. Then, an explanation of the work to be done in WP3 in the future isprovided, before concluding. The annexes include a list of every requirement generated by the analysis, and theethics touchpoint table used byWP3 partners is also provided.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
ROXANNE WP3 concerns compliance with ethical principles, EU societal values, fundamental rights andlegislation. The key partners are TRI, CAPGEMINI, INTERPOL, KEMEA and AIRBUS. WP3 has severaltasks, of which this deliverable responds to four, namely:

- T3.1: Adhere to good ethical practiceso ST3.1.1.: Logisticso ST3.1.2.: Identify and assess ethical issues arising from the project- T3.2: Comply with societal values- T3.3: Comply with fundamental rights- T3.4: Comply with applicable legislation, including in the area of free movement of persons, privacyand protection of personal data

ST3.1.1 Logistics involves setting up and running the project’s Ethics Board. Following the funding of theproject, the European Commission added ethics requirements to the proposal to WP10. Several deliverables inthat work package include information on the ROXANNE Internal and External Ethics Boards. At the time ofwriting, two of these deliverables have been submitted, D10.12 and D10.13. D10.12 includes informationabout the nature of the ethics boards, their memberships, how they function, a draft agenda, and terms ofreference along with a recommendation that members of ethics boards who are external to the project should beremunerated for their work. For D10.13, the consortium was asked to provide a report by the External EthicsBoard (EEB). Owing to nature of EEB members serving in their spare time, the consortium has sought toreduce the time they spend on this report. Previous versions of this deliverable included a report drafted byconsortium members and approved by EEB members, and a record of meetings. Neither were deemed by theEC to be a report by the EEB, and so EEB members are currently writing a report for the consortium.Consequently, as detailed information about the ethics boards in ROXANNE has already been provided, it willnot be repeated here. However, additional information on the process for setting the Ethics Board up isincluded.

1.2. Purpose and scope
The purpose of this deliverable is to respond to the first four tasks inWP3. Those tasks are:
T3.1 Adhere to good ethical practices

ST 3.1.1 – Logistics: TRI will establish an ethics board (see section 3.2, Grant Agreement). Thepartners will compile a list of the titles and contact details of the national ethics committees in thecountries of the partners or the partner institution’s own ethics committee. In other instances, TRI willform a project ethics board. The partners will prepare informed consent for use in interviews andworkshops. TRI will ensure that partners obtain and keep on file the opinions or approvals by ethicscommittees and/or competent authorities.
ST 3.1.2 – Identify and assess ethical issues arising from the project: The partners will compile a list ofall the activities to be undertaken and will identify and assess any ethical issues that might arise fromeach of those. The partners will discuss with the WP leader what measures could be taken to addressthe ethical issues proposing solutions and future steps.

T3.2 Comply with societal values
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CAP and TRI will conduct a literature review on societal values and draft a workshop briefing paper. Aworkshop with external AB members will be convened (i.e. end-user workshop organized at KEMEAinM9) to discuss (a) how the project will address societal values and (b) what measures can be taken toavoid any harm to societal values. The partners will create a series of brief scenarios (vignettes)featuring different societal values (as the perception of security, possible side effects of technologicalsolutions and societal resilience) and how the project will address them, post them on the projectwebsite and invite reactions from citizens.

T3.3 Comply with fundamental rights
The partners will prepare an analysis about what and how fundamental rights might be impacted by theproject’s proposed solutions. The partners’ analysis will be based on selected rights from the Charter ofFundamental Rights of EU. The analysis will provide several examples, like the vignettes in theprevious task. The partners will disseminate the analysis to LEAs exploiting INTERPOL’s global LEAnetwork, policymakers, and civil society organizations.

T3.4 Comply with applicable legislation, including in the area of free movement of persons, privacy andprotection of personal data
The partners will create digital brochure containing a checklist of the relevant provisions of applicablelegislation such as the GDPR, the INTERPOL Rules on the Processing of Data, the Police Directive,the Network and Information Security Directive, etc., how partners and stakeholders can comply withthe relevant provisions (update in M36). T3.4 will nominate security advisory board (see Section 6.3.2,Grant Agreement).

1.3. Document structure
This deliverable is in four parts, each of which responds to a relevant task in numerical order. Section 2provides results of T3.1. Section 3 explains the analysis of social values form T3.2. Section 4 displays theevaluation of fundamental rights from T3.3. Section 5 show the assessment of applicable legislation from T3.4.Section 6 outlines some overarching themes from the ethics, societal, and legal analyses. Section 7 explainshow work on ethical, societal, and legal issues will continue in the rest of the project, and Section 8 concludesthe document.
In Annex A, a table collating all of the requirements from the document is provided. In Annex B, a record of theEthics touchpoint table used for initial ethical analysis is provided.
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1 European Commission, DGResearch and Innovation, Roles and Functions of Ethics Advisors/Ethics Advisory Boards inEC-funded Projects, December 2012 (hereafter: EC, December 2012), p. 1.https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/ethics-guide-advisors_en.pdf2 EC, December 2012, p. 3.3 EC, December 2012, p. 4.

2. T3.1 Adhere to good ethical practices
This section contains two subsections. The first explains that the development of the ROXANNE Ethics Boardfollows EC guidance. The second provides an explanation of the process, and the results of the analysis of theethical analysis of the ROXANNE project and platform.
2.1. ST 3.1.1 – Logistics
The Ethics Sector of the EC DG Research and Innovation formed a Working Group to provide guidance on theroles and operation of ethics advisors (EAs) and ethics advisory boards (EABs) to monitor, guide and counselEC-funded projects.1 The Working Group produced a 20-page guidance document in 2012. This appears to bethe most recent document addressing EAs and EABs. The ROXANNE partners used this guidance to informthe development of the ROXANNE Ethics Board. At this point it is worth reiterating that, following arecommendation from external members of the ROXANNE Ethics Board, the project separated members intoInternal and External Ethics Boards. Details of the composition and terms of reference of the ROXANNEInternal and External Ethics Boards are provided in D10.12 (M1), and reports of the External Ethics Board arefound in D10.13 (M4), D10.14 (M12, delayed), and D10.15 (M30).

There are several points to note about this document: It was produced by a Working Group appointed by the European Commission. The document is notofficial EC policy. Indeed, its status is not quite clear. It is not clear whether the European Commissionaccepts all of the recommendations, suggestions and guidance in the document. For an ethics board to perform all of the functions mentioned in the document would take quite a lot oftime, far more than can reasonably be asked of a volunteer Ethics Board. It is not realistic to assumethat senior ethicists would be willing to do so much work free of charge. Internal members of the ROXANNE Ethics Board reviewed the document and noted various points(see below). ROXANNE project partners provide comment on some of the points from the guidancedocument below.

In the table belowwe cite some relevant provisions from theWorking Group document and by our comment.
Working Group provisions Our commentMembership should cover expertise in law, dataprotection/privacy and research ethics andsubstantive experience in the assessment of ethicsissues in the specific topic area of the project. 2

The ROXANNE Internal and External EthicsBoards are multidisciplinary and have expertise inall of these areas. Members of both ROXANNEethics boards have diverse experience andexpertise relevant to the ROXANNE project, asnoted in D10.12.The EAB … comprises partners and ‘non-partner’/independent experts who ‘work together’in the best interests of the overall project. 3
The ROXANNE Ethics Board, as originallydevised, comprised four members external to theconsortium and four partner representatives.Having been separated, the Internal Ethics Boardincludes 14 members from across the consortium.The External Ethics Board includes five members
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4 EC, December 2012, p. 4.5 EC, December 2012, p. 5.6 EC, December 2012, p. 5.7 EC, December 2012, p. 5.

from ethics, law, and technology.An EAB Chairperson should be elected from themembership and may speak on their behalf. 4 As noted in D10.13 (v2.0), the ROXANNEpartners have expressed a preference for a rotatingchair in External Ethics Board meetings, and forthe Chairperson to always be an external member.It should be clearly outlined in a Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MOU) how the interactionbetween the consortium and the Ethics AdvisoryBoard takes place and the mandate of the EAB …should be clearly defined. 5

While we do not see the need for a formal MoU, theconsortium has created a terms of referencedocument that describes the interactions expectedbetween the consortium and the External EthicsBoard. This is found in D10.12.Ethical issues can become quite formidable or canbe capable of being addressed in a straightforwardway – largely dependent on the primarysubstantive focus of the project. In all cases‘proportionality’ is of the utmost importance.EA/EAB practice should be proportionate to thetopic in hand. The format and frequency ofmeetings should reflect this proportionality, asshould the reporting function. Project partnersshould be invited to meetings in case specificquestions need to be addressed. 6

The ROXANNE consortium believes it has struckthe right balance – the right proportionality –between the research and the ethical considerationsrelating to that research. We have several “gates”on ethical considerations. First, the ROXANNEethics and data protection advisor (TRI) considersthe various tasks in the project and identifiespossible ethical and/or data protection issues thatmight arise in each of the various tasks. Second, thetask leader considers the various issues identifiedby TRI and whether he or she agrees with thoseissues or whether they see some other issues notidentified by TRI. Third, TRI will raiseconsideration of those various issues with theInternal and External Ethics Boards to have theirviews and to see whether they see some otherissues still.EAs/EABs exist to offer guidance, advice,monitoring and recommendations for future work.Boards and advisors should operate according tothe mandate outlined in the MOU at the beginningof the project – neither dominating the work norobstructing it unnecessarily. 7

Agreed!

Funding must be adequate to the task. Clarity overfees and expenses is vital. The workload incomplicated projects can be very high and mayrequire the commitment of several full days peryear…. compensation for the work should beforeseen in the project application. [Boldfaceadded.] To avoid conflicts of interests andcompromising its independence as a result offinancial interests, the compensation budgetshould not be linked to any specific outcome of theethical assessments. Since members are acting inan advisory capacity, it is hard to fully anticipatethe budget in advance since the need to addressunanticipated issues might occur. This suggeststhat some room for manoeuvre within the budget is

Although the ROXANNE budget does not containa provision for paying for EB members’ time, itdoes cover the cost of their travel to one face-to-face meeting a year. However, as we indicated inD10.12, we recommend in future that budgetaryprovision is made for EB members’ time, as weestimate that each member would consume at least7 days a year to meet the responsibilities of theethics board. We agree with the Working Grouprecommendation which we have highlighted inboldface (left).It should be noted that, due to difficulties of EEBmembers finding spare time to write their reportsvoluntarily, the consortium has opted to pay EEBmembers for their time to write the reports D10.13
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8 EC, December 2012, p. 5.9 EC, December 2012, pp. 5-6.10 EC, December 2012, p. 6.11 EC, December 2012, p. 6.12 EC, December 2012, p. 6.13 EC, December 2012, p. 6.14 EC, December 2012, p. 8.

needed. There must also be clarity over who andwhat is to be paid for and what activities are“voluntary” in order to ensure members aretreated equitably. 8
and D10.14. This is being done out of partners pre-existing budgets.

Face-to-face… meetings should take place as oftenas possible to ensure active discussions betweenthe members of the EAB and also with theresearchers involved in the project. 9
ROXANNE envisages one face-to-face meeting ayear, which we think is proportionate to the needsof the project. In addition, we are planning for atleast three conference calls per year. Owing to theongoing Coronavirus pandemic, all meetings havebeen virtual so far.The individual members of the EAB shouldcooperate to work out consensus-basedrecommendations. In cases where no consensuscan be reached, it is recommended that the EABprovide a transparent overview on its discussion tothe project management, detailing why nodefinitive advice was possible. 10

Agreed! As noted in D10.12, the ROXANNEconsortium would prefer its ethics boards to makedecisions by consensus, but would accept majoritydecisions where consensus is not possible.

All meetings of the EAB should be based on anagreed agenda to ensure efficient decision-making.Relevant documents should be circulatedbeforehand to allow for adequate preparation.Meetings should be co-ordinated by theChairperson and a report should be prepared foreach meeting and communicated to the projectmanagement.11

Agreed!

EAs/EABs are resources for advice and guidancewhen ethical dilemmas arise during a project.12 Agreed!
The EA/EAB Chair should be ex officio a memberof the AB. 13 Owing to the External Ethics Board having arotating Chairperson, it is not fair to invite only onemember of this Board. Consequently, major issuesthat are discussed with the Stakeholder Board willalso be brought to the External Ethics Board wherenecessary.The work of EABs can produce judgements thatmay conflict with project goals. Therefore, muchhigher emphasis must be given to ensuringindependence and limiting conflicts of interest insuch circumstances. 14

This is a risk. However, the consortium partnerswill explain clearly what we are doing, but evenafter doing so, the External Ethics Board mayhave a different view. If so, the projectmanagement committee and/or the project co-ordinator will decide whether to comply with theEB advice.Transparency and critical detachment areimportant components of ethical oversight. Beingopen and clear about decisions, actions to takeand the rationales behind them is good practice.

Agreed!
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15 EC, December 2012, p. 8.16 EC, December 2012, p. 8.17 European Commission, DG for Research & Innovation, How to complete your ethics self-assessment, February 2019,pp.40-41. Available at:https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/ethics/h2020_hi_ethics-self-assess_en.pdf

All other project groups (partners and advisors)should be encouraged to raise issues with theEA/EAB knowing they are to be treated withdiscretion. 15The EA/EAB should do whatever is necessary todiligently monitor the aims, objectives,methodology and implications of the research toensure that it conforms to the highest ethicalstandards and ensures that the researchers, theCommission and the general public are notexposed, by the work of the project, to activitiesthat would be considered to be ethicallyunacceptable.16

Yes, with the provision that ethics board members’time is limited.

Conclusions from review of the prescriptions for project ethics boards
While the 2012 recommendations from an independent working group contain much to consider, we make afew important observations. As an EC document, we can assume that it has been endorsed by the EC. Althoughthe guidance is eight years old, it is still referred to in other EC documents, and so we can assume the advice isstill current.17
Further, and most importantly, the working group makes recommendations for the activities of ethics boardsthat would consume a lot of time for voluntary and unpaid members of the External Ethics Board. We generallythink ethics board members who are requested by the EC to write reports should be remunerated for their time,the requirement for them to write reports was not foreseen before the imposition of theWP10 requirements andso no such provision exists in the project budget. Consequently, the EEB members are being paid for their timeform partner’s budgets. Even so, the ROXANNE consortium believes that the EC, and other consortia, shouldrecognise that most ethics board members will be constrained by the amount of time they can devote toprojects.
Finally, the working group does make statements, observations and recommendations with which we agree. So,while we cannot implement all of the recommendations, nevertheless, we find it to be a useful reference.

2.2. ST 3.1.2 – Identify and assess ethical issues arising from the project
There are (at least) four stages or gates through which we pass in our identification of ethics issues.
First, TRI has prepared an ethics touchpoint table (see below) that makes an initial identification of ethicsissues, task by task.
Second, TRI initiated discussion with each of the WP leaders to see whether they agree with the findings orwish to amend the touchpoint table.
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Third, TRI sent the amended touchpoint table to the ethics board members, for its consideration and discussion.(Owing to the need to discuss WP10 deliverables at length, detailed discussion of the touchpoint table with theEEB has not be as extensive as initially envisaged.
Fourth, following discussion with the ethics board, WP3 partners use the touchpoint table as an initial basis forforming ethical/societal/legal requirements and recommendations for the project..
It is relatively easy to construct an ethics touchpoint table. It consists of four columns: the first is the title orsummary of each task in the project. The second lists the ethical, data protection and societal issues that theethics advisor sees prospectively. The third column are the ways of addressing the issues. The fourth columnprovides an assessment of the risk. The table provides structured and useful means for discussing the ethical,data protection and societal issues arising in each task with the task leaders and the ethics board. The ethicstouchpoint table is included below in Annex A. An example excerpt from the ethics touchpoint table isprovided below:
Task Task description PotentialEthical issues Addressingthese issues Assessmentof risk…
T2.1Collection ofE n d - U s e rRequirements

Besides NFI and other LEAs, theproject will involve a wide groupof end-users (stakeholders): LEAexperts worldwide, through theINTERPOL’s global lawenforcement network. In order tocollect end-user requirementsfrom these stakeholders, NFI willprepare a global survey, validatedby ROXANNE partners. Thissurvey will be communicatedthrough INTERPOL's network(192 member countries) ofNational Central Bureaus (NCBs)and also completed by membersof external Advisory Board (AB)and will be communicated at theend-user meeting organized at 1stfield-test (M9). NFI andINTERPOL will create a group ofproject stakeholders to be invitedto attend 2nd (M20) and 3rd field-test (M30) meetings (separatebudget reserved throughROXANNE coordinator, seeTable 3.4b at page 70). The goal isto collect additional feedback andnew knowledge in the project’sfield. This process will includedirect interaction with LEAofficials working underoperational conditions.

Privacy andDatagovernanceissuesregardingpersonal datain responsesto the survey.Diversity,non-discriminationand fairnessissues in termsof selectingmembers oftheStakeholderBoard.

The partners willcollect end-userrequirementstaking intoaccount privacyand datagovernancestandards inparticular. Wewill anonymiseindividuals, ifthey arementioned at allin surveyresponses. Thesurveyresponses willbe diverse, dueto beingdistributedthroughINTERPOL'sglobalcommunicationsnetwork. Wewill ensure abalance ofparticipants inthe StakeholderBoard accordingto gender,geographical,and culturalbackground.

Low
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18 Philip Brey, Björn Lundgren, Kevin Macnish, and Mark Ryan, ‘D3.2 Guidelines for the development and use of SIS’,SHERPA project, 2019, p.10 (hereafter: ‘SHERPA Guidelines’). Available at:https://dmu.figshare.com/articles/D3_2_Guidelines_for_the_development_and_the_use_of_SIS/11316833

…

The ethics touchpoint table should be a living document, i.e., it should be amended as the tasks are undertakenand completed.
The key component of the ethics touchpoint table is the list of ethics principles to which one can refer inreviewing the project tasks. That is the subject of the next section.

Ethics principles

There are many sets of ethics principles. The EU-funded SHERPA project, which is focused on the ethics ofartificial intelligence, found over 70 such codes.18 The project developed a set of criteria for determining whichcodes should be examined in more detail. It created a “short” list of 25 codes of ethics that met the criteria set bythe project. The short list included many important guidelines, such as those of the Organisation for EconomicCo-operation and Development (OECD); the EC High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AIHLEG); and the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems from the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
As the HLEG guidelines were prepared for the EU and are quite detailed, and because SHERPA gave aqualified endorsement to many of the first HLEG report findings, SHERPA adopted the HLEG’s sevenprincipal requirements as its baseline. However, SHERPA did not adopt the HLEG principles in their entiretyand without modification. Rather, SHERPA adapted them, in part by additions and inputs and tweaks from theother 24 sets of guidelines it examined in detail. In effect, SHERPA took the best of all of them. This was notunduly complicated, as the researchers found a high degree of consonance between the various codes.
As the SHERPA ethical requirements represent a consolidated set, ROXANNE has adopted or adapted them asthe source for the ethics guidelines governing our project.
Each of the seven SHERPA ethical requirements is subdivided into subsets of subsidiary or associatedprinciples. The following table lists the seven ethical requirements as well as the subsidiary principlesassociated with each of the main guidelines.3.

SHERPA requirements and sub-requirements
1 Human agency, liberty and dignity:Positive liberty, negative liberty and human dignity
2 Technical robustness and safety:Including resilience to attack and security, fall back plan and general safety, accuracy, reliability andreproducibility
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19 SHERPAGuidelines, p.120 SHERPAGuidelines, p.1321 SHERPAGuidelines, p.1322Griffin, James,On Human Rights, OUP, Oxford, 2008, pp.44-48.23 SHERPAGuidelines, p.12

3 Privacy and data governance:Including respect for privacy, quality and integrity of data, access to data, data rights and ownership
4 Transparency:Including traceability, explainability and communication

5 Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness:Avoidance and reduction of bias, ensuring fairness and avoidance of discrimination, and inclusivestakeholder engagement
6 Individual, societal and environmental wellbeing:Sustainable and environmentally friendly smart information systems, individual well-being, socialrelationships and social cohesion, and democracy and strong institutions

7 Accountability:Auditability, minimisation and reporting of negative impact, internal and external governanceframeworks, redress, and human oversight
4.These ethical requirements come from SHERPA deliverable D3.2 (Guidelines for the development and use ofSIS).19 Each of the guidelines is spelled out in some detail and often referring to source material, namely, the 25sets of ethical guidelines it reviewed in detail. A brief overview of each ethical requirement and theirimplications for ROXANNE is now provided.
Human agency, liberty, and dignity
The first SHERPA high-level requirement includes the following sub-requirements: ‘Positive liberty, negativeliberty and human dignity.’20 This is explained as being important:

‘Because we value the ability for humans to be autonomous and self-governing (positive liberty),humans’ freedom from external restrictions (negative liberties, such as freedom of movement orfreedom of association), and because we hold that each individual has an inherent worth and that weshould not undermine the respect for human life (human dignity), we need to ensure that AI and bigdata systems do not negatively affect human agency, liberty, and dignity.’21
Throughout each phase, the ethical risks presented under this requirement could manifest so that persons willnot have their agency and liberty respected, or will not be treated in a dignified manner. Human agency as anethical concept is fundamentally about individual people having agency over their lives. It has a clear link topositive liberty, i.e. the ability for human beings to be autonomous and self-governing. It also connects toconcepts of dignity and whether human beings are being treated in a dignified way.22

Technical robustness and safety
This requirement includes the following sub-requirements: ‘resilience to attack and security, fall back plan andgeneral safety, accuracy, reliability and reproducibility.’23
This is explained as:
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24 Art.4(1), European Parliament and Council, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of naturalpersons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, OJ L 119, Vol.59, 4 May2016 (General Data Protection Regulation, hereafter: GDPR)25 SHERPAGuidelines, p.12.26 SHERPAGuidelines, p.13.

‘Because we value humans, human life, and human resources, it is important that the system and its useis safe (often defined as an absence of risk) and secure (often defined as a protection against harm, i.e.,something which achieves safety). Under this category we also include the quality of system decisionsin terms of their accuracy, reliability, and precision.’
Consequently, the aim of implementing this requirement is to ensure that work on the ROXANNE project, andthe ROXANNE platform is safe, secure, accurate, reliable, and precise.

Privacy and data governance
The ethical requirement of privacy data governance includes the following sub-requirements: ‘Includingrespect for privacy, quality and integrity of data, access to data, data rights and ownership.’
This is explained in the following way:

‘Because AI and big data systems often use information or data that is private or sensitive, it isimportant to make sure that the system does not violate or infringe upon the right to privacy, and thatprivate and sensitive data is well-protected. While the definition of privacy and the right to privacy iscontroversial, it is closely linked to the importance of an individual's ability to have a private life,which is a human right. Under this requirement we also include issues relating to quality and integrityof data (i.e., whether the data is representative of reality), and access to data, as well as other datarights such as ownership.’
Fundamentally, the ROXANNE platform is a collection of data processing tools: data is inputted and analysed,and results are outputted. During its use, most, if not all, of these data will be personal data from LEAinvestigations.24 As such, the use of the platform must conform to the EU Law Enforcement Directive thatregulates the processing of personal data for law enforcement purposes, and the research and development ofthe tools needs to be in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation that governs the processing ofpersonal data in other circumstances.
The major legal issues generated by complying with these two pieces of legislation are detailed below (Section5 (T3.4, Comply with Applicable legislation)), this section focuses on the ethical issues of processing personaldata. Of course, there are areas where ethical and legal concerns cross-over.

Transparency
The ethical requirement for transparency includes the following sub-requirements: ‘traceability, explainabilityand communication’.25
These are important:

‘Because AI and big data systems can be involved in high-stakes decision-making, it is important tounderstand how the system achieves its decisions. Transparency, and concepts such as explainability,explicability, and traceability relate to the importance of having (or being able to gain) informationabout a system (transparency), and being able to understand or explain a system and why it behaves asit does (explainability).’26
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27 See ‘Transparency’, Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, CUP, UK.Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/transparency28 SHERPAGuidelines, p.1229 SHERPAGuidelines, p.13

Transparency can be defined as ‘the quality of being done in an open way without secrets’27. Transparency isone of the most important ethical factors while trying to analyse ethical issues since it is one of the pre-requisites for trust.
The lack of adequate transparency and public accountability mechanisms throughout the process of the design,development and implementation of data-analysis platforms, such as ROXANNE, that are intended to be usedby LEAs are an area of concern. There is still inadequate information, and insufficient public discussion on: theactual operation of these technologies and the conditions required for a successful use; the possibleconsequences; the quality and "credentials" of the various actors involved; the ways it would be applied and inwhat contexts and who should be held accountable for this. Transparency and information about thedevelopment of new security technologies is also crucial if we are to foster trust, so it is important to take inputsfrom public on a project such as the ROXANNE. Additionally, as ROXANNE is a new and highly-complextechnology, It is important to understand how the system works, this is known as ‘algorithmic transparency’,and this is discussed in the detailed analysis below.

Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness
The SHERPA ethical guidelines supplement the high-level requirements of diversity, non-discrimination andfairness with the sub-requirements of “avoidance and reduction of bias, ensuring fairness and avoidance ofdiscrimination, and inclusive stakeholder engagement”28 further explaining associated risks in case of non-compliance:

“Because bias can be found at all levels of the AI and big data systems (datasets, algorithms, or users’interpretation), it is vital that this is identified and removed. Systems should be developed with aninclusionary, fair, and non-discriminatory agenda. Including people from diverse backgrounds (e.g.,different ethnicities, genders, disabilities, ideologies, and belief systems), stakeholder engagement,and diversity analysis reports and product testing, are ways to include diverse views into thesesystems.”29
Diversity in all its forms is important for the ROXANNE project so as to ensure that the policies, processes, andactivities of the consortium respect contributions from the broadest possible group of researchers andstakeholders. It is also particularly important to the development and use of the ROXANNE platform to ensurethat the results of the data analysis are not skewed by biased data.

Individual, Societal, and EnvironmentalWellbeing
This requirement has the following sub-requirements: ‘Sustainable and environmentally friendly AI and bigdata systems, individual wellbeing, social relationships and social cohesion, and democracy and stronginstitutions.’
It is explained as:

‘Because AI and big data systems can have huge effects for individuals, society, and the environment,systems should be trialled, tested, and anomaly-detected, to ensure the reduction, elimination, andreversal of harm caused to individual, societal and environmental wellbeing.’
The ROXANNE consortium is mindful of the potential harmful impacts that could be generated during thedevelopment of the platform, and its use. These potential impacts, analysed below, need to be consideredholistically and so individual, societal, and environmental wellbeing must be considered together rather thanindividually, and in conjunction with the other ethical requirements.
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30 SHERPAGuidelines, p.1231 SHERPAGuidelines, p.1432 SHERPAGuidelines33 Shaping the ethical dimensions of smart information systems– a European perspective (SHERPA) projecthttps://www.project-sherpa.eu34 WP3 partners split the SHERPA requirements according to their person months for task T3.1 and analysed how theproject could comply with them, and how this might impact the project. TRI analysed: human agency, liberty, and dignity;technical robustness and safety; privacy and data governance; individual, societal, and environmental wellbeing.Capgemini analysed transparency. INTERPOL analysed: diversity, non-discrimination, and fairness; accountability.

Accountability
The SHERPA ethical guidelines supplement the accountability high-level requirement with the sub-requirements of “auditability, minimisation and reporting of negative impact, internal and externalgovernance frameworks, redress, and human oversight”30 explaining the risks related to non-respect:

“Because AI and big data systems act like agents in the world, it is important that someone isaccountable for the systems’ actions. Furthermore, an individual must be able to receive adequatecompensation in the case of harm from a system (redress). We must be able to evaluate the system,especially in the situation of a bad outcome (audibility). There must also be processes in place forminimisation and reporting of negative impact, with internal and external governance frameworks(e.g., whistleblowing), and human oversight.”31
In applying these requirements to the ROXANNE project, accountability for actions within the project and inusing the potential platform are considered to be of paramount importance. From the below analysis, itbecomes evident that there is a need for incorporating user access control and logging mechanisms within thetools design and for properly documenting the system’s performance, including any poor results and measurestaken to counter those.
Each of these requirements and sub-requirements were used as points of analysis in the Ethics TouchpointTable, which is a tool developed by TRI in order to provide an overview of the ethical issues in projects such asROXANNE that will now be discussed.

Ethical analysis

In ensuring that the ROXANNE project follows an ethics-by-design approach, TRI, CAPGEMINI, andINTERPOL have been analysing the potential ethical issues that could be raised by the ROXANNE projectactivities. The identified issues are being discussed with different concerned parties, such as the technicalpartners in charge of developing the ROXANNE platform components and the Internal and External EthicsBoard members, in order to validate the preliminary findings, and agree on appropriate mitigation steps. TheWP3 partners followed a consistent assessment approach in line with the ethical guidelines32 produced withinthe SHERPA project33.
The ethics touchpoint table was developed by TRI who used it to conduct an initial assessment of ethics, dataprotection, societal, and legal issues. They then discussed concerns raised and potential mitigation strategieswith WP leaders to determine if their concerns and mitigations strategies were realistic. This work was thenused as a starting point to discuss ethical issues in the project between WP3 partners and to begin a deepanalysis of these issues in order to develop benchmark requirements as part of an impact assessment.34
It should be noted that as the project progresses and the system is defined, the ethical analysis will becomemoregranular as it will adapt to take into consideration new elements that become available. With the consortium inthe initial stages of discussing the project results, exploitation plan, and strategy, the focus and scope of the
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35 SHERPA Guidelines, p.21. In the SHERPA guidelines, these phases are used to generally describe an ‘Agile’methodology, as oppose to a CRISP-DM product development methodology that is the main focus of the guidelines; theWP3 partners determined that, as they are quite general, these phases would be more applicable to the ROXANNE project.

ethical assessment will progressively extend from the research and development phase of the project in thisdocument to cover the ROXANNE platform’s actual use considerations in later WP3 deliverables. However,some initial considerations about potential use of the platform are incorporated into this deliverable also.
In applying the SHERPA requirements to the ROXANNE project, numerous potential implications have beenidentified. For a detailed overview of issues arising per project task, please refer to the ROXANNE EthicsTouchpoint Table. In order to sufficiently analyse the development and use of the ROXANNE platform,INTERPOL suggested evaluating the platform across 5 phases of development that are suggested in theSHERPA guidelines: requirement gathering; planning and designing; development; testing; evaluation.35These were discussed amongst WP3 partners and it was decided to add ‘Phase 6: Use’ in order to also considerinitial issues that might only be raised following the ROXANNE project. The phases considered are:

 Phase 1: Requirement Gathering – In this phase, requirements for how the ROXANNE platformshould work are gathered and analysed. These requirements come both from the aims of theROXANNE project in building the intended platform as outlined in the proposal, and from therequirement surveys conducted in WP2: end-user requirements; end-user training requirements; legalrequirements. At this point, ethical concerns are chiefly related to gathering requirements from humanparticipants in an ethical way. Phase 2: Planning and Designing – In this phase, the partners plan what the platformwill do, and howit will work. At this point, ethical concerns are mostly focussed upon ensuring ethical behaviourbetween the partners. However, planning and designing is also the stage where major decisions aboutthe structure and functionality of the platform are made, that have implications for its eventual legaland ethical use. Phase 3: Development – In this phase, the partners actually build the platform. At this point, ethicalconcerns are primarily concentrated on ensuring that partners act in ethical ways when engaging in dataprocessing and developing components. Phase 4: Testing – In this phase, the platform is tested. At this point, ethical concerns are generallyfixated upon how the testing of the platform could impact upon persons whose data is used in testing,and LEA officers who are using a prototype version of the platform during field-tests. Phase 5: Evaluation – In this phase, the platform is evaluated. At this point, ethical concerns aredirected towards ensuring that testing results are listened to and assessed in a fair and equal manner. Phase 6: Use – This phase is after the project and ethical concerns at this point are focussed upon theimpact of the platform on LEA officers, suspects in criminal networks, and innocent people who could,potentially, be caught up in an investigation. Although creating requirements for this phase is beyondthe project and the control of partners, recommendations are made for how ROXANNE could be usedin a manner that is ethically permissible. It should also be noted that the analysis of the implications forusing the ROXANNE platform are limited, as the intended use cases have not yet been developed(T2.3/D2.4, M18), and nor have the precise functions of the system been decided. The next iteration ofthis report (D3.4, M36) will provide more granular assessment of the implications of the ROXANNEplatform in use.
This deliverable now proceeds to evaluate ROXANNE across each of the 6 phases of the project in terms ofeach of the SHERPA ethical requirements. Each section outlines benchmark recommendations/requirementsthat, if complied with, should fulfil the ethical requirement, or mitigate an ethical risk. As the project is now inmonth 14, compliance with some of the benchmarks that are discussed below can be evaluated in the earlyphases of the project; those for later phases will be evaluated in the next iteration of this deliverable (D3.4,M36).
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36 See, for example EU Survey “Privacy Statement”, 2020, available at:https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/home/privacystatement

Phase 1: Requirement Gathering
Amajor task of the ROXANNE project is to gather end-user requirements (i.e. technical, operational, legal andtraining) from the end-user community in order to integrate them into the system design and development of theROXANNE platform. This will enable the ROXANNE consortium to develop a solution tailored to theexperiences and needs of law enforcement. To comply with the diversity, non-discrimination and fairnessrequirements, it is key to target and collect input from a diverse and representative pool of end-users. To thisend, in addition to the 10 partner LEAs, the end-user requirements survey was circulated to the StakeholderBoard members that includes additional LEAs, research and policy-making representatives selected based ontheir proven expertise and experience. Furthermore, INTERPOL’s global network of law enforcement contactsin 194 member countries was leveraged, which further expands the geographical and specialization scope ofresponders beyond Europe, enabling officers from different background to share their opinion and experienceson the use of voice, text and face technologies. The survey was carried out as part of T2.1, and an analysis ofresponses is provided in D2.3 (ROXANNE end-user requirements). These responses will also be used todetermine how best to develop the decision-making mechanism in T3.6, to ensure that the mechanism takesinto account differences in individual countries and can be used across different legal systems.
Owing to the use of human participants in this research activity, issues of human agency, liberty, and dignityare raised by how those who are providing the requirements are treated; these mostly overlap with principles ofresearch ethics, particularly those related to informed consent. In ROXANNE, respondents to the requirementgathering survey are mostly LEA officers and staff. Participants' agency to choose whether to participate wasrespected, their positive liberty to make choices about their participation was enabled, and their negative libertyto be free to leave their participation at any time was respected by giving respondents full information abouttheir participation and allowing them to make a free choice about whether they wish to participate. Theserequirements were met as partners provided detailed information sheets with the survey that explained whatwas being asked of respondents, and, importantly, that they were in control of their participation at all times andcould skip questions, or only partially complete the survey if they wished. Further, partners' answers were onlyevaluated where they consented. Consequently, this benchmark would seem to have beenmet.

Requirement to treat survey respondents with respect for their agency, liberty, and dignity completed .
This also links with transparency, as it is imperative to provide documentation that provides participants with aclear understanding of how their personal data will be treated. The information sheets that accompanied thesurvey explained exactly how the personal data of the participants would be treated, and so this requirement canbe seen as met.

Requirement to be transparent about how personal data will be processes completed.
In terms of technical robustness and safety, a potential issue during the requirement gathering stage is the safetyand security of the systems used. The T2.1 (Collection of end-user requirements) survey gathered responsesusing both editable PDFs and the EUSurvey platform. Partners were confident that both methods were safe andsecure due to having used both methods previously without issue.36 In addition, partners followed data securitymeasures that were appropriate to the type of personal data being processed (see D10.5, Technical andorganisational measures), and processed all personal data in accordance with the GDPR.

Requirement to use safe and secure infrastructure to process requirement surveys responsescompleted.
In terms of accuracy, reliability, and precision, a potential risk might be that the participants could struggle tounderstand the survey and what is being asked of them. In order to avoid this issue, each part of the surveys(end-user, end-user training, and legal requirements) were drafted by different partners working together. Then,partners with both technical and ethical/legal expertise reviewed the surveys before they were distributed.Following this, internal LEAs were asked to partake in an initial pilot of the surveys so that any unrecognised
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37 Solove, D, “A Taxonomy of Privacy”, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol.154, No.3, January 2006, 477-560(hereafter: Solove, 2006), pp.491-504.38 European Commission, European Textbook on Research Ethics, Directorate-General for Research Science, Economyand Society, Brussels, 2010, 35-47.39Art.6(1)(a), GDPR.

issues were identified and corrected. Further, the surveys were developed in English and, so that participantswho are not fluent in English were able to participate, they were translated into Arabic, Spanish, and French.This was done by the INTERPOL translation service, who provide high-quality translations in order thatparticipants will be aware of what they are being asked to do if they speak one of the other official INTERPOLlanguages better than English.
Requirement for the requirement surveys to be accurate, reliable, and precise completed.

A key issue for data governance at the point of requirement gathering is how personal data collected duringrequirement surveys are treated. In order to deal with these issues from an ethical perspective, a primary issue isrespect for the privacy of data-subjects. For Solove, data collection can infringe upon a person’s privacy whereit is gathered through surveillance or interrogation.37 The ROXANNE partners did not engage in surveillanceor interrogation to gather requirements; the data collection was conducted through a survey only.
Requirement for requirement gathering to respect privacy completed.

With respect to data quality, this should ensure that the data is relevant, accurate, complete, and reliable, inorder that partners can fulfil the tasks they are planning on using the data for and so that they do not need toreturn to data-subjects for additional information. The surveys were designed by technical partners who need togather the requirements in order to produce the ROXANNE platform, these were reviewed by other partnersand the consortium is confident that the survey and questions were designed in such a way that data quality canbe assured.
Requirement for requirement gathering surveys to ensure relevant, accurate, complete, and reliabledata as far as possible completed.

In terms of access to data, responses are being received by NFI who have pseudonymised the responses byremoving names and any identifying information in the written answers from the completed surveys. Thispseudonymised data will then be accessible to partners who will be analysing the surveys; partners will not tryand re-identify participants. As such, the privacy of the respondents will be respected as far as is practicableduring the gathering and analysis of requirements.
Requirement to respect the privacy of survey respondents completed.

Further, it is important that people have control over their data in order to ensure ownership and fulfilment ofdata rights. Owing both to standards of research ethics,38 and using consent as the legal basis for processing,39participants who provide data to ROXANNE partners are given control over their data. This includes allowingparticipants to determine how much personal data they wish to provide, and if they wish to decline having theirdata available for future research or included in publications. Participants can withdraw from theirparticipation, or having their personal data processed at any time. Although no data-subject has requested tohave their personal data removed, the partners are in a position to do so should such a request be made. It would,therefore, seem that ROXANNE partners are in a position to fulfil this requirement in this phase.
Requirement to fulfil data rights and data ownership of data-subjects on track to be completed.

In terms of diversity, non-discrimination and fairness, the inclusion of survey responders’ country of origin,gender or occupational field (i.e. operational, legal or technical) should not have an impact on the weight orimportance given to expressed requirements. Partners should treat and analyse all feedback equally. It shouldbe noted that the provision of personal information is optional for responders. Should such information beprovided, the analysis will take place on pseudonymised data. During data analysis, partners treated all dataequally and fairly. All data was treated as valuable and useful for the project; no responses were discardedbecause of where respondents came from or who they are.
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Requirement to not discriminate against participants, and to treat responses fairly, completed.
Individual wellbeing has clear links to respect for human agency, liberty, and dignity mentioned above. Whengathering requirements for the ROXANNE platform, treating people with respect for those values would seemto also fulfil requirements of individual wellbeing. With regard to societal wellbeing, gathering requirementshas links with diversity and not prioritising particular viewpoints over others. As the requirements survey isbeing distributed globally across the INTERPOL communications network, and responses will bepseudonymised before being analysed, prioritising particular views would seem to be avoided.

Requirement to respect individual and societal wellbeing during requirement gathering completed.
In terms of environmental wellbeing, avoiding excess use of resources would seem to meet this requirement.Through asking respondents to answer electronically, this avoids a large use of paper if the surveys weredistributed in hard-copy, for example. As such, this requirement would seem to have beenmet by the partners.

Requirement for survey to not use excessive resources completed.
The collection and definition of end-user requirements for inclusion into the ROXANNE system may raisesome accountability concerns, as some of the expressed needs may be hard or impossible to reconcile.Therefore, it is important for all the decisions taken pursuant to feedback collection to be appropriately justifiedand recorded in corresponding deliverables i.e. D2.2 (End-user training requirements), D2.3 (ROXANNE end-user requirements). Similar considerations apply to all the final decisions on chosen requirements to bereflected into the ROXANNE system’s setup, user interface, specific tools, etc. As not all decisions followingon from the requirement gathering survey have been made, it is not yet possible to determine if this requirementhas beenmet.

Requirement to openly justify decisions based upon the requirement gathering survey not yet possibleto evaluate.
Phase 2: Planning and Designing
In this phase, ethical risks are raised in relation to partners being treated with respect and dignity when planningand designing the ROXANNE platform. All partners should: treat each other respectfully; take into accountdifferences of opinion in a fair and balanced way; ensure that no partners or colleagues are forced intosituations that they do not wish to be in. There are legal measures available in the Consortium Agreement, butthe ethical aim would be to avoid using them. Further, there is an expectation that partners would have theirown norms or policies of responsible behaviour and conduct. This benchmark seems to be complied with at thispoint in the project. Concerns of partners are discussed openly where appropriate and solutions are found; forexample, some partners have suggested that there are too many emails within the consortium, and too manymeeting were being made mandatory, the project responded to this by using different email lists, and making itclear to partners what is required of them in terms of meeting attendance.

Requirement to treat consortium colleagues respectfully fulfilled up to this point in the project.
To ensure technical robustness and safety, the work of partners in the planning and designing phase is safe,secure, accurate, reliable, and precise, the platforms used for consortiumwork need to meet these requirements.Partners use Switch Drive for collaborative work. This is regularly used in Swiss academia. It is password-protected and consortium documents are only available to consortiummembers. It is also encrypted using SSL.It has a system-wide back-up for disaster recovery that is carried out by IDIAP. Thus, it can be said that SwitchDrive is safe and secure.
Switch Drive incorporates Only Office that partners use for creating work together. This is very similar to otheroffice software, such as those from Microsoft or Google. Consequently, partners are familiar with this systemand can use it without any training. Thus, this would seem to enable partners to conduct their collaborativework so that it is accurate, reliable, and precise; no work will be lost of detrimentally affected because partnersare unfamiliar with the system, for example.
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Requirement for planning and designing to be technically robust and safe completed.
During the planning and designing phase, data governance issues primarily relate to respecting the privacy ofconsortium partners, and of consortium procedures. This should be fulfilled by partners not sharing contactdetails beyond the consortium without the consent, or reasonable expectation of colleagues, and by not sharinginformation that the consortium regards as confidential beyond partners. Partners in WP3 are not aware of anyinstances where such privacy requirements have been violated, and so it would seem to be complied with so far.

Requirement to respect privacy of consortium partners and consortium confidential documentsfulfilled so far.
The planning and designing phase is one of the most crucial phases with respect to transparency as an ethicalfactor. The platform would have to be designed according to the General Data Protection Regulation for theprocessing of any personal data, whilst also keeping in mind the requirements and provisions of the LawEnforcement Directive for potential uses. Further, the various sources of data collection and data format wouldhave to be accounted for in this phase. All major decisions made in this phase could be discussed with Internaland External Ethics Boards to ensure security, efficacy and ethical compliance of the envisioned platform. Thisphase could also be used to define the modules/parts of the platform, the information about which would bemade public including the extent of this information. This includes selection of training data for the platform.All major decisions about data processing are discussed at bi-weekly calls of the project partners, and anyspecific queries can be forwarded to the Internal or External Ethics Board, for example; thus, the decision-making about data processing is open and transparent within the project and with stakeholders. Further, the vastmajority of technical deliverables that do, or will, discuss data processing are (or, in the case of deliverables yetto be completed, intended to be) public, and so the decisions about data processing will be openly available tothe public, thereby providing transparency about the data processing.

Requirement to be open about decisions regarding data-processing in the project completed so far.
In addition to being transparent with the public by making several technical deliverables freely available, it aidstransparency to openly demonstrate what the project is doing, and how is it doing it. The project websiteprovides this information, and so this would seem to be completed. A further method of transparency is todisplay how the public can influence the project, this will be done by collecting feedback from citizens throughsurveys; this has the added benefit of providing the public with insight into what work is being done andthereby generating trust in the project partners, and the platform in the long run. Citizen surveys on ethical,societal, and legal issues will be distributed soon, following a webinar on these areas.

Requirement to be transparent with the public about the ROXANNE project and its progress expectedto be completed.
Algorithmic transparency is another major factor which would have to be considered at this stage. Effectively,technical partners should account for the need to be able to explain the functioning of the algorithms and theoutputs by the system. The system should not be a black-box which just generates output based on a complexset of algorithms that are incomprehensible to human understanding. Technical partners should discuss theextent to which transparency can be ensured without hurting the efficacy of the platform, and determinetechnical measures the ensure that the processing of the ROXANNE platform is be understandable.

Requirement for technical partners to implement measures to ensure data processing by theROXANNE platform is transparent and understandable to human beings, not yet possible to evaluate.
In considering the potential implications for the requirements of diversity, non-discrimination and fairnessduring the ROXANNE project planning and designing phase, we should take a closer look at the functioning ofthe ROXANNE consortium and its decision-making structure. First, the diversity inherent to the projectconsortium should be noted, it brings together 24 partners representing LEAs, researchers and industry from 16countries across Europe. As the project unfolds, all issues encountered are open for debate among a mixed andinterdisciplinary group, enabling partners from different cultural and professional (i.e. technical, legal, LEA,
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research, academia) backgrounds to express their views and concerns. The level of individual projectengagement is voluntary although proportionate to allocated efforts. Nevertheless, any willing partner is free toengage in deeper, thematic work (i.e. technical, legal, ethical, communication), which contributes to partners’individual control and empowerment of degree of project involvement.
Requirement for professional diversity in ROXANNE colleagues completed.

The design of the ROXANNE system architecture represents another key aspect for fulfilling the diversity,non-discrimination and fairness requirements. This should be achieved by relying on the varied andrepresentative feedback collected in the framework of the previous phase focusing on requirements gathering.As there will be at least three versions of the ROXANNE system throughout the project lifespan, all subsequentsystem design adaptations should be validated following systematic consultation with a broad and varied rangeof stakeholders (e.g. Stakeholder Board members, Stakeholder contacts list, field-test participants) in order forthe revised system design to represent an improved version that caters for different needs and uses. Partners arecommitted to the importance of involving a truly diverse and complementary range of stakeholders that wouldbring varied insights to the project’s work by sharing their perspectives. As can be seen in D8.4 (First Field-Test Report and Recommendations), there is a validation process that incorporates feedback from all of thesegroups and it is expected that the project will follow the same process for the next two field-tests too.
Requirement for diverse inputs in validating the ROXANNE platform, completed so far.

To provide a diverse group from which to receive feedback, all partners are contributing their business contactsto the project stakeholder contacts list constituted of four large groups (policy-makers, LEA, press and other).The consortium’s interdisciplinary (industry, LEA, SME, academia and research institutes) nature furtherstrengthens the efforts in this regard, as does its geographical diversity (24 partners from 16 countries).INTERPOL also leverages its global membership to disseminate the project among the international LEAcommunity and to identify interested stakeholders for project involvement.
Requirement to have a diverse group from which to gather feedback from completed.

Diversity within project partners would also likely add to the overall diversity of inputs to the ROXANNEplatform. The policies and make-up of project partners is beyond control of the consortium. However, we canrecommend that project partners consider developing diversity policies for their organisations if they do nothave them.
Recommendation that project partners develop diversity policies if they do not have them, not yetevaluated.

During this phase, individual and societal wellbeing requirements would seem to be met by complying with thehuman agency, liberty, and dignity, and diversity requirements respectively. With respect to environmentalwellbeing, this requirement would again seem to be met by avoiding excessive consumption of resources. Forexample, partners flying, or otherwise travelling, across Europe for frequent meetings that could be completedusing teleconference software would not seem to meet the requirement. So far during the ROXANNE project,partners have had the kick-off meeting, and a technical meeting with an external LEA as face-to-face meetings,owing to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic. However, most meetings were planned to happen viateleconference software before the pandemic-induced lockdowns occurred across Europe. Therefore, partnerswould seem to be meeting this requirement so far. In any case, during lockdown all meetings occurred viateleconference software and there are no indications that the frequency of physical meetings will be excessivein future.
Requirement to respect individual and societal wellbeing during planning and designing, completed.
Requirement to not travel excessively for face-to-face meetings, completed so far.

The entire project management, including planning and design in relation to the ROXANNE platform entailspotential accountability risks due to possible power imbalances within the consortium. However, the partnersadopted a democratic approach of consortium-wide deliberations of project issues, risks and output qualityissues in the context of bi-weekly project meetings and thematic meetings (i.e. technical, legal, dissemination).
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40 See, for example, European Commission, European Textbook on Research Ethics, Directorate-General for ResearchScience, Economy and Society, Brussels, 2010.

All decisions and discussion points are documented in meeting minutes, which are available to all partners forconsultation and amendment if necessary. These collaborative fora enable the adoption of decisions pursuant toa predominantly consensus-based approach. All partners have full visibility over pending work and reports incentralised files stored on the Switch Drive, that also lists all upcoming deliverables, partners in charge of them,contributors as well as peer-reviewers. Additionally, the peer-review of all deliverables is coordinated inadvance, involving at least two partners, one technical and one outside the WP in question and assignedrandomly. The identified risks, completed progress, and work quality are documented in regular reportssubmitted to the EC (i.e. D1.2 Risk Assessment, D1.4 Internal progress and quality planning report Y1, D1.5Internal progress and quality planning Y2, D1.6 Final progress report).
Requirement to implement accountability structures completed.
Requirement to hold partners to account for the quality of their work completed so far.

Phase 3: Development
During development of the ROXANNE platform, respect for human agency, liberty, and dignity would seem tobe most relevant to the persons whose data is being processed in order to develop the platform. This relates bothto initial data collection by the project, and re-using datasets from previous research activities.
In terms of data collection, this should involve treating research participants according to research ethicsstandards.40 The use of human participants in collecting voice data in T4.6 Target data simulation fordevelopment and demonstration activities and T5.2 Speaker identification, diarization and role recognition inmultiparty interaction, and during interviews/workshops in WP8 should enable participants to exercise theiragency and liberty to leave the research activity at any time, and be treated in a dignified way. These tasks are inprogress. Nevertheless, it is made clear to participants on the information sheets and informed consent formsthat they are free to leave research activities at any time, without negative consequences, and so this ethicalbenchmark is being complied with and we expect this to continue. In terms of dignified treatment, participantshave, so far, be recruited in a transparent and fair manner, and are being treated with respect; we expect this tocontinue.

Requirement to treat human participants involved in data collection respectfully completed so far.
With regard to re-using datasets, this involves respecting the persons whose data is contained in datasets to bereused and only using datasets that were created using proper safeguards. The use of datasets created byuniversities and research institutes should meet this requirement as it most likely that the data was gathered orcollated into a dataset with oversight by a research ethics committee and, at the very least, according to aframework of research ethics. All datasets currently planned for repurposing were created by universityresearchers, and so this ethical benchmark has been met at this stage. The ethical governance of researchdatasets should be considered by technical partners before deciding to use them. The project will likely usemore datasets as the project progresses and the ethical implications of these will be considered when they areselected.

Requirement to only re-purpose datasets that were created subject to a research ethics frameworkfulfilled up to this point in the project.
Requirement for technical partners to check that data to be re-purposed was gathered ethically, to becompleted.

Another aspect of re-using datasets is only using them in the ways that data-subjects would expect. Forexample, attempting to re-identify data-subjects would not be within the expectation of persons who providedtheir data for these datasets. In general, the ROXANNE partners are using these datasets for research and so this
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41 Hern, Alex, “What is facial recognition – and how do police use it?” the Guardian, 24 January 2020. Available at:https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/jan/24/what-is-facial-recognition-and-how-do-police-use-it42 See, for example, Whitehorn, Mark. “Decision time for AI: Sometimes accuracy is not your friend” The Register, 6 July2018. Available at: https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/07/06/accuracy_in_machine_learning/

does meet the general requirement. More specifically, ROXANNE partners are using these datasets to buildcomputer models for recognising entities in speech, text, video, and for network analysis. Thus, they are beingused to contribute to building something of scientific benefit, which would come within the likely expectationof persons providing data for research. Additionally, there will be no direct effects for data-subjects; nodecisions will be made about them using their data. There is a risk that persons whose data are used in thespeech/text/video recognition models might be slightly better recognised by the ROXANNE platform in futurethan if their data was not used, but this has been assessed by the partners to be very low – in any case, theROXANNE consortium only intends for the platform to be used by responsible LEAs and so it can beanticipated that any person who is highlighted by the platform at a higher incidence than persons whose datawas not used for developing the models would be treated lawfully. Overall, the re-use of data in thedevelopment phase would not seem to be in contravention of the agency, liberty, or dignity of persons whosedata is used.
Requirement to use data in ways that data-subjects would expect completed so far.
Requirement not to create problematic effects for data-subjects completed so far.

The development phase is clearly the prime opportunity to build the ROXANNE platform so that it is the bestthat it can be. If we look forward to the use phase, we can see the importance of this. As ROXANNE willanalyse data from pre-existing LEA systems, this means that the raw data might come from systems that are oldor have a lot of ‘noise’ in them, for example older, low-definition CCTV cameras. The analysis of noisy datacan result in higher levels of false positives and false negatives than in data with less noise; this is particularlyrelevant to the use of ROXANNE if lawfully obtained data in an investigation comes from systems that includelots of ‘noise’, for example, use of facial recognition tools by ROXANNE could be affected by the quality ofdata coming fromCCTV cameras that are old and do not provide high-definition images.41
Further, if ROXANNE is used for analysis of several data types simultaneously, and there is lots of noise in thedata, then this could result in the false negatives/positives being compounded and the overall output of thecombined analysis producing a larger probability of error.42 The effect of this is that substantial numbers ofpeople could be wrongly highlighted or missed by the ROXANNE platform. The primary implication of this isthat innocent people could be subject to an unnecessary intrusive investigation by LEAs, and people whoseactivities should be investigated are not considered by LEAs. Thus, this provides a clear impetus to technicalpartners in ROXANNE to ensure that the platform is as accurate, reliable, and precise as possible whenclassifying people and their behaviours.

Requirement for platform development to be accurate, reliable, and precise not yet possible toevaluate.
With regard to safety and security, ethical risks include the loss or unauthorised access to the underlying codefor what is a high-risk technology. Development of code for the ROXANNE consortium will take place usingthe GIT platform. ROXANNE partner LUH provides the installation of GIT on their own servers. LUHprovides access to GIT only for manually whitelisted accounts from the ROXANNE project. Only theseaccounts can access data on the GIT. GIT is encrypted using SAML SSO and enforced two-factorauthentication. Additionally, data is backed-up to LUH servers. Consequently, development of the underlyingROXANNE code would seem safe as it is protected from loss, and is secure as it is protected from unauthorisedaccess.

Requirement for code development to be safe and secure completed.
During the development of the ROXANNE platform, privacy is an issue in relation to use of pseudonymiseddata, and to secondary use of data. With regard to pseudonymised data, if partners were to re-identify data-subjects (either participants who have provided their data to the consortium, or persons whose data is contained
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43 Solove, 2006, pp.513-515.44 Solove, 2006, pp.518-520.45 Solove, 2006, p.520.46 Solove, 2006, p.519.47Art.30, GDPR

in datasets from other research projects), then this would violate the privacy of such persons. Pseudonymisationand anonymisation protect people from biases against them, from reprisals for their views, and from dataprocessors being able to connect information in order to reveal insights into a person.43 Consequently, re-identification of pseudonymized or supposedly-anonymised data-subjects would put them at risk of suchharms. Thus, not identifying persons would seem to meet this sub-requirement. ROXANNE partners have nointention to re-identify such persons and so are on-course to meet this requirement. Its fulfilment, however, canonly be judged once the processing of these data is completed.
Requirement not to re-identify data-subjects in pseudonymised or supposedly-anonymised data,completed so far.

Re-purposing of data also creates ethical issues in relation to privacy.44 First is whether persons consented totheir data being used for purposes additional to, or other than, the original processing. Where peopleconsensually provide data for a research project in the knowledge that their data will be used for other researchprojects of a similar nature, this would seem to not violate their privacy.
However, if a person does not consent to their data being re-purposed, or it is used in a way they do not expectthis would violate their privacy.45 Even if this is the case, re-purposing of data can be benign.46 The researchcarried out using re-purposed data in the ROXANNE project has been benign so far. All data to be repurposedalready comes from datasets that have been created specifically for research purposes, and: the data-subjectsconsent to this, or; the original data was made manifestly public by the data-subjects, or; is a matter of publicrecord.
Where data-subjects consented, this re-purposing would not seem to be a violation of their privacy. Data thatwas made manifestly public comes from television shows and interviews, and data that is a matter of publicrecord are reports of criminal activities that were reported in the news. As the data-subjects did not specificallyconsent to their data being used for research purposes, this is a minor infringement upon their privacy.However, as these data are already in the public sphere, re-purposing of them does not to create an additionalinfringement on privacy. Consequently, processing of such data would not seem to violate the privacy of suchdata-subjects to a degree that would prevent these datasets being used. The overall fulfilment of thisrequirement can only be assessed once the project has finished processing data to test and validate the computermodels. Other datasets which the project decides to use in future will be assessed on this same basis; there iscurrently no plan to use LEA data from real (closed) cases in the development phase.

Requirement to respect the privacy of data-subjects when re-purposing data generally fulfilled so far.Fulfilled where data-subjects consented to re-purposing, minor and benign infringement on privacywhere data is gathered from the public sphere.
In terms of transparency in this phase, emphasis should be on the dissemination of results and progress made bythe project. Any data which is deemed non-confidential but shows such progress, can be used for this purpose.For instance, the results from the planned field-test could be used shared. This would keep all relevantstakeholders and the public well informed about the project and promote awareness about the purpose of thisplatform. Further, the consortium should be open with organisations that serve a regulatory function, such asnational data protection authorities, if they request information. In addition, project partners should also beopen with oversight bodies, such as the EC and Ethics Boards if they request to discuss certain parts of theproject. In order to facilitate this openness, partners should maintain accurate records of their activities,especially their processing of personal data.47 Part of this recording can be seen in the Ethics Deliverables thatthe consortium has provided to the EC (WP10), and discussed with the Ethics Boards. Whilst these documentsare confidential to the partners and the EC, partners should be as open as possible about the information in them(and about their processing operations) with regulatory or oversight bodies.
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48European Parliament, “A governance framework for algorithmic accountability and transparency”, EU, 2019. Availableat: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/624262/EPRS_STU(2019)624262_EN.pdf49European Parliament, “A governance framework for algorithmic accountability and transparency”, EU, 2019. Availableat: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/624262/EPRS_STU(2019)624262_EN.pdf50 See, for example, Benjamin, Ruha, Race After Technology, Polity Press, Cambridge 2019, p.165; Valentine, Sarah,“Impoverished Algorithms: Misguided Governments, Flawed Technologies, and Social Control” Fordham Urban LawJournal, Vol.46, No.2, pp.364-427, pp.370-371

Requirement to disseminate non-confidential results, to be completed.
Requirement to be open with regulatory and oversight bodies, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement to maintain accurate records of data-processing and ethical decision-making, to becompleted.

Another important aspect, with respect to a technically intricate platform such as ROXANNE, is that ofalgorithmic transparency. It refers to
“One, or more of the following aspects: code, logic, model, goals (e.g. optimisation targets), decisionvariables, or some other aspect that is considered to provide insight into the way the algorithmperforms. Algorithmic system transparency can be global, seeking insight into the system behaviourfor any kind of input, or local, seeking to explain a specific input - output relationship.”48

Algorithmic transparency will help researchers understand how exactly the complex platform is working andhow it can be further fine-tuned to increase efficacy and decrease any possible flaws. For regulators, it is a wayto understand if the platform is being used in a legal and ethical way. Further, it helps the public understand howthe platform works, and how the data is being used to reach an outcome or insight. Algorithmic transparencyoften helps the public in challenging the technical platform/system in question, and hence instils a sense ofsecurity. As for the LEAs, it will be useful to understand the platform so that they know how it works, what maygo wrong and how to use it effectively. In essence, this sense of security/trust may be attributed to betterawareness and knowledge about the platform which in turn reduces the fear of unknown. In contrast, completealgorithmic transparency might make it easier to find loopholes in the system, which might risk the efficacy ofthe entire platform. Further, the requirement for transparency might even lead to use of sub-optimal algorithms,which again could seriously harm the purpose of such a platform.49
Requirement to provide the public with an understanding of how the ROXANNE tools work, to beevaluated.

There is a need to strike a good balance to ensure optimal algorithmic transparency. The LEAs or end-usersmust be compliant with respect to transparency requirements, to ensure that any decision or outcome can beaudited or challenged by the regulators or supervising body. The public should be privy to at least basicfunctioning of the algorithms and the flow of data so as to have an opinion about the trade-offs, benefits andrisks associated with such algorithms. Hence, the platform should be designed in a manner that the LEAs cansupport the outcome of the system and defend the same using the documentation related to algorithmictransparency and functioning of the system.
Requirement for technical partners to build the platform to enable LEAs to be transparent by makingthe algorithmic decision-making explainable so that results can be audited and challenged bysupervisory authorities, not yet possible to evaluate.

With regard to non-discrimination, a fundamental concern in data-driven analytical tools such as theROXANNE platform is the potential reliance on biased datasets to build, improve and/or test the technologiesunder development as this would results in a skewed product. Whatever the motivations of end-users, use ofbiased data can create biased tools which have biased effects during use.50 This would not only becounterproductive for LEA purposes but poses serious ethical, societal, and legal concerns. As part of the initialdevelopment of speech, natural language processing, and video technologies, partners must ensure their datamodel is built on unbiased, gender-balanced datasets to avoid unfairly targeting certain population groups whoare disproportionately captured in policing data. In their survey of potential data resources for building and
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51 See, for example, D'Ignazio, Catherine, and Lauren F. Klein, Data Feminism, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts,2020, p.123.52 On the environmental impacts of data use, see Jones, Nicola, “How to stop data centres from gobbling up the world’selectricity” Nature, 2018. Available at: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06610-y53 See Pereira, Rui, et al. “Energy Efficiency across Programming Languages” Proceedings of the 10th ACM SIGPLANInternational Conference on Software Language Engineering, October 2017, pp.256–267. Available at:https://doi.org/10.1145/3136014.3136031

training purposes of the ROXANNE platform, partners need to ensure that they identify and rely upon a diverseenough sample of resources to avoid training the technology on non-representative datasets which will result inprejudiced and unfair outcomes for the developed technology.51 To this end, the selected data needs to accountfor the diversities of potential individuals of interest, taking into consideration aspects such as language, accent,socio-economic background, age, and gender groups. Similar considerations persist during the subsequenttesting aimed to enhance the underlying technological components of speaker identification systems,diarization and role recognition. Therefore, it is important to counter from the outset any potentialdiscriminatory influences that may prejudice the outputs by including a diverse range of (speaker) profiles andmodels, while avoiding unjustified focus on certain groups or categories.
Requirement for ROXANNE to be developed using datasets that represent diverse populations in termsof language, accent, socio-economic background, age, and gender, not yet possible to evaluate.

Individual wellbeing could be affected during the development phase if colleagues are put under significantpressure to complete the platform in a short time-frame. Whilst working toward a deadline often involveintensive work, this can affect individual wellbeing if the expectation for output is excessive and colleagues arepressured into working overtime. Thus, in order to meet this requirement, partners should plan development sothat work is not excessively loaded towards the deadline. So far, partners are meeting this requirement
Requirement for partners not to put colleagues under excessive work pressures completed so far.

With regard to societal wellbeing, drawing upon the user-requirements should enable the ROXANNE platformto be developed in such a way as to fulfil the needs of stakeholders and wider society as far as they arerepresentative of it. However, as the actual development of the platform has a limited interaction with widersociety, it is difficult for this phase to have direct impacts on societal wellbeing and so it is also difficult todetermine specific requirements for partners to meet. Having said that, the work on societal values (T3.2,Comply with societal values, below) continues to gather views of citizens on societal issues. Consequently,while citizens cannot directly engage in the development of ROXANNE, they can have influence by providingfeedback in relation to societal values. Consequently, by implementing this feedback, the ROXANNE projectcan ensure that the platform is compliant with the societal values discussed.
Requirement for development of the ROXANNE platform to be compliant with societal values, not yetpossible to evaluate.

In terms of environmental wellbeing, data processing platforms are already highly-energy intensive and sobuilding a system that carries out more data processing than other technologies clearly raises environmentalissues.52 As ROXANNE is intended to process multiple data-sources, it could, depending upon the way inwhich the platform is developed, be more or less energy efficient that having separate systems for each datasource. As such, partners should endeavour to produce a platform that has a lower energy usage than separatesystems, but also having regard to the fact that this might not be possible as each data analysis component isnovel and so cannot be directly compared to a pre-existing system. This could include, for example, havingtechnical partners consider energy efficiency as a metric to be considered when they make decisions about howthe ROXANNE platform should be developed.53 As the development of the platform is still ongoing, it is notyet possible to evaluate this.
Requirement for technical partners to give regard to energy efficiency when developing the platformand to endeavour to build a platform that does not consume disproportionate amounts of energy, notyet possible to evaluate.
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With regard to accountability, technical partners’ decisions on which research results and user requirementsshould be integrated into the development of the ROXANNE technologies, i.e. speech, video technologies,network analysis, should be justified and documented. For example, when processing data for the developmentof the ROXANNE platform, the technical partners will agree upon the common data interchange format to beapplied to data coming from different sources. The adopted decisions should be reflected in correspondingdeliverable, following internal debate and consideration of associated advantages and concerns. Although thesedocuments are not open to the public by default, either due to IPR considerations, or requiring access rights forSwitch/GitLab or depending on their level of classification (i.e. restricted, classified, public), their existenceenables competent and authorised persons outside the consortium to audit the system design should such needarise. In addition, the ROXANNE platform and its technological components must reflect the legal and ethicalrequirements identified within WP3 and WP10 in line with the pursued privacy and ethics by design approach.To this end, TRI, CAPGEMINI, and INTERPOLwill consider with the technical partners how best to integrateinto the tools’ design legal and ethical safeguards without undermining the tools’ functionality whileresponding to end-users needs and requirements. In addition to legal accountability measures that exist for eachpartner under their national law, the project entails three levels of accountability to ensure the system’sadherence to good ethical practices:
 First, the Internal Ethics Board discusses its analysis findings with the rest of the consortium, beforethe External Ethics Board scrutinizes these in ethics deliverables (WP10) or specific discussions. Second, the EC itself presents an additional level of oversight of the project’s ethical dimensionthrough its ethics checks and continuous monitoring of project deliverables, especially withinWP3 andWP10. Finally, the project is also subject to public scrutiny hence the need to communicate to the civil societyon the project’s work and its ethical dimension and consideration.
Requirement to integrate legal and ethical considerations into the development of the ROXANNE platform,not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for project partners to be subject to legal and ethical accountability measures completed.

Integrating specific technical means within the ROXANNE system’s design is essential for complying withaccountability requirements on the platform’s use. The ROXANNE system architecture foresees usermanagement and access control, including central authorization and authentication services as well as loggingmechanism. The elaboration of the ROXANNE case management system should provide due consideration toaccountability concerns by defining individuals’ access rights and eligible purposes for consulting data. Takinga closer look at specific instances, for example, the platform secure data export and exchange functionality willkeep logs on users, information shared, purpose and recipient. If technically feasible, when developing vision-based algorithms to support video location and face verification, records of particular pattern or location forvideo indexing and linkage purposes could help mitigate possible abuse of the tool. In addition, the platform’srelation extraction function could keep records of auxiliary information that served as basis for the extraction.The ROXANNE system data visualisation and exploratory analysis technique should enable human oversightas opposed to a fully automatic and deterministic result. Such technical means (i.e. confidentiality regime,adoption of encryption, choice of standard) to protect information in line with the legal requirements have notyet been developed, but once they are they should be reported to the project supervisory bodies (Ethics andSecurity Boards) as well as to the EC.
Requirement for technical partners to develop the ROXANNE platform with technical means (e.g.logging mechanisms) to evidence compliance with accountability measures, not yet possible toevaluate.

Phase 4: Testing
In the testing phase, issues of human agency, liberty, and dignity relate to the use of human participants whoengage in testing of the platform. As mentioned earlier, human participants have their liberties enabled by them
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having a free and informed choice whether to participate and have their agency fulfilled where they are able towithdraw from participation. Participants would seem to be treated in a dignified manner where researcherstreat them with respect. The testing phase of the ROXANNE project is not yet occurring, but current plansoutline that these practices will take place and the agency, liberty, and dignity of participants will befulfilled/respected.
Requirement to treat participants testing the ROXANNE platform with respect not yet possible toevaluate.

It is unlikely that any platform can function perfectly, we have already noted the risks of false negatives andfalse positives, and in, conjunction with human dignity, there would seem to be an ethical obligation tocommunicate to users in a meaningful manner the level of accuracy achievable in the platforms outputs, acrossdifferent contexts of use. This is particularly pertinent in the ROXANNE project, owing to the nature of theplatform and the potential negative effects that could be caused for individuals and society if the platform isinaccurate, unreliable, or imprecise. It would be responsible for the project to devote some effort in trials tounderstand these levels of accuracy and inaccuracy. This is important so that such issues can be dealt withduring evaluation and improved before the platform is used in actual investigations.
Requirement to assess the accuracy, reliability, and precision of the ROXANNE platform not yetpossible to evaluate.

It is currently unclear what data will be used in the testing phase, particularly in the case of whether LEA datawill be available. If parts of research datasets that were not used in the development of the system (i.e. separatedout into a ‘test’ dataset), then the ethical issues in relation to data governance and protection would be the sameas those mentioned in the previous phase.
However, if LEA data is used, then this can generate other issues. If this data comes from real cases, then thisposes an ethical issues about how the results will be used and how they can affect investigations. Consequently,the ROXANNE partner decided that they will not seek to test the platform on real ongoing cases, as originallyenvisaged.

Requirement not to use the ROXANNE platform on ongoing LEA cases completed.
Instead, ROXANNE partners have opted to seek testing of the platform on data from real closed cases that havebeen thoroughly investigated, with all leads considered closed, and the case is regarded as completed by anauthority such as a prosecutor or court in the partner country. Only LTEC has expressed an intention to processreal data from closed cases, for which they have permission from the relevant Lithuanian prosecutor (seeD10.10, Personal data relating to criminal convictions/offences; also note that the testing has not yet occurred).

Requirement to only process closed cases with appropriate approval, completed so far.
Still, with regard to privacy, data-subjects would likely not have consented to their data being initiallyprocessed in an LEA investigation. Of course, society generally accepts this where necessary, proportionate,and lawful in criminal investigations. Consequently, LEA partners should only consider data that was lawfullygathered. We assume that any LEA data from real closed cases made available for use in the project wasgathered legally, and, therefore, the original violation of privacy to gather the data was justified. LTEC haveconfirmed that the data they intend to use in the project was gathered in accordance with Lithuanian law.

Requirement for LEAs to ensure that any data from real closed cases made available to the project waslawfully gathered, completed so far.
However, use of such data in a research project might not come within the expectation of the data-subject, norsociety. This is particularly the case where data about innocent people is captured as part of an LEAsurveillance operation and their data is contained in a dataset. It would seem to be a violation of privacy for thedata-subjects in an ethical sense to use this data, particularly that from innocent individuals whose data iscontained in the dataset through no fault of their own, and, potentially, no knowledge of it.
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LEAs should, therefore, consider whether it is proportionate to include data-subjects in the datasets they use fortesting. LTEC have considered this and believe that the benefits of helping to develop the ROXANNE platformoutweigh possible harms to data-subjects, for which they have implemented technical and organisationalmeasures to reduce.
Requirement for LEAs to assess the privacy implications for data-subjects included in their testingdata-sets, completed so far.

Use of such data in the project, even in a pseudonymised or anonymised form, could be seen as an additionalviolation of privacy as the individuals concerned would not be in a position to consent. As with re-purposingdata for development, the question becomes whether this is benign, and can be justified.
The testing of the ROXANNE platform by LEAs is intended to involve evaluations on the efficacy of theROXANNE tools for use in criminal investigations, and should not be used to make decisions about, or createeffects for, data-subjects. During testing, all LEAs will be informed that ROXANNE tools are prototypes andnot finished, and so should not be used for making any decisions regarding operations. Consequently, thereshould be no additional effects for the data-subjects. In this case, processing of personal data from real closedcases would seem to be a minor and benign infringement on their privacy.

Requirement for any LEA use of data from real closed cases to be restricted to benign infringements onprivacy, expected to be completed.
Owing to the sensitivities of data from real closed cases, LEAs, and the consortium, need to strongly justifywhy they need to use such data rather than other data (e.g. synthetic). LTEC have stated that use of syntheticdata presents a risk of misjudging the capabilities and accuracy of the ROXANNE platform, and so there is aneed to use data from real closed cases in order to properly evaluate the platform.

Requirement to justify any use of LEA use of data from real closed cases, completed so far.
By the nature of subjecting data to new analytical methods, new knowledge can be generated. In the case ofusing data from real closed cases, this poses a risk of incidental findings through finding previouslyundiscovered information about a closed case. If information relevant to an illegal activity is found, thenpartners should follow the incidental findings policy of the project and report it to an LEA who can investigatethe new information. This would be a further breach of privacy, but, as this will be to verify whether a crime hasoccurred, it would seem justified. As testing has not yet taken place, no situations involving incidental findingshave occurred.

Requirement for any discoveries of illegal activity during data-processing to be reported inaccordance with the incidental findings policy, not yet possible to evaluate.
Use of LEA data also raises issues of data quality due to some LEAs having histories of discriminatory policingpractice, such as higher incidences of policing members of ethnic minority groups, and the effects of this beingseen in LEA data. Consequently, LEAs should ensure that the data they are using is unbiased as far as ispracticable. This is important as positive test results that show the platform working well on biased data wouldsimply add to the reinforcement of biases. The dataset intended to be used by LTEC is very small and so it is notpractical to assess the diversity of this dataset.

Requirement for LEAs to assess the diversity of their testing datasets where practicable, completed sofar.
Fulfilment of data rights raise particular issues for the use of LEA data. Such data will most likely have beengathered under the Law Enforcement Directive (LED), or precursor legislation. As such, it is difficult for data-subjects to exercise their rights as the LED only provides a right of access for data-subjects, and only where thisis not limited by member state law. Consequently, it would be advantageous in ethical terms for the use of LEAdata to come under the GDPR. LTEC have stated that they will be testing the ROXANNE platform under the
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GDPR. Conversations about data availability for other LEAs are ongoing but it is expected that this testing willbe regulated under the GDPR. As these conversations are ongoing, it is possible that data-processing duringtesting could take place under the LED, if this happens then it will be in strictly limited circumstances.
Requirement for use of LEA data in the ROXANNE project to be regulated under the GDPR, or understrictly limited circumstances if the LED is applicable, completed so far.

In terms of access to data and data ownership, however, the sensitive nature of LEA data means that it would bepreferable from an ethical point of view for LEA data to remain with LEAs. At this stage of the ROXANNEproject, there is no plan that technical partners will be provided with LEA data. However, a ongoing discussionabout the possibility of sharing some anonymous or statistical data is ongoing.
Requirement for LEA data from real closed cases to remain with LEAs, completed so far.

In terms of transparency, the testing phase is similar to the development phase in primarily requiring activedissemination of technical progress made in this project. In particular, the public can be informed about how theplatform is tested and what the efficacy of such a platform is in terms of the project objectives. This couldinclude test results reflecting lack of bias or sensitivity to any particular attribute of a data-subject as envisionedin the design phase. The efforts should be directed towards being open about possible drawbacks orunintended/unexpected results after testing. The first-field test has taken place, and efforts to disseminate theresults are ongoing .
Requirement for partners to publicly disseminate results of field-tests, set to be completed.

Another key aspect of transparency in data-driven technologies, is, as discussed above, algorithmictransparency. In the testing phase, this is important in order to enable persons testing the platform to see howthe platform works and make suggestions about how it can be improved, it is also key for technical partners sothat they can understand how to make improvements to the platform.
Requirement for technical partners to build the platform in such a way to be understandable to personstesting the platform.

The ROXANNE project relies on continuous testing and the organization of three field-tests to improve theROXANNE system by identifying and addressing shortcomings in the constituent technologies. The threefield-tests, one foreseen each year of the project, present an opportunity to demonstrate to a large audience thelevel of maturity and efficiency of the ROXANNE system. These demonstrations could potentially entail adiscriminatory risk should the platform be tested on a biased algorithm, resulting from selection and reliance onan insufficiently varied and representative range of datasets. However, this risk should be minimised byadequately addressing these aspects in the preceding phases focusing on data understanding, preparation andmodelling (WP 4, 5, 6, 7). Similar to field-tests, the continuous testing may pose a risk of discriminatory effectshould the chosen datasets not be varied and representative enough. Further to the preventive measures taken inthe framework of WP4, 5, 6 and 7 to counter data bias, this risk should be also mitigated by the diversity ofpartner LEAs that will test the system individually, representing different cultures, languages and specialisingin different crime areas.
Requirement for technical partners to evaluate algorithm for bias and take steps to reduce this, not yetpossible to evaluate.
Requirement for test datasets to be varied and representative, not yet possible to evaluate.

Individual wellbeing is clearly relevant during testing as this is the point where participants will partake inusing the platform and providing their views on it in interviews/workshops. However, the issues related to howsuch persons are treated by researchers are covered in relation to human agency, liberty, and dignity. Yet, howthe participants interact with the platform is also relevant to the individual wellbeing of participants.
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54 Strogatz, Steven, “One Giant Step for a Chess-Playing Machine”, The New York Times, 26 Dec 2018. Available at:https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/26/science/chess-artificial-intelligence.html55 See, Singer, P.W.,Wired for War, Penguin, USA, 2010, pp.337-34056 Waytz, Adam, Joy Heafner, and Nicholas Epley, “The mind in the machine: Anthropomorphism increases trust in anautonomous vehicle” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Vol. 52, May 2014, pp.113-117.57 See Principle 4, EPSRC, “Principles of Robotics” 2018. Available at:https://epsrc.ukri.org/research/ourportfolio/themes/engineering/activities/principlesofrobotics/

During testing and use, there is an ethical risk of anthropomorphising the ROXANNE platform. When peopleare confronted with leaps of technological advancement, it is not unusual for them to view a technology ashaving human qualities. For example, DeepMind’s AlphaZero system that plays the board game Go has beendescribed with human qualities of ‘insight’ and having a ‘breed of intellect’.54 This system is of course, simplya machine. Anthropomorphising machines can create an emotional connection between the user and machine;for example, the destruction of military robots from enemy actions can cause a quasi-grief for its users.55 Thiscould be a particular issue with ROXANNE, as it already has a human name. The effect of anthropomorphisingthe platform is that it might be seen as more than a mere tool, and can be seen as ‘special’ to the point where itsoutputs are treated more favourably than if it were not anthropomorphised.56 If the outputs of the ROXANNEplatform are viewed as special, then this could lead LEA officers down an erroneous path possibly resulting ininnocent individuals being arrested or taking longer to find the actual offenders.
A potential solution to this would be including information in the training provision to the effect that whateverthe name and potential for human-like qualities to be observed in the ROXANNE platform, it is merely a data-processing system and any human-ness that might be perceived to be present in the platform is an illusion.57Further, any exploitation activities should not attempt to further anthropomorphise the tool, and partners shouldconsider renaming the platform prior to actual exploitation. These requirements can only be evaluated later inthe project if the suggested actions take place at the appropriate time.

Requirement for training provision to make clear that the ROXANNE platform is a machine and shouldnot be anthropomorphised, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for exploitation of the platform to not anthropomorphise it, not yet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for exploitation partners to consider changing the name of the platform to a non-human name, not yet possible to evaluate.

In terms of societal wellbeing, it is difficult to view impacts on society at large during testing as the actual testsof the platform will take place in a separate environment away from actual LEA operations. Thus, the effects ofthe test cannot create material impacts on society.
With respect to environmental wellbeing, the ecological impact of carrying out field-tests will in large-partcome from the travel from across Europe (and beyond) to attend the tests (if physical tests are possible duringthe ongoing pandemic). As with the development phase, this requirement would seem to be met where traveland meetings are not excessive. The project has planned to hold three field-tests across the life of the project. Inlight of the proposed ROXANNE platform involving development of many novel components, three field-testswould not seem excessive. However, partners should consider which personnel they are sending to attend field-tests, and whether this is necessary. This will be evaluated following physical field-tests.

Requirement for partners to only send necessary persons to field-tests and meetings, not yet possible toevaluate.
The choice of data to be used for testing and demonstration purposes in the context of the three project fieldtests will have to be carefully made taking into consideration previously identified risks, such as data bias. Withregard to accountability, the discussions and decisions that lead to the final choice need to be deliberated amongthe consortium and where possible with the involvement of a wider stakeholder group (i.e. Stakeholder Board,Ethics Boards). Conversations about possible LEA data that could be used in the project are ongoing. Therationale behind these decisions will be included in relevant deliverables for accountability purposes. Inparticular, should some partners access real LEA data to test the ROXANNE platform, this should specify who
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58 Silberzahn, R., “Many Analysts, One Data Set: Making Transparent How Variations in Analytic Choices AffectResults” Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science, Vol.1, No.3, 2018 (hereafter: Silberzhan, 2018),pp.337-356.59 Silberzahn, 2018, pp.337-356, 353-354.

accessed, what type of data and under which circumstances (i.e. on premise, remote access) and for the testingof which particular technology component. Similarly, partners in charge of developing simulated data fortesting the ROXANNE system, including the definition of scenarios with the help of the internal LEAs, shouldupdate the rest of the consortium on the status of their work, the rationale for choosing specificchannels/scenarios/languages as opposed to others. This will ensure collective validation of decisionsfollowing assessment of associated risk and benefits. Furthermore, the corresponding deliverables willdocument the arguments and reasoning behind the decisions made by the consortium. These topics will beevaluated when testing take place and any access to LEA data by technical partners happens, if this occurs.
Requirement for test data choices to be discussed amongst the consortium and potentially widerstakeholder group, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for any technical partners accessing LEA data to log the circumstances of this, not yetpossible to evaluate.

Phase 5: Evaluation
The evaluation phase is focussed on acquiring and understanding feedback from field-test participants. Humanagency and liberty is enabled where participants/partners are able to contribute to a feedback process. Dignity isrespected where all responses to the feedback process are treated fairly and equally. This phase of theROXANNE project is not yet occurring, but we can expect that feedback on testing from individual LEAofficers will follow a similar plan to that for gathering feedback from the field-tests and so compliance withthese requirements to be fulfilled.

Requirements for participants to be able to give feedback and for responses to be treated fairly andequally not yet possible to evaluate.
A fundamental issue in the development of computer models is that they will include assumptions made aboutthe data and how the model should use these data. This will affect the accuracy, reliability, and precisions of themodels. Whatever the choices and assumptions made when creating the models, these will affect the outputs ofthe algorithms.58 To some degree, this is inevitable; people will always make different assessments. There is aparticular risk in relation to technical partners creating models for use by LEAs as technical partners mightbring inaccurate assumptions to their work.
An obvious solution to this would be to follow the requirements gathered in Phase 1. This should certainlyhappen as much as possible. However, owing to the complexity of the models and the fact that the needs of themodels will develop as the project progresses, the gathered requirements might not cover every situation andtechnical partners will likely need to make some assumptions.
In order to ensure that the choices and assumptions made by partners are reasonable, some level of assessmentis advantageous. Making the models publicly available and encouraging feedback from external researcherswho wish to comment would be ideal.59 However, this would not be possible in the context of ROXANNE dueto the potential for commercial exploitation in the future, and the risks of criminal organisations viewing anypublicly available code. As such, having technical partners to review the work of others within the consortiumwould be beneficial; further discussing the assumptions made in producing the models with LEAs would seemadvantageous so that the platform is adequately tailored to their needs is created.

Requirement for technical work to be widely reviewed within the consortium and to ensure componentsfulfil LEA needs not yet possible to evaluate.
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60 Solove, 2006, pp.491-504.61 Solove, 2006, p.500.62 See, for example, reference to interview standards in European Commission, Ethics in Social Science and Humanities,Horizon 2020 Guidance, October 2018. Avaialble at:https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020_ethics-soc-science-humanities_en.pdf

A key privacy issue in the evaluation phase is that persons who test the ROXANNE platform will beinterviewed. As mentioned above, data collection from people can create ethical harms where people aresubject to interrogation.60 However, it is important to differentiate interviews from interrogation. Interrogationinvolves the pressuring of individuals to reveal information they would not otherwise provide.61 ROXANNEpartners are aware of standards expected in research interviews and will plan interviews according to thesestandards. Partners will not pressure participants; they will be free to leave at any time, or not answer anyquestions that they do not feel comfortable answering.62
Requirement to plan interviews according to applicable standards of research ethics not yet possible toevaluate.
Requirement for interviewees to not be pressured and treated according to research ethics standardsnot yet possible to evaluate.

As with the requirement gathering phase, in order to ensure data quality and data integrity, partners shouldincorporate best practices when formulating interview questions and methods so that the data collected isrelevant, accurate, complete, and reliable. Additionally, in order to ensure access to data for data-subjects, andthe potential to fulfil their data rights, partners will only gather data from participants where they consent, andwill use their consent as the legal basis for processing. These interviews will take place in the future andcompliance with this requirement will be assessed once they have occurred.
Requirement for interview questions to enable data gathering that is relevant, accurate, complete, andreliable not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement to give data-subjects interviewed during the evaluation phase ownership over their datanot yet possible to evaluate.

In terms of transparency in this phase, the consortium should disseminate information about any setbacks orreservations towards the platform (as per their understanding) and how they dealt with it to create a platformwhich promises transparency and fairness but without compromising on it’s efficacy to mitigate organisedcrime as envisioned by the consortium while developing this project. The project website could also have a‘Frequently asked questions’ sections which addresses a summary of ethical and legal concerns related to theplatform along with solutions. This is something that the legal and ethical partners are working towards.
Requirement for partners to be transparent about shortcomings of the platform during evaluation notyet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for the project partners to add a summary of ethical and legal concerns and solutionsto the project website not yet possible to evaluate.

At this stage, the technical partners should carefully evaluate the extent of the algorithmic transparency andjudge whether it is sufficient as envisioned during the design phase. The need is to ensure that the functioning ofalgorithms, at least at a basic level, is clear to the LEAs. Further, it will be difficult for partners to evaluate thesystem if they do not adequately understand how it works. This is particularly relevant to the ROXANNEproject, where different technological modules are being put together in order to build an integrated platform.Consequently, the technical partners should build the platform in such a way as to enable them to comprehendhow the data-processing modules and operations work both individually, and in combination, in order that theycan adequately evaluate the platform.
Requirement for technical partners to build the data-processing modules and overall platform in sucha way that it can be understood and evaluated.
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Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform so that it is understandable toLEAs.
Based on the analysis of field-test results and the evaluation of continuous testing results, the consortium willbe in a position to enhance the ROXANNE platform ’s operation and present end-users with a robust andreliable product that responds to their needs. However to this end, partners must treat equally, impartially andopenly all the results and feedback received from partners and external stakeholders. The integration of theROXANNE platform, its final platform setup, user interface and maintenance should reflect the different needsand issues signalled as the platform matures and its functionalities are evaluated in the context of the threemilestone events (i.e. field tests). By adopting a fair, inclusive and comprehensive approach to the analysis ofgathered input, partners will contribute to the development of a useful and feasible system for a diverse andwide range of end-users.

Requirement for partners to treat results and feedback equally, impartially, and openly not yet possibleto evaluate.
Requirement to build the platform to take into account different needs of potential users not yetpossible to evaluate.

In this phase, issues of individual wellbeing are limited to those relevant to project partners who are evaluatingthe outcomes of testing. Evaluating test data and responses to interviews/workshops would not seem to createsignificant risks toward individual wellbeing in the ROXANNE project. For example, there is no expectationthat partners will need to deal with any distressing content from the field-tests, for example. It is also unlikelythat societal or environmental wellbeing could be affected during evaluation as there are no effects that couldcome from this work which would have a material impact upon them.
Requirement to respect individual, societal, and environmental wellbeing during the evaluation phase,set to be completed.

With regard to accountability, the consortium is collectively responsible to build a technically robust, legallycompliant and efficient ROXANNE platform with acceptable errors rates, according to the project GrantAgreement provisions. Designated WP leaders are in charge of leading thematic and specialised efforts to thisend, with the support of other partners. The end product should be achieved following the successfuldevelopment and testing of the platform’s individual components in the preceding steps (i.e. surveydistribution, field tests). The integrated system’s evaluation should confirm minimised levels of falsepositive/negative results, human errors, algorithm bias and malicious interference with the results. Theevaluation results should be properly documented, shared with the EC and, where possible, with expertmembers of the stakeholder group to confirm their interpretation and the platform’s sound functioning. Outsidethe research context, the subsequent users of the ROXANNE platform will be accountable for the use theymake of the platform. Although still in its early stages, the project Exploitation Plan will agree on consortium-wide arrangements for exploiting project results, including acceptable IPR measures, in order to facilitate theiruptake and use by potential end-users.
Requirement for the project partners to take responsibility for production of a platform in line with thatagreed in the Grant Agreement.

Phase 6: Use
As the ROXANNE platform is still in development, it is not possible to give a detailed assessment of how theplatform will be used and the implications for its use on individuals and society. However, we can highlightsome issues that might affect the use of the proposed platform. These will be further refined in D3.4 (Finalreport on compliance with ethical principles). Additionally, some issues related to use are larger than others andthose which are subject to more detailed analysis are given sub-titles in the following text. Finally, as issuesrelated to use are dependent upon the action of LEAs, the projects is not in a position to evaluate whether allethical requirements are completed due to both the expected use occuring after the project, and operationalLEA activities being beyond the control of the consortium, and so these are provided as recommendations.
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63 See Skitka, Linda J., Kathleen L. Mosier and Mark Burdick, “Does Automation Bias Decision-Making?” InternationalJournal of Human-Computer Studies, Vol.51, 1999, p.991.64Virilio, Paul (trans Chris Turner), The Information Bomb, Verso, London 2000 (hereafter: Virilio, 2000), p.124.65 See, for example, Milner, Greg, “Death by GPS” Ars Technica, 2016. Available at:https://web.archive.org/web/20190602041744/https://arstechnica.com/cars/2016/05/death-by-gps/66 Automation meaning the use of automatic process to replace human cognition, in contrast to mechanisation replacingphysical labour. Pyke, Magnus, Automation: Its purpose and future, Scientific Book Club, London, 1946, p.38.67Marx, Karl (transMartin Nicolaus),Grundrisse, Penguin, St Ives, 1993 (hereafter: Marx, 1993), p.70168Virilio, 2000, p.123.69 Art.11 (1), European Parliament and Council, Directive (EU) 2016/680 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of naturalpersons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention,investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the freemovement of such data, OJ L 119/89, Vol.59, 4May 2016 (Law Enforcement Directive, hereafter: LED).70Art.11 (1), LED.71Art.11 (2), LED.

However, where issues arise from the expected use are relevant to the activities of partners during the project,these are still provided as requirements with reference to their completion or ability to be evaluated.
In discussing human agency, liberty, and dignity in the context of criminal network analysis technologies beingused, there are two key areas for discussion. The first is LEA officer themselves: how does the use of advancedtechnology affect them and their role? The second area is the people who are subject to (or potentially subjectto) analysis via these means, how does it impact on their ability to live their lives and act freely?
Alienation
With respect to the use of advanced technologies by LEAs, a major issue in relation to human agency andadvanced technologies is automation bias. This is the process whereby human beings trust the outputs ofmachines more than themselves and so follow what the machine suggests, even when it goes against their ownknowledge.63 For Virilio, the speed of machines can overrun ‘intelligent reflection’.64 A classic example iswhere drivers follow the instructions of their satellite navigation system into a dangerous situation.65Automation bias causes significant issues for human agency as the person making decisions is not acting withtrue agency, but is essentially acting as the agent of the machine. The implication of this is that, if affected byautomation bias, the users of ROXANNE would be removing their own critical reflection about the outputs ofthe machine and the machine would, functionally, be acting as an autonomous agent itself. This is particularlyconcerning in the use of ROXANNE where, for example, an individual could be communicating with acriminal for innocent reasons but be included in the network analysis and potentially be included an intrusiveinvestigation without an LEA officer taking a meaningful decision about whether they should be included .
For the human being using the machine , this can result in them being ‘alienated’ from their work;66 feelings ofalienation would be particularly relevant if some of the decision-making previously done by a human LEAofficer is carried out by a machine. Where decision-making is delegated to machines, this can result in a de-skilling of the individuals who would otherwise have made those decisions; this is much the same as the de-skilling of factory workers through the introduction of mechanisation.67 People using advanced technologiesare particularly susceptible to alienation in this way as the very existence of better and faster technologies can‘discredit’ the use of slower methods, even where they involve human beings.68
The Law Enforcement Directive places a general prohibition on the use of automated individual decision-making.69 However, Member State law can provide an exemption to this as long as there are appropriatesafeguards and, at the very least, the possibility for human intervention.70 Further, the use of automateddecision-making on special category data is prohibited.71 Still, the use of data-analysis technologies can stilllead to automation bias even when they are not used for decision-making. For example, an LEA officer whomight blindly follow an assistance tool as if it were making decisions rather than providing assistance; considerthat a network analysis tool might potentially highlight persons of interest as an assistance tool, but, if thisadvice is blindly followed due to automation bias, then the tool is functionally being used for decision-making.
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For LEAs, this can mean that the individual officer who would otherwise have been deployed to monitorsuspects is no longer needed, 72 or becomes merely an overseer of a machine73 that is carrying out the real work.
For LEA officers, this de-skilling could result in the loss of their ‘intuition’ about what is suspicious in criminalinvestigations; and potentially an atrophy of moral skills in deciding what the right course of action is inrelation to surveillance operations.74 Considering that intuition of LEA officers is very useful ininvestigations,75 and LEA officer can be seen as ‘societal moral agents’ (i.e. embodying the moral virtues of asociety),76 it is imperative that the use of new criminal network analysis platforms do not damage either of theseaspects. A third form of de-skilling is where the user becomes less able to determine when a technologicalsystem has made a mistake, and given that surveillance and analytics technologies will generate both falsepositives and false negatives, this ability to assess the outputs of a system remains important.
One solution to dealing with both automation bias and the alienation of people from their work is to place thehuman being at the very centre of critical decision-making. This means that the ROXANNE platform requireshuman input across various stages of its use, rather than automating specific activities. This is an emergingconcept in military thinking where it is referred to as ‘human-machine teaming’.77 It has been popularised byplayers of ‘advanced chess’, where each player has a computer analysing potential moves but the playerchooses which moves to make according to their strategy.78 Generally, this approach requires using a computersystems for tasks that it excels at (i.e. searching and sorting large amounts of structured data and deterministicanalysis), and having human beings perform the tasks they are good at (i.e. comprehending complex andunstructured data and non-deterministic analysis).
In the context of ROXANNE, for example, this could involve building the platform in such a way that LEAusers are required to decide upon what investigative data should be analysed by the platform and what it shouldlook for. The system could then analyse phone or video recordings and search for instances that an LEA officerinstructed it to. If the system finds these instances and highlights them to the officer, then the LEA officershould determine what is useful to the investigation and justify why this is and why they choose to investigatethem further; a key aspect of this for ROXANNE would be related to the use of network analysis and whichindividuals in the communication network of a criminal should be subject to further investigation. By framingthe human-machine relationship in this way, it places the human being at the centre of the ROXANNEplatform. This means that LEA officers must engage directly with the key issues arising investigations and theuse of data-analysis platforms during those investigations, it also means that they can apply the required moraland legal standards to the use of ROXANNE in their investigations. The need for human beings to engagedirectly with decision-making should be made clear to end-users during training. Consequently, the consortiumshould reflect the need for human beings in decision-making in the promotion and exploitation of the system;the consortium partners should not encourage the problematic view that the tool does ‘everything’ in theanalytic process.
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Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in such a way as to require LEAofficers to make all decisions, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for training materials to highlight that the LEA users should treat the ROXANNEplatform as an assistive tool, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for promotion and exploitation of the platform to avoid implications that the platform canautomate decision-making, not yet possible to evaluate.

Professional ethical drift
Many professions and fields of practice have formalised codes of ethics and/or conventional ways of behavingappropriately in that field. For example, LEA officers may have taken explicit oaths, but are also likely tosubscribe to a less explicit set of ethical values built up in their organisations over time. The adoption oftechnological systems can put pressure upon these codes of practice, influencing or undermining particularvalues that are important to a profession, and changing the way that work is done in the field, in ways whichmay not align with those values. LEA professionals are important stakeholders for ethics in ROXANNE andthe project should endeavour to understand the professional ethical values that ROXANNE technologiesshould be able to support.

Requirement for ROXANNE researchers to try and understand the informal professional needs not yetcompleted.
Dehumanisation
For individuals who might be placed under surveillance, a key issue related to human dignity is that they mayno longer be treated as people whose data is being analysed, but as mere data-points. For Kantian ethics, thiswould be an affront to the concept of human dignity, where the respectful treatment of human beings is an endin itself and treating individuals as mere objects violates their dignity.79 Philosophical literature suggests thatthe treatment of people as machine-like is a process of objectification and dehumanisation.80
In the situation of analysing data relating to individuals, as in the case of ROXANNE, dehumanisation does notrelate to the people who are investigated by LEAs being treated as machines but being treated as part of amachine because data about them forms part of the functioning of the platform. Whilst this type ofdehumanisation happens with the use of various technologies, ROXANNE poses a particular issue as it is notjust an individual whose data is analysed, but their communication networks as a whole that can be analysed(given access to these data). This increased scale of data analysis means that entire social groups localisedaround criminal suspects could be dehumanised. This does not mean to suggest that the use of ROXANNEwould necessarily result in the dehumanisation of entire social groups resulting in large-scale discriminatoryeffects and potentially atrocities.81 However, the existence of dehumanisation could contribute todehumanisation of social groups if, for example, members of a criminal organisation are predominately from aminority group.
We see some similar situations with the treatment of minorities by police today.82 Yet, the effect of this couldbe that not only are people from these groups subjected to intrusive surveillance more easily than peers from amajority group, but that by continuously engaging in network analysis and generating more surveillancesubjects from these networks, the effect is mass-surveillance of minorities. Consequently, this reinforces the
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83 Solove, 2006, 477-560, p.487.84 Stoycheff, Elizabeth, “Under Surveillance: Examining Facebook’s Spiral of Silence Effects in the Wake of NSAInternet Monitoring”, Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly, Vol.93, Issue 2, pp.296-311.

need to develop ROXANNE according to EU and national laws, and to only exploit the platform to end userswho are expected to abide by the law. Thus, risks of mass surveillance should be avoided (also see D10.16Report on the risks of misuse and mass surveillance); indeed, ROXANNE is intended to streamline analysis ofdata that is already lawfully collected and not to increase the surveillance capacity of LEAs.
Requirement for partners to ensure the ROXANNE platform is developed according to applicable legalstandards, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for partner to avoid exploitation to customers who pose a risk of engaging in unlawfulactivity, not yet possible to evaluate.

Chilling effects
Another potential impact of ROXANNE on the individuals who will be subject to criminal network analysis isthe potential for its use to interfere with negative liberty (meaning the freedom to do things withoutinterference), in particular political freedoms. Surveillance technologies that already exist are known to create‘chilling effects’,83 meaning that people who know or suspect they will be surveilled act in more restrainedways to what they would otherwise do if they were not subject to surveillance.
A potential effect of the ROXANNE platform is that the impact of criminal network analysis does not justaffect the individuals whose data is analysed, but also that of the people whom they communicate with. Thus,where people perceive their friends and family to be at risk of surveillance, or data-analysis by LEAs usingROXANNE, due to their actions, they would likely be less inclined to participate in activities that could raisethe interest of LEAs. If activities that are affected by ‘chilling effects’ are criminal, then the ROXANNEplatform would have a greater deterrent effect on would-be criminals than systems that are already in use. Thiswould seem to be a positive effect towards preventing crime.
However, this deterrent effect can be negative where it prevents people engaging in innocent behaviours thatthey believe will attract the attention of LEAs.84 This is especially concerning in countries that suppresspolitical opposition and the deterrent effect interferes with their perfectly innocent political activities andfreedom of expression. As mentioned in D10.16 (Report on the risks of misuse and mass surveillance), theROXANNE platform will not be exploited to countries with poor track-records of complying with humanrights law. Further, as mentioned above, including a decision-making mechanism in the platform that requiresLEA officers to evaluate data they are intending to analyse should prevent the ROXANNE platform from beingused in an arbitrary way.

Requirement for ROXANNE not to be exploited to LEAs with a poor track-record of complying withhuman rights law, not yet possible to evaluate.
Issues of robustness and safety are significant in terms of use, as it is the crucial moments where effects mightbe created for the public if ethical risks manifest. In terms of safety and security, there are risks that an insecureplatform could be attacked by criminals; if they were to gain access to the platform this might not only disruptinvestigations, but also ongoing criminal trials and, potentially, previously secured convictions throughevidence tampering. As such, it is imperative that LEAs only use the ROXANNE platform on secure systems.

Recommendation for LEAS to only use the ROXANNE platform on secure systems.
Interpretation of results
However, other aspects related to the accuracy, reliability, and precision of the system, and how this isperceived, can generate significant ethical risks during the use of the platform. A significant issue with the useof algorithmic processes to assess real life activities is the fact that it can only comprehend quantitativemethods. As Malik writes, we may be able to engage in many mathematical analyses of different situations or
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85 Malik, Momin M., “A Hierarchy of Limitations in Machine Learning” arXiv.org, 29 February 2020 (hereafter: Malik,2020). Available at: https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.05193, pp.6-8.86 Generally, see DeVellis, Robert F., Scale Development, 4th edition London, SAGE, 2016; Malik, Momin M., 2020,pp.8-12.87Borgman, C., Big Data, Little Data, No Data: Scholarship in the NetworkedWorld, CambridgeMA.,MIT Press, 2015.

individuals, but these types of analysis do not lend themselves to understanding what they mean.85 TheROXANNE platformmight highlight a particular activity as unusual but cannot explain why.
For example, if there is an increased frequency of phone calls between a known criminal and their family, oneinterpretation of this information could lead to a view that they are a familial criminal organisation and anotherinterpretation could be that there is an ongoing family emergency. There is, therefore, a risk that an end-usercould misunderstand the outputs of the platform and, in this example, expand their investigation to familymembers. Whilst LEA policies would normally result in the discarding of data that is not relevant to theinvestigation, the initial intrusion into an innocent persons private life is ethically problematic. It might beproportionate in a criminal investigation, but is still regrettable.
Consequently, the inability of the platform to provide meaning for its outputs highlights the need for humanbeings to critically evaluate them prior to acting on the results. Considering the speeds and scales at whichadvanced technologies work, a lack of critical reflection on platform outputs could result in a significantnumber of people being unnecessarily investigated.

Recommendation for LEAs to critically evaluate platform outputs in terms of their accuracy,reliability, and precision prior to acting on them.
Further, the use of machine learning models to discover knowledge about criminal organisations cannot beused to analyse the qualitative reasons about what makes them, and their members, criminal. The use of othermetrics typical of criminal behaviours can be a useful indication of, or proxy for, criminality, but never a truerepresentation of it.86 For example, particular patterns of behaviour might be measurable and associated withcriminal activity but are not definitive; a recording of a known criminal using apparent code words mightindicate their participation in hiding their purchase of contraband, or might be hiding a surprise present for theirspouse. If the outputs of ROXANNE suggest that a suspect has acted in a way typical of criminals, then that isall that the results mean; it is not a determination of criminality. As such, the outputs of platforms likeROXANNE are always an estimation and, therefore, require the presence of a human beings to assess them,what they suggest about a suspect and how they should impact on the investigation.

Recommendation for LEAs to not treat ROXANNE outputs as conclusive, or indicative of criminality.
This point is part of a wider issue of neglecting the “knowledge infrastructure” from which data used foranalysis arises – the complex set of people, practices, technologies, institutions and relations that produce datain a particular context.87 To treat data as if interchangeable, and free of context is to miss the way that datacomes from a particular place and a particular context. It is the responsibility of the ROXANNE consortium asusers of data to understand its situated nature, and make end-users aware of this in terms of the data used to trainmodels but also make them aware of how the use of their own data will affect the outputs of the platform. Inpractice this might mean considering, for example, how people come to be included in police data sets (or beexcluded from them), and what social dynamics might be in play in this. In research terms, this is also an issuethat affects the generalisability of any analytic model. Thus, when using the platform, LEAs should considerwhat information is available about context from any open data sets that we use in the project. In order toexplain the appropriate context for using the platform, this information should be provided to potentialcustomers before sale, and the consortium will likely have to do some “translation” work, to make thiscontextual information meaningful.

Requirement for partners to make potential customers aware of the context in which the models werebuilt, and how this affects the outputs of the platform not yet possible to evaluate.
Where critical reflection is missing, this can sometimes lead users of system to view the world through theaffordances of the analytical tool. For example, on social media people can see the popularity of a person
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88 Malik, Momin M, and Jürgen Pfeffer, “Identifying Platform Effects in Social Media Data” Proceedings of the TenthInternational AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media (ICWSM 2016), pp.241-249, 247. Available at:https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM16/paper/view/13163/12744.89 Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”, in Cary Nelson and Lawrence Gossberg (eds.), Marxism andthe Interpretation of Culture, Macmillan Education, London, 1988, 280-283.

through the number of people they interact with online rather than how people feel about them.88 In a similarway, it might be possible for some users of ROXANNE to view the level of criminality a person engages withthrough the prism of the number of criminal acquaintances they have, rather than their actual behaviour. Owingto the power asymmetry of LEA officers in relation to the public, such privileging of knowledge from LEAofficers could lead to ‘epistemic violence’ where harm is caused through not appreciating other ways of‘knowing’ (e.g. that someone might know a lot of criminals because they are friends, and not because they areengaged in criminality together).89 Additional training of users to make them aware of this issue and forcingusers to make substantive decisions in the decision-making process might move people from this vein ofthinking into actually evaluating the criminality of suspects, for example.
Requirement for the ROXANNE training provision to include information about the meaning ofROXANNE outputs not yet possible to evaluate.

Use of data
During actual investigations potentially using the ROXANNE platform, it is inevitable that the privacy ofcriminal suspects and their associates, and potentially the privacy of innocent people, will be violated during aninvestigation. As mentioned above, infringement on privacy for legitimate law enforcement purposes withconstraints of proportionality, an appropriate legal framework, and effective oversight, is generally regarded asacceptable.
The ability of the ROXANNE platform to recognise persons whose data is gathered by surveillance methodssuch as CCTV or wire-taps is somewhat dependent upon the quality of the images, or voice recordings, forexample. Consequently, if these technologies are old, or have low-resolution, then the ability of theROXANNE platform to compare images or voice samples against those from a database is limited. This wouldclearly raise an issue in terms of accuracy, completeness, and reliability of data. Thus, technical partners shoulddetermine an appropriate minimum standard for which data is acceptable to be used with the ROXANNEplatform. Further, LEA officers should be cognisant of the potential effects that poor-quality data could havefor the results when they review them.

Requirement for technical partners to determine a minimum level of data quality that the platform canreliably be used to analyse, not yet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for LEA officers to be cognisant of the limited utility and potential for erroneousoutputs when using poor quality data.

During the use phase, a key issue is access to data. This is particularly relevant due to the sensitive nature of thedata that is analysed in LEA investigations. These data should only be accessible by the investigators that areworking on the case at hand; generally, it would seem to be a disproportionate invasion of privacy if, forexample, officers not investigating the case began to access these data. However, there may be situations wherethis is appropriate and ROXANNE provides a key example. For example, if LEAs are investigating twoorganised crime activities in separate investigations, it might become apparent that some of the suspects in eachcase are the same; this could suggest that either some of the suspects are well-connected in criminal activities orthe separate investigations are looking at the two parts of the same organised crime group. Using ROXANNEto analyse the two datasets and visualise the criminal networks might be a way of quickly showing whether thetwo criminal activities are linked.
To use ROXANNE in this way could be very useful for LEAs. But, if it were used to do this without properreason or in the hope of finding connections in seemingly unconnected investigations (i.e. a ‘fishingexpedition’), this would seem to be an illegitimate use of the technology. Therefore, it would seem appropriate
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for all personnel using ROXANNE to log their use of the system, and their reasons for using it in a particularway. These reasons should be evaluated by independent individuals who are separate from either investigation,such as a senior officer not involved in detective work.
Recommendation for LEA investigators to generally restrict access to data to the investigation team,and only allow access to other investigators for legitimate reasons.

Logging the use of ROXANNE provides clear links with accountability, as it identifies individuals who can beheld responsible for the actions that take place using ROXANNE. Further, this can also add to a culture ofrespecting privacy in organisations; where individuals know they must explain their actions regarding personaldata, this would, presumably, cause people to consider whether they need to engage in the activity in question.Technology design should support this through the use of user-interface patterns – for example, requiring a userto log a rationale for using the platform before opening it, or appending the rationale as meta-data to the outputsof an analytic process.
Requirement for technical partners to incorporate mechanism for logging uses of the ROXANNEplatform not yet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for LEA officers to log their uses of the ROXANNE platform, and the reasons why.
Recommendation for uses of the ROXANNE platform to be evaluated by persons independent frominvestigations.

With regard to data-rights and ownership, the LED provides for fewer data rights than the GDPR as mentioned.It is assumed by the ROXANNE partners that end-users will use the platform lawfully and so any denial ofdata-subject rights will be legitimate. With respect to ownership, it is important that LEAs own data gatheredduring surveillance operations as it is, by its nature, sensitive and therefore requires handling processes thatLEAs are experienced with. Consequently, such data should remain with LEAs and, where necessary, the courtsystem.
Recommendation for sensitive LEA data to remain with LEAs.

Public awareness about the scope and implications of ROXANNE
Transparency is a particular issue in today’s technology-filled world. Citizens are increasingly being watchedand tracked in the name of public safety and security.90 The ability of governments and organisations to keeppeople’s activities under surveillance has never been greater.91While law-abiding citizens often understand theneed for enhanced security measure, many fear that in a world of aggregated data, which includes variedsources such as credit card purchases, web browser histories, healthcare records, personal information, andmore will be assembled to form gigantic data footprints about individuals to aid in state surveillance.92Hence, itis important to focus on people's knowledge of and familiarity with uses of their data, and in, the case ofROXANNE, biometric technologies and biometric recognition. Specifically, this should consider theirawareness of the possible uses of such systems in the fight against crime and terrorism.Whilst many of the toolsand practices used by LEAs for these purposes are lawful, the ability to misuse these technologies for nefariouspurposes is, for King, the very basis of distrust between the public and the LEAs in terms of technology use. 93
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These tools pose ethical challenges irrespective of the results that they produce. Hence transparency is one ofthe key aspects to be kept in mind while designing such a platform.
There are a variety of ways to tackle this. To begin with, it is imperative that the public is aware of the scope ofwork and implications of this platform for the LEAs to be able to implement this platform. This includesaspects of data collection, processing of information, plausible downsides of the platform, use of technologies,certainty of results and promised supervision to avoid any misuse of the platform; of course, this needs to bemanaged with the sensitivities of performing police work and the need to not provide too much information tothe public in case it benefits criminals in avoiding detection. In case of a lack of information on the aboveaspects, this platform might be thought of as a tool meant for mass surveillance and hence might not beaccepted as widely.Recommendation for LEAs to be open about their use of ROXANNE, and supervision of this, as muchas possible taking into account operational needs.
Algorithmic transparency is important in the use of data-analysing platforms, especially in law enforcement.As LEA activities are inextricably linked to the criminal justice system, LEA use of these technologies issubject to court scrutiny. If the ROXANNE platform is a ‘black box’, and it’s functioning is unknowable, thiscan pose a serious risk to due process, and accountability. Indeed, some authors suggest that ‘black box’algorithms should be prohibited in ‘high-stakes’ areas, such as criminal justice, and, at a minimum, it should bepossible to subject such systems to ‘public auditing, testing, and review, and [...] accountability standards’.94

Requirement for the functioning of the ROXANNE platform to be knowable in order that it can besubject to public analysis and accountability measures, where necessary.
In order to make sure that the people feel that their rights will not be hampered by implementation of such aplatform, it is important to spread awareness about the intended use of the platform discussing both pros andcons of the platform. The use of marketing collaterals (dissemination materials) 95 should be made to reach tothe right audience using avenues such as global conferences, webinars, blogs, social media, newsletter etc.There should be a proactive attempt to discuss the possible unintended results of this platform or even anattempt to understand any other reservations citizens have with respect to this platform. A survey or a focusgroup discussion with volunteers could result in some useful insights which can then be leveraged in the designstage of the platform.

Requirement to gather feedback on potential issues that could be generated by use of the ROXANNEplatform, not yet possible to evaluate.
Studies have shown that citizens’ in developed countries, such as the US, are more comfortable with the use ofbiometrics in places of high-security requirements such as the airports or banks.96 We can draw from this thatthe public is more open to the idea of use of biometrics data collection and analysis if they understand what it isfor and how it protects them. Hence, it is utmost important to be vocal about the problems ROXANNE wouldsolve and how it is going to help LEAsmaintain peace and harmony in a society.

Requirement for the ROXANNE consortium to explain the intended platform and its uses in publiclyavailable dissemination materials, not yet possible to evaluate.
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Clarity on protection of personal data
One of the primary apprehensions with respect to a platform such as ROXANNEwhich analyses biometric dataof people is the misuse of this personal data to compromise the privacy of data subject.97 As per the GDPR,biometric data falls under the category of “special categories of personal data” and its processing is prohibited(in the absence of particular exceptions)98. However, it is important to note that, during law enforcementactivities, LEAs follow the Law Enforcement Directive (LED) which is a regulation parallel to GDPR anddeals with the processing of personal data by LEAs for the ‘prevention, investigation, detection or prosecutionof criminal offences’ – which falls outside of the scope of the GDPR.99 The LED allows LEAs to processsensitive personal data such as biometrics for law enforcement purposes.100
In order to process and collect the data ethically while ensuring transparency, it becomes imperative to complywith legal requirements. These requirements are present in the LED to ensure accountability,101 transparency102and fairness103 without compromising on needs of law enforcement agencies to maintain law and order insociety. Some of the provisions of the LED include need to categorise individuals (i.e. witness, convict,suspect, victim etc.), before the processing of personal data takes place. Another interesting article as a part ofLED is based on Article 11 “Automated individual decision-making”, which provides safeguards forindividuals against the risk that a potentially damaging decision is taken by solely automated means, i.e.without human intervention. This processing can only be done while ensuring the protection of the rights andfreedoms of the data subject. Further, as per Article 24, to ensure accountability, the LEAs would be required tomaintain relevant documentation to prove compliance with principles and responsible processing of personaldata. Failure to abide by these legal rules could lead to a sense amongst the public that LEAs operate beyond thelaw, potentially leading to feelings of mistrust and fears of mass surveillance. Consequently, having LEAsabide by the law reinforces trust amongst the public, especially when investigators are dealing with sensitiveissues such as biometric personal data.

Recommendation for LEAs to process data in accordance with the LED.
All in all, even with thoughtful safeguards in place, just processing data ethically and lawfully is not enough,the public should be made well aware of it too. By clearly providing details about why, how and where anorganisation is collecting and storing biometric data (wherever possible), organisations can build trust andassure people that their data is being used in secure way 104.

Recommendation for LEAs to be open about their policies for processing personal data.
Effects of biased data
When considering the ROXANNE platform’s actual implementation, beyond the project research anddevelopment phase, potential risks associated with the system’s misuse have implications on non-discrimination and fairness requirements. The potential implications of biased data being used during thedevelopment of the platform, and the possible effects of this have already been noted above.105 However, it isalso clear that end-users are products of their societies, and biases in those societies can, therefore, affect the
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work of LEAs.106 Thus, the intention of the consortium to build a platform that requires human decision-making at each key steps presents key points where societal biases can affect use of the platform. Babuta andOswald note that specific guidelines for operations using data-driven technologies should be provided toinvestigators, and these should complement existing professional practice and approaches. Ethical and legalpartners will explore the potential of highlighting issues such as potential discrimination in the electronicdecision-making platform to be developed in T3.6 (Development of a decision-makingmechanism).
Recommendation for LEAs to update training materials to highlight potential discrimination issuespresent with end-users.
Requirement for ethics and legal partners to evaluate decision-making mechanism for mitigatingdiscrimination issues, not yet possible to evaluate.

In the event that the developed solution lands in the wrong hands (i.e. non-authorized users, authoritarianregimes), it could be used against innocent people or to target vulnerable segments of the population such asmigrants or minors. The consortium is aware and considering seriously such threats and their consequences asidentified in deliverable D10.16 (Report on the risks of misuse and mass surveillance). To this end, in additionto acceptable IPR arrangements and commercialisation strategy, the project Exploitation Plan will includesome specific mitigation measures to diminish the potential occurrence of technological abuse through soundcommercialisation practices i.e. due diligence checks, mandatory risk assessment, “no resale” clause (i.e.prohibiting the buyer from reselling the platform) in contracts, centralised software licence control, etc.
Requirement for exploitation process to avoid provision of ROXANNE technologies to non-authorised users and authoritarian regimes, and follow the exploitation guidelines, not yetpossible to evaluate.

Effects on individuals
The effects of having surveillance data analysed by LEAs can cause issues for individual wellbeing. Whenpeople are aware that they are under surveillance, this can create negative feelings and anxieties about therevelation of intimate information to unknown individuals and what they might do with it.107 However, it isunlikely that in a criminal investigation, people will be made aware they are under surveillance by LEAs whohave access to ROXANNE as this would likely result in the suspects changing their behaviours to hide theircriminality.108 As such, it is unlikely to be a significant issue with the use of ROXANNE. The revelation ofbeing under investigation, if an investigation is later revealed (for example in court) might trigger someindividual wellbeing issues, but these are comparable to other police investigations. Some jurisdictions mayhave an obligation to inform suspects of an investigation when it has been concluded – the ROXANNE projectshould consider how it can support this process where appropriate. There may also be collective welfareimplications for the public knowing that LEAs have and use the types of tools contained within ROXANNE; asmentioned above, this could have an impact on public trust in LEAs.

Requirement for ROXANNE partners to consider the implications for persons finding out that theyhave been analysed by the platform, not yet possible to evaluate.
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109 Foucault, 1995, p.208; Stoddart, Eric, “A Surveillance of Care: Evaluating Surveillance Ethically” in Kirstie Ball,Kevin D. Haggarty, and David Lyon (eds.) Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies, Routledge, London, 2012,pp.369-376, 372.110 See, for example, Diviák, Tomáš, “Sinister connections: How to analyse organised crime with social networkanalysis?” Philosophica et Historica, Vol.2018, No.2, 2018, pp.115-135.111 UK Government, Serious and Organised Crime Strategy, 2018, pp.1-2, 14-15. Available at:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/752850/SOC-2018-web.pdf

Privacy of personal lives and relationships
From the Foucauldian perspective, surveillance is not specifically about observing what a person is doing butabout who they are and how that is observed across their life and in their relationships.109 In this sense, theanalysis of voice intercepts or surveillance camera recordings might reveal that a person has carried outcriminal activities, for example evidencing someone discussing the purchase of illicit products and thenshowing them buying illegal goods. However, through the addition of network analysis and this revealing howpeople relate to, and interact with, other people, ROXANNE provides insight beyond what people do and intowho they are as a person. As such, this is a greater invasion of privacy that that associated with conventionaltechnologies as it exposes more information about their lives and relationships.
Whether this can be ethically justified depends upon a proportionality assessment. For example, viewing therecordings of a surveillance camera covering a crime is likely to be proportionate as it is the behaviour of theoffender that is at issue and the invasion of their privacy is relatively small; the surveillance recording iswatched only for as long as it takes to observe the crime and identify the suspect. If it is difficult to identify theoffender from the tape, and the crime is serious, it might also be proportionate to subject it to technologicalanalysis such as facial recognition in order to further the investigation and apprehend the offender.
From this perspective, it would not seem proportionate to explore who the person is as a human being in orderto discover if they have committed criminal acts. Investigating the social relations a person has does not primafacie appear relevant to criminal investigations. The acts of a bank robber are relevant to a criminalinvestigation, who they are friends with is not. As such, it is the activities of a person that should beinvestigated, not who they are.
However, this ignores to key issues: first, that in order to sufficiently understand what a person does, it can benecessary to understand who they are; second, modern society has an interconnected nature and this includesorganised crime groups, who can be understood as networks.110 Regarding the first issue, where a crime takesplace and the perpetrator is unknown, it might be necessary to investigate who suspects are in order to includeor exclude them from further investigation. Whether this is proportionate would depend on the crime, it wouldseem disproportionate to look into the background of every person who visited a shop to trace a petty thief; itmight not seem disproportionate to do this if a terrorist left a bomb in the same shop.
Turing to the second point, organised crime groups are often good at hiding their criminality through usingothers to do their bidding or adapting their operations to avoid the interest of law enforcement, such as using‘secure’ communication technologies.111 As such, to uncover criminality and prosecute offenders, lawenforcement is required to explore deeper into the lives of suspicious individuals in order to find evidence ofcriminal activity. Of course, in order to begin an organised crime investigation, law enforcement must havesome way of finding those to look at more closely. Platforms like ROXANNE, that can evaluate large amountsof data for points of interest, could be useful for highlighting points of potential criminality where additionalexamination could be fruitful.

Recommendation for LEA officers to consider the proportionality of using analytical tools in theROXANNE platform during investigations.
Part of the necessary evaluation of proportionality must include the potentially vast number of innocentindividuals who could be caught up in network analysis. Gathering data on them as a side-effect ofinvestigating a suspected criminal should be minimised as much as possible in the first instance, and onlywhere it is unavoidable should it be considered. It should only go ahead where it is proportionate to the
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112Rosenberg, Nathan, Inside the Black Box, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1983, p.48.113 Foucault, 1995, p.209.114 Foucault, 1995, p.213-214.115 Foucault, 1995, p.222-223.116 Foucault, 1995, p.207.117 See, for example, West Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner, “Ethics Committee”. Available at:https://www.westmidlands-pcc.gov.uk/ethics-committee/ .

criminality under investigation. ROXANNE partners should consider how the analytic capabilities of theplatform will be presented to the user, and how they might practically integrate with existing investigativeprocedures, as this could make a big difference to proportionate use of the ROXANNE tools.
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to evaluate how data analysis will be presented to end-users sothat it complements LEA procedures and assessing proportionality of decisions in investigations, notyet possible to evaluate.

Viewing technology on the societal level
For some theorists, the impact of technology can be seen best on the societal, rather than individual, level.112 Inthis tradition, Foucault suggests that widespread use of surveillance can create a ’discipline-mechanism’ thatenables more efficient use of state power across society through making people more subservient to policeactions, in contrast to individual and separated exercises of surveillance.113 For Foucault’s ‘discipline-mechanism’ to exist, it does not necessarily require mass surveillance to be occurring, but can be present wherethere is a significant number of surveillance methods such that people can be observed at many differentinstances;114 this does not quite reach the level of panopticismwhere all people could be observed at all times.
However, the fact that the proposed ROXANNE platform can bring together and simultaneously analysedifferent types of investigative data from surveillance systems could mean that it goes beyond individual andseparated uses of surveillance and begins to approach a ‘discipline-mechanism’. If this occurs it would be anegative development for society, as the subjection of citizens to state power reduces the autonomy andfreedom that they have. For Foucault, the domination of citizens by the state creates additional surplus powerfor the state.115 Whether this is abused in the vein of mass surveillance or not, the fact that ROXANNE couldgenerate greater power for the state presents heightened risks of abuse.
Foucault suggests that a solution to this is to instil democratic control over surveillance technologies.116 As theROXANNE consortium will not exploit the platform to authoritarian regimes (see D10.16 Report on the risksof misuse and mass surveillance), it can be expected that use of ROXANNE will be subject to politicaloversight by persons democratically voted to represent the public.
The debates necessary for effective democratic control can be informed by having wide ranging consultationsand disseminating the results. The ROXANNE partners have conducted a global survey in T2.1 (Collection ofend-user requirements), will gather feedback on the use of the technology in WP8, and will collect views ofethical, legal, and societal issues in WP3. Some of the results will be disseminated, and some of the recipientswill include policy-makers (see, for example, T3.3 Fundamental rights below).

Requirement for the ROXANNE platform to gather and disseminate wide-ranging views, not yetcompleted.
Further, it would be useful for the debates within LEAs about whether they should, or how they should, useparticular technologies could be explored by their own stakeholder groups. For example, consulting withcitizen focus groups, and their public oversight bodies. We see also that some LEAs have created ethics boardsto advise on their use of advanced technologies,117 and can recommend that LEAs consider creating suchoversight structures if their current structures do not provide a similar level of expertise and oversight.

Recommendation for LEAs to engage stakeholders on the procurement and use of ROXANNE, andconsider implementation of an ethics board.
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118 Jones, Nicola, “How to stop data centres from gobbling up the world’s electricity” Nature, 2018. Available at:https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06610-y

Resource re-use
Excessive and wasteful use of energy would seem to violate principles of environmental wellbeing. It would beideal to avoid this, or to re-purpose some of the energy wastage. For example, if ROXANNE is used in a data-centre, or large data-processing facility, it might be possible to use water-cooling for these installations andrepurpose the heated water for other uses.118 This would seem to not only provide a use for what wouldotherwise be wasted heat and energy, but could also provide an additional income for the users of ROXANNE.

Requirement for technical partners to consider reducing the amount of energy used by ROXANNE, notyet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for partners to consider if wasted energy could be re-used, not yet possible toevaluate.

Accountability
Any subsequent use of the operational ROXANNE platform by end-users holds them accountable for the tool’suse in accordance with applicable national legislation and/or organisational code of ethics. However, thetechnology integrated oversight and access control mechanisms should help ensure compliance and deterpotential abuses by authorised system users, which can be detected through logs verification (i.e. purpose ofsearch, user details,). This logging system allows management to monitor the platform and ensure that it is usedin a compliant manner. Additionally, training users on good practices prior to their first interaction with theROXANNE technology is recommend for a sound understanding of the platform’s functioning, accurateinterpretation of results, and to remind users of associated ethical considerations.

Requirement for the ROXANNE platform to have integrated oversight mechanisms and accesscontrols, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for the training provision to incorporate good practice regarding the ethicalresponsibilities of end-users, not yet possible to evaluate.
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119 CAP analysed the following societal values: citizens’ privacy; trust and the perception of safety; unintendedconsequences of technological solutions; social acceptability. TRI analysed: democracy and solidarity; equality andtolerance for other cultures; human rights; respect for human life the rule of law.

3. T3.2: Complywith societal values
The task description of T3.2 provides the following:

‘CAP and TRI will conduct a literature review on societal values and draft a workshop briefing paper.A workshop with external AB members will be convened (i.e. end-user workshop organized at KEMEAin M9) to discuss (a) how the project will address societal values and (b) what measures can be takento avoid any harm to societal values. The partners will create a series of brief scenarios (vignettes)featuring different societal values (as the perception of security, possible side effects of technologicalsolutions and societal resilience) and how the project will address them, post them on the projectwebsite and invite reactions from citizens.’.
CAP and TRI conducted a literature review of academic journal articles and books, industry reports and newsarticles. Both began by searching online for resources about societal values, and how they relate to theROXANNE project and platform. CAP and TRI used a ‘snowballing’ technique to follow references from thisliterature in order to find more resources. Over 60 items of immediate relevance were found and were used towrite the briefing paper included below. Documents that were not found to be of specific relevance to either theROXANNE platform or project were discarded. This literature review led to a list of societal values that CAPand TRI agreed were most pertinent to ROXANNE. 119
CAP and TRI analysed each value in three stages: first, describing the value in terms of how it can relate toROXANNE; second, potential issues that the ROXANNE project or platform could pose to these values; third,potential mitigation measures to deal with these issues. This led to development of the briefing paper below. Inaddition, to further gain insight into how ROXANNE could affect societal values, the scenarios below havebeen developed to expose potential issues that could arise. These have been discussed with LEAs in the projectto check their realism, and, although there are differences across LEA practices, feedback suggested that theywere realistic.
The intention in the Grant Agreement was to distribute the briefing paper and scenarios to persons who wouldattend the first field-test and discuss the topic of societal values in ROXANNE with these people to gatherfeedback on the efficacy of feasibility of the proposed solutions that are suggested in the briefing paper. Theadvantage of a briefing paper is that is provides a relatively concise and digestible summary of the issues at playfor a non-specialist audience. It can act as a stimulus for discussion. The benefit of using scenarios is that theycan situate abstract issues into a position that is more relatable for persons who are non-experts in societalvalues, and so can enable them to participate in discussion and offer useful feedback.
As the first field-test was delayed due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, the workshop was also delayed.During planning of the rearranged virtual field-test, it was determined that a shorter event would be best forexternal attendees and so the workshop on societal values should take place separately later.
We will be conducting a webinar based on this deliverable and will talk about the ethical aspects, societalvalues, and legal aspects of ROXANNE. We intend to conduct this webinar around the end November 2020.The invited audience will include the External Ethics Board, Stakeholder Board, the consortium partners andother stakeholders from project’s contact list.
In order to gather feedback on the briefing paper and scenarios, CAP and TRI will post both the briefing paperand scenarios online and will use the EU survey platform for attendees to the webinar, and citizens online, toprovide feedback both on the proposed solutions, and the scenarios. The intention for T3.2 was to include thefeedback and any updates to the briefing paper in this deliverable. However, owing to the delays, anyalterations to the solutions will be noted in D3.4 (Final report on compliance with ethical principles).
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120 See ‘Value’ 6d, Oxford English Dictionary, OUP, UK, 3rd edn. 2011.121 See ‘Privacy’ B2, Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, CUP, UK.Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/privacy122 See ‘Freedom’ B2, Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, CUP, UK.Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/freedom123 Ashbourn, Julian, “Background paper for the Institute of Prospective Technological Studies”, European CommissionDG Joint Research Centre, 2005. Available at: http://www.statewatch.org/news/2005/apr/jrc-biometrics-julian-ashbourn.pdf124 Dekkers, Dick, “Privacy or security? - 'Function Creep' kills your privacy”, Digidentity, 2016. Available at:https://www.digidentity.eu/en/article/Function-creep-kills-your-privacy/

3.1. Briefing paper
This document includes requirements coming from the societal values analysis, in order to display them withthose from the ethical and legal analysis. They will be removed from the briefing paper before it isdisseminated.
Introduction
ROXANNE (Real time network, text, and speaker analytics for combating organized crime) is an EU fundedproject, aiming to enhance the identification of suspected criminals and their networks in investigations oforganised crime and terrorism. It aims to do this by developing novel speech, text, and video analysistechnologies to speed up the process of identification and fusing these outputs with network analysis in order toimprove the visualisation of how criminal groups communicate. These will be brought together into theROXANNE platform.
There are ethical and legal issues raised when producing surveillance technologies. The ROXANNE projectwill include principles of privacy-by-design and ethics-by-design. Key parts of these processes are consideringthe impacts this technology could have on a societal level. This briefing paper outlines values that are importantin European societies. Societal values are ‘principles or moral standards held by a person or social group’ andare ‘generally accepted or personally held judgement of what is valuable and important in life’.120 They areused in this paper to display the potential impacts that the use of the ROXANNE platform could have onsociety, and how these effects can be mitigated. Also included are scenarios that highlight potential issues infuture uses of the platform; we welcome comments and suggestion on these scenarios.

Societal Values
Citizens’ privacy:
Privacy means ‘the right [for people] to keep their personal life or personal information secret or known only toa small group of people’.121 This value is closely associated with the value of individual freedom which isdefined as ‘the condition or right of being able or allowed to do, say, think, etc. whatever you want to, withoutbeing controlled or limited’.122 This value is critical in the sense that citizens need to believe that no aspect ofthis project will hamper their rights. Privacy can be impacted when technologies are not used as intended; whentheir intended use impacts inappropriately upon privacy, or when they are inadequately secured allowing othersto inappropriately exploit them.
A fundamental issue with platforms that process biometric data is data-subject privacy and trust in theplatform.123 There is a possibility of the platform being used for unintended purposes which might differ fromwhat was initially envisioned. This is called ‘function creep’,124 an obvious example would be a platform
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125 Pastukhov, Oleksandr and Els Kindt, “Voice Recognition: Risks to Our Privacy”, Forbes, 2016. Available at:https://www.forbes.com/sites/realspin/2016/10/06/voice-recognition-every-single-day-every-word-you-say/#2621e79e786d126 Zuboff, Shoshana, "The Surveillance Threat Is NotWhat Orwell Imagined", Time.com, 2019. Available at:https://time.com/5602363/george-orwell-1984-anniversary-surveillance-capitalism127 Ievdokymova, Iryna, "Surveillance and profiling: what's next?", Leidenlawblog, 2013. Available at:https://leidenlawblog.nl/articles/surveillance-and-profiling-whats-next128Art.25, GDPR.129 Irwin, Luke, "What is data protection by design and default?", Itgovernance, 2019. Available at:https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/what-is-data-protection-by-design-and-default130Art.1(1), LED.

intended for targeted surveillance being used for mass surveillance.125 “Chilling effects” occur when suchplatforms might impede citizens' freedom to act due to the fears of misappropriation of biometric data or of atotalitarian future.126 One of the possible repercussions of such a scenario could include attempts to control thepublic behaviour by leveraging the fear of being monitored.127 This shows how intrusions into public privacycan lead to serious consequences.
As part of including privacy and ethical concerns into the design process of the ROXANNE platform, technicalpartners in the project should first ensure a sound legal basis for processing of personal data, with a clear linkbetween the design of the platform and the necessity for processing such data. This should be based uponscientifically valid causal models (e.g, we have good scientific reasons to believe that processing a particularform of personal data will lead to useful and effective analytic tools). From a security perspective, they shouldensure that the data is completely secured from any unauthorised access by implementing efficient dataprotection measures. They should further incorporate data-security in the system architecture by design and bydefault.128 This includes measures such as conducting data protection impact assessments, writing apt privacypolicies in easy-to-understand language, providing data-subjects information on how their data is used and whothey can contact about it, ensuring that personal data is not automatically made publicly available to othersetc.129

Requirement for technical partners to only process personal data according to a sound legal basis,completed so far in the project.
Requirement for there to be a clear link between the need to process particular data and the design ofthe platform, completed so far in the project.
Requirement for the technical partners to incorporate data security by design and by default in thesystem architecture while ensuring lawful data processing, completed so far in the project.
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to conduct data protection impact assessments where required,write easy-to-understand privacy policies, provide information about processing to data-subjects, andnot make personal data automatically available to the public, completed in the project so far whererequired.

Further, ensuring that data processing in the ROXANNE platform follows data protection legislationapplicable to law enforcement activities130 would be the key to preventing unauthorized data sharing. Withrespect to collection of data during operational use, the onus of using lawfully collected data would be on theend-user of the platform. The platform should support use-logging and access control to allow its use to beappropriately audited. However, the consortium must be very careful with respect to the organisations’ whowould be given access to this platform by conducting due diligence to make sure that the platform will not beabused by the end-users and would only be used for law enforcement. End-users will only be responsible lawenforcement agencies (LEAs), mostly likely in Europe. All these measures should help mitigate the concernsrelated to citizens’ privacy.
Recommendation for LEAs to follow data protection legislation in any use of ROXANNE.
Recommendation for LEAs to ensure data processed using ROXANNE was lawfully collected.
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131 See ‘Trust’ B1, Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, CUP, UK.Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/trust132 Epic, “Algorithmic Transparency: End Secret Profiling”, Epic. Available at: https://epic.org/algorithmic-transparency/133 Swaminathan, Aravind and Antony P. Kim, "Biometrics: A Fingerprint for Privacy Compliance, Part I", Orrick, 2016.Available at: https://blogs.orrick.com/trustanchor/2016/03/04/biometrics-a-fingerprint-for-privacy-compliance-part-i/134 European Parliament, “A governance framework for algorithmic accountability and transparency”, EU, 2019.Available at: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/624262/EPRS_STU(2019)624262_EN.pdf135 European Commission, “Whitepaper on Artificial Intelligence - A European approach to excellence and trust”, EU,2020, pp.9-10. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/commission-white-paper-artificial-intelligence-feb2020_en.pdf

Requirement for technical partners to facilitate LEAs attesting to lawful data collection, not yetcompleted.
Requirement for exploitation to be limited to responsible LEAs who maintain a good track-record ofcomplying with human rights, not yet possible to evaluate.

Trust and the perception of safety:
People have trust in others when they ‘believe that someone is good and honest and will not harm you, or thatsomething is safe and reliable’131. It is imperative for citizens to feel confident with respect to deployment ofthe ROXANNE platform, and that it will make them feel safer in their societies. This confidence will be closelycorrelated to the trust that citizens have in the organisations involved in using the ROXANNE platform.
Uses of the ROXANNE platform could misuse personal data in ways that abuse the trust of citizens. Onepossibility could be using the platform to run network analysis on individuals who are not directly associatedwith any known suspects. This would increase apprehensions of mass-surveillance and abuse of power by thestate. Also, any bias in processing of data based solely on the difference in creed, colour, race or religion, whichwould be tantamount to discrimination by design, could increase distrust with respect to the platform.Algorithmic transparency is a crucial step to further the cause of garnering trust in the platform;132 projectpartners should be able to explain how the platform works in order to give citizens an idea of how they canexpect any data LEAs collect on them to be processed.

Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in such a way that it can beunderstood, and its processes and decisions can be explained to the public, not yet completed.
A lack of faith in LEAs deploying this platform, might also lead to suspicion over the intended or actual use ofthis platform. To mitigate these concerns, end-users (LEAs) should play an active role in trust-building actionsregarding this platform.133 In order to inform citizens and increase their trust in the platform, end-users should,as far as possible, provide information about how use of surveillance platforms is overseen and discuss withlocal populations; this should increase the security of society as a whole whilst reducing the scope for the abuseof power by end-users.134 LEAs should also be open about data retention timespans (or criteria for determiningwhether to store personal data), and how data-subjects can be exercise their rights, along with trainingindividuals to ensure ethical conduct while processing data. Moreover, every activity on the ROXANNEplatform should be logged so that it can be audited. It should also be clear to citizens how end-users can be heldaccountable for cases of misusing surveillance platforms.

Recommendation for LEAs to be open with the public about their data-protection policies, includingdata-retention and how data-subjects can exercise their rights.
Requirement for technical partners to built the platform in such a ways to enable logging of data-processing activities, not yet completed.

A recent whitepaper by the European Commission has suggested a comprehensive approach to build trust in AIsystems through developing an ‘ecosystem’ of trust where all applicable laws are complied with and multipleentities have oversight of such systems.135 End-users should consider implementing internal oversight
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136 Institute for Prospective Technological Studies, “Biometrics at the Frontiers: Assessing the Impact on Society”,European Commission DG Joint Research Centre, 2005. Available at: http://www.statewatch.org/news/2005/mar/Report-IPTS-Biometrics-for-LIBE.pdf137 Heubl, Ben, “West Midlands Police strive to get offender prediction system ready for implementation, E&T, the IET,September 24, 2019. https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2019/09/ai-offender-prediction-system-at-west-midlands-police-examined/
138Noble, Safiya, Algorithims of Oppression, NYU Press, New York, 2018; Eubanks, Virginia, Automating Inequality,St Martins Press, NewYork, 2018, and Benjamin, Ruha, Race Against Technology, Polity Press, 2019139 Prabhakar, Salil, Sharath Pankanti, and Anil K. Jain, “Biometric recognition: security and privacy concerns”, IEEESecurity & Privacy, Vol.1, No.2, March-April 2003, 33-42.140 Scheips, Derek, "Voice Recognition – Benefits And Challenges Of This Biometric Application For Access Control",Securityinformed. Available at: https://www.securityinformed.com/insights/co-3108-ga.4100.html ; Ahaskar, Abhijit,"Voice biometrics are cleverer now, but still need more work", Livemint, 2020. Available at:https://www.livemint.com/technology/tech-news/voice-biometrics-are-cleverer-now-but-still-need-more-work-11581011267941.html141 Panjwani, Saurabh and Achintya Prakash, “Crowdsourcing Attacks on Biometric Systems”, USENIX, 2014. Availableat: https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/soups2014/soups14-paper-panjwani.pdf142 Penny, Wayne, "Biometrics: A Double Edged Sword - Security and Privacy", SANS Institute, 2020. Available at:https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/authentication/biometrics-double-edged-sword-security-privacy-137143 Zadelhoff, Marc van, "The Biggest Cybersecurity Threats Are Inside Your Company", Harvard Business Review,2016. Available at: https://hbr.org/2016/09/the-biggest-cybersecurity-threats-are-inside-your-company ; SSE, "KnowBe4Benchmarking Report: Untrained Users Pose The Greatest Risk To Your Organization", SSE. Available at:https://www.sseinc.com/cyber-security/knowbe4-benchmarking-report-untrained-users-pose-the-greatest-risk-to-your-organization/

measures to monitor deployment of such systems, but also external measures to evaluate processes for using theplatform and its outputs, a key indicator for this having large scale pilots/trials.136 Examples of such oversightinclude the West Midlands Police (UK) ethics board which has included lay members of the public and hasbeen active in consideration of the development of predictive policing tools.137
Recommendation that LEAs consider implementing internal oversight mechanisms to evaluate use ofdata-processing technologies for operations.

Unintended consequences of technological solutions:
Technologies are generally adopted for the benefits that they bring. However, there are often additional featuresof technologies that create consequences for their users and the public that are not beneficial. Understandingthe implications of using a technology and the effects they can create is important for society as it helps allstakeholders get a better understanding of undesirable technical features of different platforms.There are alsosystems where benefits for end-users have negative (externalised) consequences for other groups, a problemthat particularly affects marginalised and vulnerable populations, whose needs and circumstances are not takeninto account in the design and deployment of a technology.138 Externalised consequences can include impactson other social values.
Biometrics based systems have some inherent limitations.139 For instance, in voice/speech based biometricsystems, a suspect’s sample might actually sound different depending on person’s health, time of the day andeven depending on who the person is interacting with;140 they could also be mimicked and fool a recognitionalgorithm.141 Another example could be that of probabilistic outcomes, such as false-positives (highlighting aninnocent citizen) or false-negatives (not recognizing a potential suspect),142 which could cause issues for thoseindividuals and the public. Further, if the end-users are not well trained, they might use the platform in amistaken manner to get fallacious results.143
To tackle these issues in ROXANNE, technical partners should ensure that recognition technologies areaccurate enough to identify targeted persons, but also have some variance to account for differentcircumstances that might affect the quality of data collected during operations. These technologies should also
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144 See ‘Acceptability’, Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, CUP, UK.Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/acceptability145Wolsink, Maarten, “The research agenda on social acceptance of distributed generation in smartgrids: Renewable as common pool resources”, Elsevier, Vol.16, Issue 1, January 2012, 822-835.146 Government of Quebec, “Social Acceptability”, Quebec.ca, 2019. Available at:https://www.quebec.ca/en/government/policies-orientations/social-acceptability/147 Fraser, Adam, “Is an ethical approach to customer data privacy your trust differentiator?”, EY, 2020. Available at:https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_au/topics/data-privacy/ey-is-an-ethical-approach-to-customer-data-privacy-your-trust-differentiator.pdf148 Goldsmith, Andrew, “Police reform and the problem of trust”, Sage Publications, London, 2005. Available at:http://www.slcdocs.com/ODHR/Website/Right%20to%20Safety/Literature/PoliceReformAndTheProblemOfTrust.pdf149 Ada Lovelace Institute, “Beyond face value: public attitudes to facial recognition technology”, Ada Lovelace Institute,2019. Available at: https://www.adalovelaceinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Public-attitudes-to-facial-recognition-technology_v.FINAL_.pdf

be thoroughly tested to ensure that the incidence of false-negatives and false-positives is not so great as to causedifficulties for impacted populations. As these issues can only be mitigated and not resolved, it is important thatinformation about them is included in the training provision to be given to end-users so that they can understandthe limitations of the platform and the implications of using it.
Requirement for technical partners to optimise the accuracy of algorithmic outputs, whilst taking risksof false positives and false negatives into account, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for training provision to include information on the limitations of the platform, andimplications of use, not yet possible to evaluate.

Social acceptability:
Acceptability can be described as ‘the quality of being satisfactory and able to be agreed to or approved of ‘.144Project partners are trying to develop the ROXANNE platform in a way that citizens trust it after appreciatingthe pros and cons associated with the platform. As public servants, LEAs need to use tools/technologies that aresocially acceptable.
The willingness to accept key aspects of innovation among all stakeholders can be subdivided into two broadsegments: (a) acceptance of the creation of the socio-economic conditions needed for implementation and (b)acceptance of all consequences of the innovation. The latter refers to the ways in which implementation willaffect and change current practices in society.145 Further, social acceptability is a result of citizens’ attitudetowards the overall proposition (use of the ROXANNE platform in this case). This attitude could be influencedby awareness about perceived risk/uncertainty, values or beliefs of the citizens, trust in the users and developersof the platform, participation in decision making process, potential benefits from the project etc.146
Literature on the technology industry suggests that citizens are overwhelmingly more likely to trustorganisations with strong privacy policies, and those who are transparent about how they use data.147Assumingthat people view public and private organisations in similar ways when it comes to trusting that they use data incompliance with ethical and legal standards, then this indicates that having LEAs be open about their dataprocessing and a strong privacy policy should enhance citizen’s trust of LEAs.

Recommendation for LEAs to be open about the types of data-processing operations they engage inusing ROXANNE.
Recommendation for LEAs to have strong privacy policies that are publicly available.

Indeed, citizens are unlikely to find biometrics based platform such as ROXANNE acceptable where: they fearit could be used for mass surveillance, or to encroach upon their privacy; when they do not trust the police;148 orwhen they are uncomfortable with an organisation holding sensitive data about them.149 Thus, providingcitizens a complete picture of the platform, its policies and fairness of process becomes imperative. For citizensto be able to trust that LEAs use their data properly, LEAs need to be able to demonstrate that the use of
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150 Rijnsoever, Frank J. van, Allard van Mossel and Kevin P.F. Broecks “Public acceptance of energy technologies: Theeffects of labeling, time, and heterogeneity in a discrete choice experiment”, Elsevier, Vol.45, May 2015, 817-829.151 Christiano, Tom, “Democracy”, The Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, 2006. Available at:https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/democracy/152 Solove, 2006, 477-560, 487.

ROXANNE would in no way affect the security or freedoms of innocent people. Steps toward this can includeraising awareness about the accuracy and data security of the platform and taking citizens feedback intoaccount wherever possible.
Requirement for technical partners to include information on accuracy and data-security indissemination activities, not yet possible to evaluate.

Citizens are usually only indirectly involved in the development of novel technologies. They shape theinnovation process by voicing their opinions or by displaying actions that support or resist a technology, bothafter and before market introduction. However, the overall public acceptance for a such a technology can begauged through opinion polls that represent aggregated attitude of citizens.150 This feedback is key to makingcitizens part of the decision-making process and raising their confidence in this platform. This input will helpguide the design, dissemination as well as exploitation of this platform as a whole, which in turn encouragegreater social acceptability.
Requirement for technical partners to take citizens’ feedback into account during platformdevelopment, not yet possible to evaluate.

Further, by engaging in a continuous effort towards creating a platform which is built keeping in mind all othersocietal values, we can increase the probability of social acceptability for this project. This includes raisingawareness about the platform as a whole. The consortium should inform the citizens about the extent of datasecurity to make citizens feel safe about their data. The consortium should also highlight the extent to whichthis platform will help prevent crime while ensuring swift identification of suspected criminals. However, it isequally significant to inform citizens about the possibility of false-positives and false negatives and how theproject is dealing with this; oversight mechanisms, and the process set forth to rectify errors in such a situation.The consortium should also spread awareness about legal measures that protect citizens from unjust effects ofprocessing of their personal data.
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to highlight data-security measures, the expected impactROXANNE will have on preventing and fighting crime, how the project is dealing with risks of falsenegatives and false positives, oversight mechanisms, and legal protections, not yet possible toevaluate.

Democracy and solidarity
Democracy is a popular method of collective decision-making, particularly in political systems. Key to theimplementation of democracy is that the people who participate in the decision-making are treated equally andhave the necessary liberties to engage in it.151 This is an important societal value as it allows people to grouptogether in solidarity with others to pool their collective power for common causes (for example, politicalmovements).
There is potential for the ROXANNE platform to affect democratic expression. For example, a person is lesslikely attend a political rally if they believe that they will be subject to surveillance by state agents and this willlead to unfavourable treatment by the state; this is an example of a ‘chilling effect’.152 ROXANNE poses aparticular issue if its users identify people under surveillance and then use its network analysis capabilities toidentify other people in the networks of political activists. This increases the likelihood of such chilling effectsas people will be further disinclined to partake in particular activities so as not to implicate their friends andfamily. If this effect is realised, it is likely to lead to less political participation from the public and anacceptance of the status quo to protect their acquaintances, despite not being in favour of it.
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153 See, for example, Rawls, John, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, Belknap Press, United States, 2001.154 See, for example, International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (adopted 7March1966, entered into force 4 January 1969) 660 UNTS 1; Directive 2006/54/EC of the European Parliament and of theCouncil of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and equal treatment of men andwomen in matters of employment and occupation (recast) OJ L 204, 26.7.2006.155 Woodie, Alex, Three Ways Biased Data Can Ruin Your ML Models, datanami, 2018. Available at:https://www.datanami.com/2018/07/18/three-ways-biased-data-can-ruin-your-ml-models/156 See, for example, EU Agency for Fundamental Rights, #BigData: Discrimination in data-supported decision making,FRA, 2018.157 Babuta, Alexander and Marion Oswald, Data Analytics and Algorithmic Bias in Policing, RUSI, 2019, pp.11-12.Available at:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831750/RUSI_Report_-_Algorithms_and_Bias_in_Policing.pdf158 See, for example, Schwartz, Jennifer, et al. “Trends in the Gender Gap in Violence: Reevaluating NCVS and OtherEvidence” Criminology, Vol.47, No.2, May 2009, pp.401-425; Devon, James, “Age and Crime” The Police Journal,Vol.65, No.3, July 1992, pp,268-273.

These risks can be mitigated through preventing sales of the ROXANNE platform to authoritarian states, oractors who might engage in repression of persons who attend political events. Further, the implementation ofdecision-making processes that require ethical and legal compliance in order for the platform to function shouldprevent the platform being abused where these processes are followed. The legitimate use of ROXANNE issomewhat dependent on proper training of the end-users, and the incorporation of end-user training as part ofthe ROXANNE project should contribute to this.
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to avoid exploitation to authoritarian states, not yet possible toevaluate.
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to implement processes to ensure decision-making processesprevent use of the platform in contravention with ethical and legal standards, not yet possible toevaluate.
Requirement for training provision to highlight ethical and legal issues, not yet possible to evaluate.

Equality and tolerance for other cultures
Equality is a societal value that holds all people to be equal whatever their differences. This is an importantvalue as it enables all people to be treated fairly,153 no matter what their status. This is a key principle ofInternational and European political and legal systems.154
ROXANNE has the potential to affect people from different social groups in a disproportionate way. Bias in theoutputs of a platform can be caused where: a data set used to train the models is biased toward or against aparticular group; the dataset is not representative of the environment it will be used in, or the population it willbe used with; where the system is not measuring representative data.155
For example, members of a group might be treated differently by a facial recognition algorithm due to thecolour of their skin where the model has been trained on more pictures of people from one ethnic group thananother.156 This is an issue of particular relevance to policing. Where existing police data is biased and providesa skewed view of a particular group, then that affects how the outputs of data-analysis systems are assessed. Ifthis influences future policing, it can lead to a compounding of bias.157 However, it is complicated further byfactors specific to criminality such as the greater prevalence of more crimes being committed by young men incomparison to other groups.158 The impact of producing a system to specifically targeted these people is thatbiases are reproduced and such persons are at significant risk of being discriminated against.
The ROXANNE consortium should do all that it can to alleviate risks of this happening through evaluating allthe data sets which it is using to train the platform on to ensure that they are not biased for or against different
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159 See, for example, Article 8, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms(adopted 4 November 1950, entered into force 3 September 1953) 213 UNTS 221.160 See, for example, Preamble, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (3rd session, 10 December 1948) UN Doc.A/RES/217(III).161 Smith, David L, “Dehumanization, Essentialism, and Moral Psychology”, Philosophy Compass, Vol.9, Issue 11, 2014,814-824.

groups, and ensuring that the platform is measuring data that is representative. This should, therefore, reducethe risk of the ROXANNE platform having a discriminatory effect when it is used.
Requirement for technical partners to implement measures to assess and minimise the effects of biaseddata on ROXANNE tools, or incorporate diversity into training datasets, not yet possible to evaluate.

Human rights
Human rights are legal rules that require states to respect and protect people. They also provide a frameworkwhere state actors can infringe upon rights in situations where this is necessary and proportionate. Privacyrights are well known, and these can be lawfully infringed upon in some situations such as where lawenforcement needs to know private information in order to prevent or investigate serious crimes.159
There is always a risk with data-analysis technologies that they could be used in a way that is arbitrary, meaningthat it is not necessary or proportionate to use in a specific situation. However, ROXANNE poses particularrisks as it analyses not only at the individual who police are interested in but also at whom they communicatewith; it could be arbitrary to include their associates in the surveillance activities.
In order to mitigate this risk, the ROXANNE platform should only be sold to law enforcement agencies instates with a good human rights record. The platform could be built to include decision-making process thatrequire law enforcement officers to take a decision on whether to include or exclude the data of associates froma network analysis, the decision-making processes will incorporate the human rights legal framework in orderto facilitate compliance.

Requirement for decision-making processes to enable compliance with human rights law by requiringend-users to explain the necessity and proportionality of their data-analysis activities, not yet possibleto evaluate.
Respect for human life
Recognising that all people have an inherent dignity is a societal value that underpins human rights, equality,and fair treatment of others.160 Where people ignore the dignity of others, this is a process of dehumanisationand people are treated as less than human, resulting in systematic atrocities at its worst extent.161 Dataprocessing about people can lead to a less dramatic form of dehumanisation where people are treated as meredata points, leading people to forget that the outputs of algorithmic systems have real consequences for otherhuman lives.
With ROXANNE, this could be particularly problematic where, for example, the platform is used to analysepolice surveillance data and operational decisions are made based on the outputs of the platform, rather than apolice officer evaluating the person under investigation. Or an investigator trusts an algorithm, rather thanmaking the decision themselves. For example, this could lead to a citizen being subject to further investigationand analysis of their sensitive data even though their actions are perfectly innocent, and this would have beenunderstood had a human evaluated the original results in a meaningful way.
These risks can be mitigated in the ROXANNE platform through structuring the relationship between humanand machine to avoid (or minimise) issues of blindly following machine outputs (automation bias), and toprioritise human decision-making. Technical partners should structure the human-machine relationship so thatthe benefits of machine analysis are used to complement human decision-making.
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162 Postema, Gary J, “Trust, Distrust, and the Rule of Law”, in Paul B.Miller andMatthewHarding (eds.), Fiduciaries andTrust: Ethics, Politics, Economics and Law, CUP, Cambridge, Forthcoming. Available at:https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3394978163 See, for example, Skitka, L.J., Kathleen L. Mosier and Mark Burdick, “Does Automation Bias Decision-Making?”International Journal of Human-Computer Studies,Vol.51, 1999, 991.

Requirement for ROXANNE partners to build the platform in such a way as to avoid automation biasand prioritise human decision-making, not yet possible to evaluate.
Recommendation for LEAs to use ROXANNE as an assistive tool in human-led investigations.

The rule of law
Having all people and institutions subject to legal rules and legal frameworks is a key aspect of democraticsystems as it prevents different parts of the system from gaining excessive power. This is a key societal value asit allows people to trust their institutions.162
ROXANNE does not necessarily pose a direct risk to this system or trust in institutions. But, human beingsoften give greater weight to the outputs of advanced technologies over themselves or other human beings.163 Inthe context of a criminal trial, this could pose an issue whereby evidence from the surveillance data analysed bythe ROXANNE platform is given greater weight than evidence from other surveillance technologies wouldnormally be given. This could, potentially, mean that the results of data analysis are seen as more conclusivethan they should be, and this could lead to misunderstandings in court. Potentially, this could affect how theguilt or innocence of a defendant is viewed in court.
A way to mitigate this would be for ethical/legal partners to disseminate information about this risk to highlightthis issues so that it can be properly understand that whilst ROXANNE and similar technologies are advanced,this should not mean that evidence generated from them should be given significant weight in a criminal trial.Potential recipients could include groups representing judges and lawyers.

Requirement for ethical/legal partners to disseminate information about risks of advancedtechnologies for court proceedings, not yet possible to evaluate.
Emerging themes
This paper discusses the issues that could be raised from the potential use of the ROXANNE platform in termsof societal values. Some values place importance on independent oversight of LEAs using the ROXANNEplatform with accountability measures to increase compliance with applicable standards. These are importantfeatures about the organisations that will use ROXANNE. In terms of the platform itself, ensuring transparentprocessing and un-biased algorithms are important as this should result in fair treatment of citizens by theplatform, and an ability for LEA officers to understand what is happening inside the platform to enable them tomake fully informed decisions for their investigations. Another important theme is that LEAs should only usethe ROXANNE platform in a way that is lawful and appropriate for the investigation at hand. These themes,amongst other issues, show that whilst violations of privacy are undesirable for society, they can be carried outin conformity with societal values where they are fair, lawful, and subject to accountability measures. In thespecific case of using ROXANNE, ensuring that a human being is in control of deciding how to use machineoutputs also seems to be a key requirement for compliance with societal values.
These societal requirements may appear to misalign with the project objective of increasing the speed at whichorganised crime investigations can take place: increasing the human role and oversight can slow down uses ofautomated systems. Yet, this need not be an issue for the use of ROXANNE as the overall speed of aninvestigation, even with the necessary human input, might well progress faster than the current tempo ofinvestigations. Further, when the appropriate permissions and authorisations are in place, the investigation timewill reduce. As such, human oversight both of the platform and the process of using the platform should not besacrificed simply to increase the speed of investigations.
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3.2. Scenarios
Scenario 1 – suspected child abuse
An LEA (A) of a European nation receives intelligence from an LEA (B) in a neighbouring country regarding apossible perpetrator of child exploitation. The LEA (B) has used the ROXANNE platform to recognize voicesin phone calls which match to those recorded in previous investigations from 2019. One of the calls is traced toMark’s house. His house falls under the jurisdiction of LEA (A). Mark lives with his wife, two children, and hisfather in a sophisticated area of the city. According to the tip, several infrequent telephone calls have been madeto known child abusers from the house owned by Mark. These child abusers are associated with uploadinghomemade content to a dark web site.
Question: Would you (LEAA) require any information about the use of a data-analysis platform by LEA(B) upon receipt of intelligence ? Would you need to know specific results of the data analysis? Wouldyou want to knowwhich analysis platformwas used?
Answer:

The LEA (A) investigates Mark and discovers he has sometimes travelled to locations near to known childabusers who have called his house. Using intelligence about metadata of phone calls from the LEA (B),investigators use ROXANNE to visualise a network of communications between child abusers, with Mark’sphone shown to be prominent in the network.
LEA (A) officers request to place Mark under surveillance. After considering multiple documents, includingthe results of the ROXANNE platform, a judge gives the required permission for surveillance. This includesintercepting the voice calls from the landline phone in Mark’s house, and footage from the CCTV cameras nearMark’s house.
Question: Is it likely that a judge would authorize surveillance in your country based primarily off theresults of a data-analysis platform?Would other corroborating evidence be required?
Answer:

After three days of surveillance, the speakers in a voice call fromMark’s house are matched by the ROXANNEsystem. The caller speaks very little on the call, and the ROXANNE system suggest it is more likely than notthat the caller is Mark. The LEA officers assume that the caller is Mark and the short voice samples are thereason that the match is not more definitive. The call recipient speaks a lot on the call and their voice is matchedby the ROXANNE system to a known child abuser. The LEA (A) officers conclude from this that Mark is indirect contact with known child abusers.
On another call, Mark heard discussing a business trip to another city and the investigators are concerned thathe might meet other child abusers. Officers begin to look into putting Mark under surveillance for the durationof his business trip.
Question: Could you foresee a situation where LEA officers make decisions just based off the results of adata-analysis platform, rather than also using their intuition and experience?Would this concern you?
Answer:
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In the days before Mark’s business trip new video content is uploaded to the dark web site used by the childabusers. The video metadata shows that the video was recorded one day earlier. The face of one of Mark’schildren is recognised in the video content by the ROXANNE platform that is comparing the video with CCTVimages.
Owing to the child protection risks, LEA (A) officers raid Marks house. Mark, his wife and father are arrested,and his children are taken into temporary care by the authorities.
Question: It is likely that you would incorporate two streams of evidence from an investigation (e.g. videofiles gathered from CCTV and the dark web) for analysis? Or, would you only compare evidence withdata in a verified database, for example?
Answer:

During questioning, it is shown that Mark and his wife were shopping all day when the abuse content wasfilmed. Mark’s father, Simon, was staying in Mark’s house and is shown to have a very similar voice to Mark.Upon further investigation, it is determined that Simon made the calls to child abusers from Mark’s house andfilmed the abusive content.

LEA officers take voice samples from Simon’s police interviews and analyse them using the ROXANNEplatform. Simon’s voice matches with several samples from previous voice recordings associated with childabuse where the speaker was unknown.
Question: Would you need special permissions to process (biometric) data gathered in one case foranother investigation? If so, what permissions would you require?
Answer:

Scenario 2 – suspected drug dealing
Frank is a member of an ethnic minority and lives in a community that has recorded a high crime-rate for a longtime. He is seen interacting with known leaders of criminal organisations who are under video surveillance byofficers investigating gang violence. Surveillance images are analysed using the ROXANNE platform whichsuggests a high-probability that Frank is actually William, the former leader of a drug gang who left the areaseveral years ago. LEA officers who remember William think that Frank looks similar to, but not exactly like,their memories ofWilliam. They put the difference down to the years that have passed and trust the algorithm.
Question: How should the ROXANNE platform present the results of components that can recognise anindividual? Display the most probable match? List the 10 most probable matches? List all those with aprobability match above a certain percentage? Something else?
Answer:
Question: Should LEA officers be allowed to ‘trust the algorithm’? Should algorithmic solutions only beused to inform an LEA officer’s judgement? Should investigators corroborate data-analysis results theywant to use?
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Answer:

The determination thatWilliam has returned to the area is included in intelligence reports to a new regional anti-drug squad who are investigating a large and well-organised drug gang. Owing to William being observedinteracting with criminal leaders, and William’s extensive criminal record, investigators show the informationthey have to a judge who is also convinced that Frank is William and obtain a warrant to place William undersurveillance bymonitoring his phone calls, text messages, and emails.
Question: How should information about the results of recognition technologies be reported within and byLEAs? Reporting who was recognised? Reporting the probability of recognition? Something else?
Answer:

Question: If multiple people are recognised with a high probability, should all these possible recognitionsbe included in reports?
Answer:

Officers record several phone calls where William is heard telling the leaders of drug gangs that they should‘work for him’. Investigators use the ROXANNE platform to visualise the connections between people whosecommunications are monitored; this shows William as a key node in a network with known criminals.William’s emails also reveal that he manages a community organisation campaigning for better politicalrepresentation of ethnic minorities. Owing to the strength of communications with many criminals,investigators theorise that the community organisation could be a front for hiding a criminal network run byWilliam. They decide to investigate the community organisation further.
Question: How should the context of data analysis be conveyed? Should suspects, known criminals, andinnocent people all be highlighted in some way?
Answer:

In their expanded investigation, LEA officers use the ROXANNE platform to analyse the seemingly innocentcommunications William has with his staff at the community organisation. The text analysis part of theplatform outputs that staff members regularly use slang terms for drugs typical of criminal organisations, andthe voice recognition part of the platform recognises several staff members of staff who are from ethnicminorities as having criminal records in an LEA database.
Question: If data from innocent persons is captured by LEA surveillance, how should these people’sprivacy be protected during data-analysis?What safeguards should be implemented?
Answer:

Question: Should data analysis systems have access to historical LEA databases even if those databasescontain data generated by discriminatory policing practices from the past? What safeguards should beimplemented?
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Answer:

From all of these data, investigators conclude that William is overseeing a major drug dealing operation withseveral local gangs working for him. LEA officers decide to raid the community organisation for evidence ofdrug dealing. They find no evidence, but determine that Frank is not William and was in contact with criminalsin order to try and convince them to leave their criminal activities and ‘work for him’ at the community project.They also discover that the prevalence of criminal records and use of slang typical of criminal organisations isdue to the community organisation hiring ex-prisoners as an example of rehabilitation.
Question: Is it likely that arrests could be made based purely on the results of a data-analysis platform?Would corroborating evidence be required?
Answer:

Owing to the sensitive nature of the investigation, LEA officers are unable to explain their actions in detail.This results in a loss of trust between the community and LEAs. It also deters people from engaging inlegitimate political activism as some locals feel the community organisation was targeted for its politicalactivities. Owing to the complexity of the algorithms used, LEA officers are also unable to explain why theplatformmade the determinations that it did.
Question: Should LEAs be open with the public about what surveillance tools they are using? How openshould they be? How should they explain surveillance and data-analysis tools to the public?
Answer:

Question: If possible, would you like to know why data analysis platforms produce the results that they do?Howmuch detail would be beneficial?
Answer:

Additional questions to be asked following both scenarios
1. According to your direct experience or research, do you see any particular societal risk associated tothe development and use of technologies in the present scenarios which should be addressed in thecontext of the ROXANNE project?
2. Thinking about the deployment of the ROXANNE platform, in what situations, and at what stage of theinnovation process, do you think it is necessary to carefully discuss and assess with society if its use isproportionate and appropriate to the problem it is aimed at solving?
3. Do you think that the ROXANNE platform could meet resistance from LEA officers, due to problemsor issues concerning its societal utility, societal acceptability, or for other reasons? (If answer is yes)Please specify what kind of resistances
4. Do you think that the introduction of the ROXANNE platform might meet particular social resistancesfrom citizens? (If answer is yes) Please specify what kind of resistances
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5. What might be, according to your experience, possible advantages for society of LEAs using theROXANNE platform compared to other existing technologies available?
6. What are, according to your experience, the disadvantages for society if LEAs were to use theROXANNE platform in criminal investigations? Why? How can the ROXANNE platform overcomethose limitations, according to your experience?
7. What are, in your experience, the most important ethical, legal, cultural and social aspects affectingsocial acceptability of surveillance oriented technologies that should be considered to ensure theROXANNE platform meets the needs, values and expectations of society and mitigate societalconcerns?
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164 TRI, CAP, and INTERPOL then divided up the most relevant rights into groups and analysed them. TRI evaluated:Human dignity; Right to the integrity of the person; Prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment orpunishment; Right to liberty and security; Respect for private and family life; Protection of personal data; Freedom ofExpression and Information; Freedom of assembly and association.INTERPOL considered rights of: Non-discrimination; Cultural, religious and linguistic diversity; Equality between menand women; The rights of the child; The rights of the elderly; Integration of persons with disabilities.CAP analysed the: Right to an effective remedy and a fair trial; Presumption of innocence and right of defence.165 LED

4. T3.3: Complywith fundamental rights
The task description for T3.3 provides the following:

‘The partners will prepare an analysis about what and how fundamental rights might be impacted bythe project’s proposed solutions. The partners’ analysis will be based on selected rights from theCharter of Fundamental Rights of EU. The analysis will provide several examples, like the vignettes inthe previous task. The partners will disseminate the analysis to LEAs exploiting INTERPOL’s globalLEA network, policymakers, and civil society organizations.’
In order to carry out this task, TRI conducted scoping work to determine which articles from the EU Charter ofFundamental Rights (EUCFR) were most relevant. The scoping work consisted of making an assessment of theprima facie relevance of each right to ROXANNE. This was used to narrow down the selected rights that are ofmost relevance to ROXANNE; for example, an analysis of the right to life is not included as ROXANNE doesnot in any way contribute to the use of lethal force by LEAs, and so that right is not particularly relevant to theproject.164
The applicability of the EUCFR is limited, as stated in Article 51(1):

‘The provisions of this Charter are addressed to the institutions and bodies of the Union with dueregard for the principle of subsidiarity and to the Member States only when they are implementingUnion law. They shall therefore respect the rights, observe the principles and promote the applicationthereof in accordance with their respective powers.’
It is expected that, if made available for sale, the ROXANNE platform is expected to be used by LEAsenforcing their domestic criminal laws. This might involve implementing Union law to some degree (e.g.compliance with the Law Enforcement Directive).165 However, as Union law is not implemented to the sameextent as domestic law, and so does not have the same broad application as other human rights conventions, thepartners in WP3 decided to broaden their enquiry with a comparative approach. Thus, where rights in theEUCFR and other human rights treaties are similar enough to provide greater insight, they are used to enhanceunderstanding of the rights in the EUCFR.
This is somewhat already part of the approach taken by the EUCFR itself. In order to avoid development ofcompeting human rights regimes dealing with the same issues, Article 52(3) of EUCFR provides:

‘In so far as this Charter contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by the Convention forthe Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the meaning and scope of those rightsshall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention. This provision shall not prevent Unionlaw providing more extensive protection.’
Consequently, much of the discussion below refers to the articles of the European Convention, and the case lawof the European Court of Human Rights, particularly in relation to specific rights that are read in the Charter ashaving the samemeaning and scope as those in the Convention.
Further, in order that issues raised at the project stage are not ignored, the following analysis also incorporates a‘Business and Human Rights’ approach. This means that the fundamental rights implications present in theproject are also considered even where those concerns relate to private actors in the consortium. This is in linewith the ‘protect, respect, remedy’ framework suggested by Ruggie in the UN Guiding Principles of Business
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166 Ruggie, John, guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, United Nations Office of the High Commissioner forHuman Rights, NewYork and Geneva, 2011, p.13.167 Panoptykon Foundation, Home, 2020. Available at: https://en.panoptykon.org/168 Centre for Evidence Based Crime Policy, Home, GeorgeMason University, 2020. Available at:https://cebcp.org/169 The Royal United Services Institute, Organised Crime, 2020. Available at:https://rusi.org/projects/organised-crime170 Chatham House, Drugs and Organised Crime, 2020. Available at:https://www.chathamhouse.org/topics/drugs-and-organized-crime171 The Police Foundation, Home, 2020. Available at: http://www.police-foundation.org.uk/172 Centre for European Policy Studies, Justice and Home Affairs, 2020. Available at: https://www.ceps.eu/ceps-unit/justice-and-home-affairs/173 Explanation on Article 1 – Human Dignity, Explanations Relating to the Charter of Fundamental Rights, OJ C303/17,14.12.2007 (hereafter: CFR Explanations).174 Catherine Dupré ‘Article 1’ in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner, and Angela Ward (eds.), ‘The EU Charter ofFundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing, 2014) (hereafter: Dupré, 2014), para.01.06.175Dupré, 2014, para.01.29; also see Pretty v UKAppNo 2346/01 (ECtHR, 29 July 2002)176 Recitals (5) and (15), Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, 29 April 2004, on the rightof citizens of the EU and their family members to move and reside freely within the territory of theMember States.177Arts. 2a and 3e, Recitals 37, 44, 45, 47, 53 and 67, Directive 2007/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council

and Human Rights. Following this, state actors should protect rights and provide remedy for violations of them.Private actors should respect rights, meaning they should act as if they are legally obligated to protect them,even where they are not, and mitigate the human rights impacts of their business practices.166 In order to fulfilthis approach, human and fundamental rights concerns that could be raised during the project are discussed andpartners are encouraged to abide by them.
In terms of the scenarios, TRI developed initial scenario sketches which were then discussed with INTERPOLand CAP and edited to take the discussions into account. These are provided following the analysis below.Following an integrated webinar, the scenarios will be distributed to both internal and external attendees forfeedback. As with the scenarios in T3.2, they have been created in order to expose the issues so that potentialsolutions can be suggested.
With regard to dissemination of the analysis, a summarised form of the below information will be sent to:interested parties in the INTERPOL LEA network; policymakers such as the European Parliament Intergroup‘Artificial Intelligence and Digital’, the European Parliament Committee on Legal affairs, the EuropeanParliament Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice, and Home Affairs, and; civil society organisations whoengage in work on topics of technology and organised crime, such as Panoptykon,167 Centre for EvidenceBased Crime Policy,168 The Royal United Service Institute,169 Chatham House,170 The Police Foundation ,171Centre for European Policy Studies .172

4.1. Fundamental rights analysis
The analysis of each right offered below first defines each right that is thought to be relevant to ROXANNE,and then explains the nature of the right. Next, the relevance of the right to the development and use of theproject are explained.
Article 1 - Human dignity
This right is explained in the EUCharter as: ‘Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected and protected.’
In human rights terms, 'dignity' is seen as a foundation of rights and a right in itself.173 Thus, it is difficult todefine. Article 1 is generally used to refer to the freedom to shape one's life,174 and to reinforce other rightswhere people have been subjected to specific indignities.175 This has particularly been the case in terms of:workers in situations where free movement is threatened;176 protection of minors in relation to advertising inaudiovisual and information services;177 minimum standards for reception of asylum seekers;178 detention of
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of 11 December 2007 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down bylaw, regulation or administrative action inMember States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities.178 Recitals 18 and 35, Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 laying downstandards for the reception of applicants for international protection; Recital 5, Council Directive 2003/9/EC of 27 January2003 laying downminimum standards for the reception of asylum seekers.179 Art.8, Recital 2, Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008 oncommon standards and procedures inMember States for returning illegally staying third-country nationals.180Art.2, Directive 2006/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of theprinciple of equal opportunities and equal treatment of men and women in matters of employment and occupation (recast);Case C-13/94 P v S and Cornwall Council [1996] ECR I-2143.181 Recitals 16 and 38, Directive 98/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 1998 on the legalprotection of biotechnological inventions.182 Floridi, L. On Human Dignity as a Foundation for the Right to Privacy, Philos. Technol.29, 307–312 (2016).https://doi.org/10.1007/s13347-016-0220-8;Privacy International “It’s about human dignity and autonomy”, 12 July2018, https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2208/its-about-human-dignity-and-autonomy,183 European Data Protection Supervisor (2015), 'Opinion 4/2015 Towards a New Digital Ethics Data, Dignity andTechnology'

third-country nationals;179 equality between men and women (in employment and training); 180
biotechnology.181
Relevance to the project and use
It is unlikely that there will be direct effects on the freedom of people to shape their lives emanating from eitherthe ROXANNE project, or its use. Of course, use of ROXANNE will likely advance criminal investigationsand a criminal being put in prison will affect their freedom to shape their life, but that is a legitimateinterference with their rights and so should not affect the use of ROXANNE (or any other LEA technology)specifically. However, scholars and activists have argued that human dignity is a foundational basis forprivacy182 and the European Data Protection Supervisor has suggested that “better respect for and safeguardingof human dignity could be the counterweight to pervasive surveillance and asymetry of power which nowconfronts the individual”.183 In this view, large scale personal data processing can itself potentially pose a threatto human dignity.
In terms of Article 1 reinforcing other rights, this could be an issue if violations of other rights occur and theirviolation causes a particular indignity. As such, the relevance of this aspect of this right to human dignity canonly be assessed in relation to other rights discussed below.

Article 3 – Right to the integrity of the person
This right is defined as:

‘1. Everyone has the right to respect for his or her physical and mental integrity.
2. In the fields of medicine and biology, the following must be respected in particular:

- the free and informed consent of the person concerned, according to the procedures laid downby law,
- the prohibition of eugenic practices, in particular those aiming at the selection of persons,
- the prohibition on making the human body and its parts as such a source of financial gain,
- the prohibition of the reproductive cloning of human beings.’
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184 Sabine Michalowski, ‘Article 3’, in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner, and Angela Ward (eds.), ‘The EUCharter of Fundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing, 2014) (hereafter: Michalowski, 2014), para.03.01.185 See Jalloh v Germany App no 54810/00 (ECtHR, 1 July 2006)(hereafter: Jalloh, 2006); Dordevic v Croatia App no41526/10 (ECtHR, 24 July 2012) (hereafter: Dordevic, 2012)186 Jehovah’s Witnesses of Moscow v Russia App no 302/03 (ECtHR, 10 June 2010) (hereafter: Jehovah’s Witnesses,2010), p.135; Pretty v UKApp no 2346/02 (ECtHR, 29 April 2002) p.63.187Michalowski, 2014, para.03.20; Jalloh, 2006, para.79188 Jehovah’sWitnesses, 2010, p.135.189V.C. v Slovakia App No 18968/07 (ECtHR, 8 November 2011) (hereafter: V.C. case, 2011), p.112.190 Art.5, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Applicationof Biology and Medicine: Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine (adopted 4 April 1997, entered into force 1December 1999) 2137 UNTS 171.191V.C case, 2011, p.115.

This article relates primarily to health,184 including mental suffering, anxiety, indignity, and humiliation.185This right is based upon Article 26 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine that berestricted in the interest of public safety, prevention of crime, the protection of public health, or for theprotection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Relevance to the project
During the project, this right has relevance to the use of human participants in research activities. Althoughparagraph (2) of this Article explicitly refers to the fields of medicine and biology, it is worth conserving thelegal rules therein due to the use of human participants in ROXANNE. As explained in D10.1 (Procedures foridentifying/recruiting research participants) and D10.7 (Informed consent procedures), human participation inthe project includes asking volunteers to respond to surveys, provide a voice recording, or partake ininterviews/workshops. All participants are asked to give informed consent before participating, both as a matterof research ethics, and as a legal basis for the processing of participant’s personal data. Further, as noted inD10.2 (Opinions of ethics committees), these activities have been approved by an ethics committee; there willbe no activities involving eugenics, financial gain, or cloning.
In terms of respecting physical and mental integrity, participants should not be subject to anything that wouldharm their physical or mental health. Meaning that, in the context of research, persons should not be subjectedto unwanted medical treatments or physical invasion of one’s body.186 In the ROXANNE project, noparticipants will be subject to any form of medical research: they will only be used as sources of data recordedthrough writing or speaking – there will not need to be any physical contact between researchers andparticipants. As such, this part of the right is not applicable to the ROXANNE project.

Requirement not to impair the physical integrity of human participants in research completed.
With regard to mental integrity, this relates to freedom from psychological pressure and the imposition ofmental suffering.187 In order to prevent imparting any pressure or suffering, human participation in researchshould only take place where the person consents.188 In order for consent to be valid, it must be informed,meaning that people should be ‘fully informed’ about what is happening to them189 through being ‘givenappropriate information as to the purpose and nature of the intervention as well as on its consequences andrisks’190 and are able to make a free choice.191
Consequently, where persons are provided with appropriate information about what they are consenting to andare given a real opportunity to choose whether to give (or withdraw) consent, this would seem to be inaccordance with this right. The ROXANNE partners will give all participants detailed information sheets priorto any research activity involving human beings, and participants will be expected to sign an informed consentform prior to beginning the activity. They will be free to not give consent, and to not partake in the activity, andwill also be free to withdraw from the activity at any time without negative consequences; participants areinformed of this on the information sheets.

Requirement not to impair the mental integrity of human participants in research completed.
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192 See, for example, Jalloh 2006,, p79.; Dordevic, 2012, p.95.193And physical integrity also, see A, B, and C v Ireland App No 25579/05 (ECtHR, 16 December 2010), p.245.194 Explanation on Article 4 - Prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, CFR explanations.195 See Art.1, Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (adopted 26June 1987, entered into force 26 June 1987) 1465 UNTS 85; Art.7(2)(e), Rome Statue Of The International Criminal Court1998 (adopted 17 July 1998, entered into force 1 July 2002) 2187 UNTS 3.196Manfred Nowak and Anne Charbord, ‘Article 4’, in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner, and Angela Ward (eds.),‘The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing, 2014) (hereafter: Nowak and Charbord,2014), para.04.38.197Nowak and Charbord, 2014, para.04.38.198Nowak and Charbord, 2014, para.04.38.

Relevance to use
The ROXANNE platform is designed to be used by LEAs to analyse data during organised crimeinvestigations. Consequently, paragraph (2) of this Article is not applicable to the use of the ROXANNEplatform.
As the ROXANNE platform will be analysing data collected by LEAs, actual use of the platform does notrequire physical contact between LEA officers and suspects. Consequently, use of the platform is unlikely tohave any direct impact upon the physical integrity of persons.

Recommendations for LEAs to not impair the physical integrity of surveillance subjects when using theROXANNE platform.
In terms of mental integrity, it is unlikely that persons investigated by LEAs will be aware that they are beingsubjected to data analysis using the ROXANNE platform. As such, it is difficult to see how they could havetheir mental integrity affected. However, it is not unimaginable that a suspect might find out that they wereunder surveillance if they are informed of this during the court process. This could, potentially, lead to feelingsof mental suffering, anxiety, indignity, and humiliation.192 The European Court of Human Rights requiresstates to implement legal frameworks with enforcement mechanisms to protect the psychological integrity ofpersons.193As the intended market for ROXANNE is in Europe, the expected end-users will likely have alreadyimplemented such measures. If not, then they should be put in place before using ROXANNE. In any case, it islikely that any interference with this right could be lawful in situations where placing a suspected criminalunder surveillance is necessary and proportionate to investigate or prevent criminality.

Recommendation for LEAs to enact measures to protect the psychological integrity of surveillancesubjects if they experience mental suffering following disclosure that they were under surveillance.
Article 4 - Prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
This right is defined as: ‘No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment orpunishment.’.
It has the same wording, meaning and scope as Article 3 of the European Convention,194 by virtue of Article52(3).
This article relates to both physical and mental suffering.195 Torture requires deliberate infliction of severe painor suffering upon a powerless person who is under the physical custody or control of the torturer for a specificpurpose.196 Inhumane treatment requires 'severe' suffering, where one of the intention, purpose, orpowerlessness of the victim, is missing (physical control is not necessary).197 Degrading treatment is theinfliction of pain or suffering in a particularly humiliating manner.198
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199 Manfred Nowak, Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment orpunishment (Human Rights Council, 13th Session) 2010, A/HRC/13/39/Add.5, paras.50-57.200Art. 32.1, ROXANNEGrant Agreement.201Commission Recommendation 2005/251/EC of 11March 2005 on the European Charter for Researchers and on a Codeof Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers, OJ L 75, 22.3.2005.

Relevance to the project
During the project it is unforeseeable that an individual could be subjected to severe pain or suffering. Researchparticipants will be asked to engage in surveys, interviews, and workshops, none of these will require directphysical interaction between the participant and the researcher, and so physical pain cannot be caused. It ispossible that a participant could feel uncomfortable during their participation, if they feel that an interviewquestion is particularly probing, for example. However, merely feeling uncomfortable is not on the same levelas acts prohibited under Article 3, which are characterised by their severity.199 As such, it is extremely unlikelythat a human participant in the ROXANNE project would experience such suffering and, in all cases, they arefree to withdraw from their participation at any time without negative consequences.
In terms of colleagues within the ROXANNE consortium, it is extremely unlikely that anyone wouldexperience suffering at this level, even if, for example, one colleague subjected another to bullying behaviour.Although bulling is a very difficult experience, it would not generally seem to approach the severity of tortureor inhuman treatment. In any case, consortium partners have agreed200 to abide by the European Charter forResearchers, which requires that ‘individuals and research groups are valued, encouraged and supported’.201As such, any behaviour approaching bullying, or worse, would seem to violate this requirement and so couldresult in sanctions such as loss of funding or election from the project.
Consequently, it is not conceivable that human participants, or colleagues, in the ROXANNE project wouldsuffer torture, inhuman, or degrading treatment. As such this Article would seem to be complied with.

Requirement for partners to avoid causing severe suffering to colleagues completed.
Relevance to use
As with rights to the integrity of the person, it is prima facie difficult to conceptualise how the use ofROXANNE as a platform processing surveillance data can have real impacts upon criminal suspects. As withthat right, harms could be created where suspects find out that they are under surveillance and the potential formental distress to be caused by revelations during a court case that they were under surveillance. Althoughlearning such information could be disturbing, it is unlikely to create the severity of harm equivalent to torture.Still, it is worth considering the possibility that as the analysis tools of ROXANNE could provide deeperinsights into a person’s life by exposing their acquaintances and contacts, more harm could be caused thandiscovering that oneself is under ‘ordinary’ surveillance. Still, the discomfort of having information aboutthemselves and their friends and family in the network analysis part of the ROXANNE platform is unlikely torise to the prohibited level of severe suffering. In authoritarian regimes that do deploy torture for political aims,such a network analysis tool could contribute to this situation. E.g., identifying people connected to politicaldissidents then threatening them, or exposing them to the risk of torture or abuse. The threat to the righthowever, comes from the act of torture itself.

Recommendation for LEAs not to use the ROXANNE platform to cause severe suffering to individuals.
Article - 6 Right to liberty and security
This right is defined as: ‘Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person’.
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202 Explanation on Article 6 - Right to liberty and security, CFR Explanations.203De Tommaso v Italy App No. 43395/09 (ECtHR, 23 February 2017), para.80.204Guzzardi v Italy App No 7367/76 (ECtHR, 6 November 1980), para.95.205 Daniel Wilsher, ‘Article 6’, in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner, and Angela Ward (eds.), ‘The EU Charter ofFundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing, 2014)(hereafter:Wilsher, 2014), para.06.14.206 Lyon, David., The Electronic Eye, University ofMinnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1994, p.63.

It has the same meaning and scope as Article 5 of the European Convention202 by virtue of Article 52(3). Thus,although the limitations within Article 5 of the Convention apply to the application of Article 6 of the Charter,even though they are not specifically included in the Charter itself:
‘1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be deprived of his liberty savein the following cases and in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law:
(a) the lawful detention of a person after conviction by a competent court;
(b) the lawful arrest or detention of a person for non-compliance with the lawful order of a court or inorder to secure the fulfilment of any obligation prescribed by law;
(c) the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected for the purpose of bringing him before thecompetent legal authority on reasonable suspicion of having committed an offence or when it isreasonably considered necessary to prevent his committing an offence or fleeing after having done so;
(d) the detention of a minor by lawful order for the purpose of educational supervision or his lawfuldetention for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority;
(e) the lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of infectious diseases, of personsof unsound mind, alcoholics or drug addicts or vagrants;
(f) the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an unauthorised entry into thecountry or of a person against whom action is being taken with a view to deportation or extradition.’

This article relates to the ability of persons to freely move in physical space.203 Although the form of adeprivation of liberty should be interpreted widely,204 it is focussed on the right not the be detainedarbitrarily.205
Relevance to the project and use
It is unforeseeable that a research participant or colleague would be physically detained in any way as part oftheir engagement with the project. As such it is not relevant to the project.
In terms of use, it is also difficult to consider that the use of a platform intended to analyse surveillance datacould have a direct effect on the ability physical liberty of a person. However, it is worth considering whetherthe effect of surveillance and LEA data analysis could affect the liberty of suspects. For example, if someonewere to be aware they were at risk of having their data analysed by a ROXANNE-like system, then this wouldlikely create ‘chilling effects’ where people change their behaviour owing to the (risk of) coming to theattention of LEAs as, in order to avoid punishment, the only ‘rational’ option is to follow the expectations of theLEA.206 Such concerns are relevant to the ROXANNE platform as people are likely to want to shield theirassociates whom they are in communication networks with. The manifestation of such effects could havesignificant impacts upon how much liberty people feel they have. For example, some people may stopexercising their liberty. However, even if people do feel constrained in their behaviours owing to (a risk of)being analysed by ROXANNE, the article relates to physical liberty only. As the use of a surveillance dataanalysis platform does not directly affect the physical liberty of the surveillance subjects, this article is notdirectly related to the use of the ROXANNE platform.
We can however anticipate a situation where outputs from such a data analysis platform contribute towardssuspicion that an offence has taken place, thus leading to the arrest and detention and subsequent loss of libertyof a suspect. If the outputs of the platform and tools are false, erroneous, have been insufficiently tested, or are
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207 Explanation on Article 7 – Respect for private and family life, CFR Explanations.208 Jens Vedsted-Hansen, Article 7 (Private Life, Home and Communications), in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, JeffKenner, and Angela Ward (eds.), ‘The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing,2014)(hereafter: Vedsted-Hansen, 2014), para.07.23A-07.24A, 07.66A-07.73A209Vedsted-Hansen, 2014, para.07.21A-.7022A210Vedsted-Hansen, 2014, para.07.24A211Vedsted-Hansen, 2014, para.07.08A212Vedsted-Hanson, 2014, para.07.11-07.20A213 Shazia Choudhry, Article 7 (Family Life Aspects), in Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner, and Angela Ward(eds.), ‘The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights: A Commentary’ (Hart Publishing, 2014)(hereafter: Choudhry, 2014),para.07.20B214Choudrhy, 2014, para.07.02B-07.04B215Choudhry, 2014, para.07.05B-07.06B216Choudhry, 2014, para.07.07B-07.09B

based upon poorly understood mechanisms, then the platform potentiality contributes to unlawful arrest and thedeprivation of liberty. This creates an obligation upon the project to ensure high quality science, rigoroustesting, and proper communication around the outputs of the tools and how they can be misleading.
Requirement to respect people’s right to liberty and security likely to be complied with if the projectmeets high standards of scientific research and its tools and platform are properly tested.

Article 7 - Respect for private and family life
This right is defined as: ‘Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home andcommunications’.
The meaning and scope of this right are the same as those in Article 8 of the European Convention (although‘correspondence’ has been updated to ‘communications’),207 by virtue of Art.52(3) of the Charter.Consequently, the limitation on the right in the Charter correspond to those in the Convention:

‘2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as isin accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of nationalsecurity, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for the prevention of disorder orcrime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others’
Owing to the nature of this right, it is seen to have two separate limbs: private life aspects and family lifeaspects. Clearly, the processing of speech, text, and video data gathered by surveillance can affect both aspects,and the use of network analysis could be used to infer information across both aspects also. As such,ROXANNE could pose a particular challenge to this right.
Regarding the private life aspect, it is interpreted widely and also relates to one’s home life andcommunications. It is focussed upon protecting activities of a personal nature, such as names, personal identity,and one’s home.208 These data are protected whether or not they have been processed.209 This has links with thefamily life aspect as a person’s name provides familial information.210 Further, the private life aspect includesprofessional life as far as one’s professional life is also part of one’s home life.211 For example, where one’shome is also one’s business premises.212
The family life aspect is interpreted widely.213 It is focussed on gender equality,214 children’s rights,215 freemovement, immigration, and asylum.216
Relevance to the project
The work of the ROXANNE project does not seem to raise any of the issues mentioned in Article 7 forcolleagues or research participants: personal contact details will only be gathered where the individual
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217Dudgeon v The United KingdomAppNo 7525/76 (ECtHR, 22 October 1981), para.51.218 Paradis and Campanelli v Italy App No 25358/12 (ECtHR, 24 January 2017), paras.179-184.

concerned willingly provides them; no communications between persons will be monitored; there will be nointerference in any person’s family life.
Yet, there is a possibility that the project could process LEA surveillance data from real closed cases in order totest a prototype ROXANNE platform. If this happens, only lawfully gathered data would be acceptable for use.Of course, gathering these data in criminal investigations is a situation where respect for a persons’ private andfamily life is clearly relevant. Thus, in order for it to have been gathered in compliance with this Article, anysuch surveillance data would need to have been collected in accordance with domestic law, and for it to havebeen necessary for one of the limitations provided in paragraph 2 to apply; in the case of ROXANNE, this ismost likely to be ‘for the prevention of disorder or crime’. Where this is the case, the infringement on theprivate and family lives of persons during an investigation is not arbitrary and the Article is complied with.
The re-using of surveillance data for research purposes would seem to be a separate situation where there ispotential for infringing upon the respect for private and family life. Data gathered by surveillance is, by itsnature, sensitive, and so all processing activities of it seem to raise a risk of infringing upon this right. Thus, inorder for the processing of these data in the ROXANNE project to not violate Article 7, the same test asmentioned above would need to be applied. As mentioned above, LTEC are the only LEA who have expressedan intention to process data from real closed cases, and have confirmed that these data were gathered lawfully.

Requirement for LEA officers to ensure any data made available to be used in the project was gatheredlawfully, completed so far.
For such processing to be in conformity with domestic law, it must be processed according to applicable dataprotection legislation, i.e. the GDPR and the relevant national implementing legislation. No data processing inthe ROXANNE project will take place contrary to the GDPR, and so this part of the test will be fulfilled. Bycontributing to a project building new tools to assist in fighting organised crime and terrorism, such processingclearly contributes to the ‘prevention of disorder or crime’, and so this part of the test is also met. In terms ofwhether these activities are necessary in order to prevent disorder or crime, the European Court has stated thatthere must be a ‘pressing social need’217 as understood by each state within a margin of appreciation.218 TheROXANNE project responds to the difficulties experienced by LEAs in large organised crime investigations,and potentially solving or reducing these difficulties would seem to meet a pressing social need. The fact thatLEA partners are permitted by their governments to participate in projects such as ROXANNE indicates thattheir states view their participation as contributing to a pressing social need also. Consequently, anyinterference with an individuals right to privacy experienced through the use of their data in the ROXANNEproject could in compliance with the right. Having said that, the ‘need’ for real closed case data must beevaluated. Partners need to consider if it would be possible to test the ROXANNE platform using data that isless sensitive and not from real closed cases. As mentioned above, LTEC consider that use of synthetic datawould risk misjudging the accuracy and capabilities of the platform.

Requirement to respect the private and family life of data-subjects by considering if other, less-sensitive, data sources that real closed case data are available, completed so far.
Relevance to use
The potential for the use of ROXANNE to infringe upon a person’s right to privacy would seem to be the sameas any other machine used in surveillance by LEAs: its use would need to be in compliance with domestic lawand necessary for, and proportionate to, the prevention of disorder or crime. In the current situation, tools usedfor identifying persons in surveillance data are used separately from network analysis tools, and investigatorscan assess the need for both activities separately. As ROXANNE brings both technologies together, this createsa requirement that the platform does not automatically run data through both types of tools as it might benecessary only to use one. For example, it might be necessary to identify a suspected criminal in aninvestigation, but not necessary to map their communication network.
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219 Lambert v France App No 23618/94 (ECtHR, 24 August 1998), para.21.220 Iordachi and Others vMoldova App No 25198/02 (ECtHR, 14 September 2009), para.44.221Amann v Switzerland App No 27798/95 (ECtHR, 16 February 2000), para.61.222Amann v Switzerland App No 27798/95 (ECtHR, 16 February 2000), para.61.223Art.15, GDPR224Art.16, GDPR225Art.17, GDPR226 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European data protection law, FRA, Luxembourg,

Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in such a way that data is notautomatically subject to both recognition and network analysis technologies, not yet possible toevaluate.
It is particularly important that LEA officers consider the effects of subjecting investigative data to analyses forthe purposes of both individual and network identification as the interference with communications between asuspected criminal and another person are an infringement on the privacy of both persons.219 As such, in orderto analyse surveillance data that includes persons other than the suspect, it must also be necessary to infringe onthe privacy of these innocent persons. With network analysis, this could be a large number of persons and so itcould be difficult to assess the necessity of infringing on the privacy of every person, and whether the testshould be applied to each person individually or the data-set as a whole. It would be insufficient simply toextend analysis to the data of other persons because they are merely ‘involved in a criminal offence’,220 indeedthe European Court requires that precautions to protect persons who are incidentally recorded must be enactedin domestic law.221 Thus, in order to be lawful, the extension of criminal network analysis to the associates of asuspected criminal must have a basis in domestic law, which is specific enough to so that the persons who couldbe subjected to surveillance could be determined.222 The functionality should be built into the tool that requiresthe user to provide or record their basis in national law before they can use the tool.

Recommendation for LEAs to only use ROXANNE tools to infringe upon the privacy of persons whereit is provided for in domestic law.
Requirement for technical partners to enable LEAs to attest to their lawful use of data, not yet possibleto evaluate.

Article 8 - Protection of personal data
This right is defined as:

‘1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her.
2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of theperson concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has the right of access todata which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified.
3. Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.’

Paragraph 1 of this Article comes from Article 16(1) of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union.With regard to secondary legislation, the EU has developed a range of instruments relating to personal data.The most relevant of these are the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and the Law EnforcementDirective (LED).
The Charter is unique in that there is no corresponding right to the protection of personal data under otherhuman rights treaties. This is despite the fact that data protection legislation itself provides rights to datasubjects for specific instances (e.g. access,223 rectification,224 erasure225).
However, in other human rights regimes, the protection of personal data is considered to form part of rights toprivacy.226 For example, in assessing data privacy, the ECtHR has considered: the nature of the data;227 the
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2018, pp.17-18.227 Z v Finland App no 22009/93 (ECtHR, 25 February 1997)228 Krone Verlag GmbH v Austria App no 431/96 (ECtHR, 26 February 2002); Von Hannover v Germany App no59320/00 (ECtHR, 24 June 2004)229 Leander v Sweden App no 9248/81 (ECtHR, 26 March 1987); Gaskin v UK App no 10454/83 (ECtHR, 7 July 1989),para.49230Klass v Germany App no 5029/71 (ECtHR, 6 September 1978)231 I v Finland App no 20511/03 (ECtHR, 17 July 2008), para.38-40232 CJEU, Joined cases C-92/09 and C-93/09, Volker und Markus Schecke GbR and Hartmut Eifert v. Land Hessen [GC],9 November 2010 (hereafter: Land Hessen, 2010), para. 48.233 Land Hessen, 2010, para.51234 See, for example, Article 8, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms(adopted 4 November 1950, entered into force 3 September 1953) 213 UNTS 221.235 On Scientific research being a legitimate objective for data processing, see Recitals 156-158, GDPR. For a specificarticulation of this for ROXANNE, see D10.7 (Informed Consent Procedures) and other completed ethics requirements..

privacy expectation of the person concerned;228 access of the person concerned to data;229 the presence ofoversight mechanisms;230 whether security measures have been put in place.231 A case-by-case approach istaken by the European Court, and so the precise contours of how the protection of personal data is dealt withunder the right to a private life can only be foreseen generally.
The right to protection of personal data in the EU Charter is not absolute, ‘but must be considered in relation toits function in society.’232 Limitations on this right are recognised under Art.52(1) of the Charter. They must beprovided for by law, respect the essence of the right, and be proportionate, necessary, and meet legitimateobjectives.233 The same approach is taken in relation to personal data forming part of ones privacy in otherhuman rights regimes.234
Relevance to the project
The processing of personal data in the ROXANNE project is subject to the GDPR. As such, processing that is inline with this, or national implementing legislation, is provided for by law. The essence of the right is respectedby using anonymous or pseudonymous data where possible, and preferring to process personal data on the basisof consent. Processing of personal data in the project is proportionate to the aim of conducting scientificresearch as there will be no effects created for data subjects, and nor will there be any combining of datasetswith the intention to uncover highly-sensitive information about data-subjects. The processing of personal datain the project is necessary as it would not be possible to produce the intended algorithms without training themon personal data. Scientific research is a legitimate objective as, by its nature, it results in greater knowledgeand advancement for society and in the case of ROXANNE, contributes to the increased safety of citizens fromorganised criminal gangs.235

Requirement for the project to comply with data protection legislation likely to be complied with.
Relevance to use
The processing of personal data during potential use of the ROXANNE platform in criminal investigationswithin the EUwill be subject to the Law Enforcement Directive. Consequently, processing that is in conformitywith this Directive, and national implementing legislation, would be provided for by law. Whether processingof personal data by LEAs is necessary and proportionate to meet a legitimate objective will depend upon thecontext of the investigations that are taking place. However, the ROXANNE consortium intends that anyexploitation of the platform that involves its sale will only take place to organisations and countries who respectapplicable human rights law and do not abuse their powers; as such, the consortium assumes that end-users willcomply with the law during their usage of the platform. The platform should provide the functionality for usersto be able to attest that their use of the tool is in line with their national legislation and operational procedures(for example, by recording an authorisation, or by self-attesting that they have the appropriate authorisation,without this, the tool should not be able to be used). Another supporting functionality would be for the tool to
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236Hasham and Harrup v the United KingdomAppNo 25594/94 (ECtHR, 25 November 1999).237K v. Austria App No 16002/90 (ECtHR, 13 October 1992), para.45.238 Case C‑316/09 MSD Sharp & Dohme GmbH v Merckle GmbH, CJEU, Opinion of AG Trstenjak 24 November 2010,para.81.239Neij and Sunde Kolmisoppi v. Sweden App No 10397/12 (ECtHR, 19 February 2013), dec.240Mavlanov and Sa’di v Uzbekistan U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/95/D/1334/2004 (HRComm, 19March 2009, para.6.1.

allow users to record the output of a necessity and proportionality assessment or to record their rationale for theuse of the tool, to discourage fishing for evidence and to allow accountability and auditability of the use of thetool within the end-user organisation.
Requirement for technical partners to facilitate end-users demonstrating compliance with dataprotection legislation prior to use, not yet completed.

Article 11 – Freedomof expression and information
This right is defined as:

‘1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinionsand to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority andregardless of frontiers.
2. The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be respected.’

This article corresponds to Article 10 of the European Convention, which provides greater detail:
‘1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinionsand to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority andregardless of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing ofbroadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject tosuch formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in ademocratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for theprevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of thereputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, orfor maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.’

Due to Article 52(3) of the Charter, the meaning and scope of Article 11 of the Charter are the same as Article10 of the Convention. ‘Expression’ covers a range of actions beyond just speech,236 including silence.237 Itapplies whatever medium of communication is used, including oral, written, printed, and electronic forms.238Indeed, the freedom of expression ‘applies not only to the content of the information but also to the means oftransmission or reception since any restriction imposed on the means necessarily interferes with the right toreceive and impart information.’239 As such, a speaker (broadly conceived) has a right to make informationavailable a recipient has the right to receive that information.240
Relevance to the project
In terms of the ROXANNE project, it is unlikely that anyone’s freedom of expression could be infringed upon.Partners partake in bi-weekly meetings where they can express their views in an open forum, they are,therefore, provided with opportunity to express and receive information. Participants in research activities areasked to express information, particularly in activities such as workshops and interviews where the project isspecifically seeking interviewees to express themselves.
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241 Sürek v Tukey App no 24735/94 (ECtHR, 8 July 1999), para.36.242Maegulev v Russia, App No 15449/09 (ECtHR, 8 January 2020).
243Art.5(1)(c), ECHR; Lawless v Ireland (No.3), App No 332/57 (ECtHR, 1 July 1961).

Requirement to respect freedom of expression in the project likely to be completed.
Relevance to use
As a data-analysis (including voice, and speaker analysis) platform, ROXANNE would not have a directimpact on anybody’s freedom of expression. However, there is potential that chilling effects could be created ifan individual fears that their speech data is (at risk of) being analysed by LEAs using a platform such asROXANNE, and they do not express themselves in order to avoid being included in this analysis for fear ofbeing identified as a criminal. The freedom of expression protects all expression of information, apart from hatespeech and incitement of violence.241 Thus, an individual could, potentially, not express themselves about arange of topics that they do not wish to be recorded expressing or identified from. Because such analysis wouldlikely be covert, an individual has no way of knowing if their particular expression activity is undersurveillance.
In a legitimate and lawful LEA investigation of an organised crime group, this could, potentially, infringe uponthe freedom of expression of someone under investigation (or believes they are under investigation). TheEuropean Court has held that ‘self-censorship’ of one’s own expression due to a fear of court proceedings canviolate the freedom of expression where the proceedings were unnecessary.242 Consequently, if a criminal self-censors their own expression due to a fear of court proceedings occurring as a result of their criminality, andthose proceedings are necessary, then is unlikely that the freedom of expression would be violated. Arrests inorder to bring someone before a competent authority are considered necessary.243 Indeed it is likely to be seenas a form of deterring criminals from openly engaging in criminality. As such, this type of interference with thefreedom of expression is unlikely to be unlawful.

Recommendation for end-users to respect freedom of expression when using the ROXANNE platformby only using it where necessary.

Article 12 - Freedomof assembly and association
This right is defined as:

‘1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of association at all levels,in particular in political, trade union and civic matters, which implies the right of everyone to form andto join trade unions for the protection of his or her interests.
2. Political parties at Union level contribute to expressing the political will of the citizens of theUnion.’

Paragraph 1 of this Article corresponds to Article 11 of the ECHR, which is more detailed:
‘1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of association with others,including the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as are prescribed bylaw and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, forthe prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals or for the protection of therights and freedoms of others. This Article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on theexercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the police or of the administration of theState.’
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Pursuant to Article 52(3) of the Charter, the meaning and scope of the right under the Charter is the same as thatunder the Convention.
Paragraph 2 of this Article corresponds to Article 191 of the Treaty establishing the European Community:‘Political parties at European level are important as a factor for integration within the Union. They contributeto forming a European awareness and to expressing the political will of the citizens of the Union.’
This right is also based on Article 11 of the Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights ofWorkers:

‘Employers and workers of the European Community shall have the right of association in order toconstitute professional organisations or trade unions of their choice for the defence of their economicand social interests. Every employer and every worker shall have the freedom to join or not to join suchorganisations without any personal or occupational damage being thereby suffered by him.’.
Generally, the freedom of assembly protects the right of people to peacefully gather and meet for political,244social,245 communal,246 cultural,247 or religious/spiritual purposes,248 whether in private or public and whetherstatic or as a procession/march.249 ‘Association’ here means an affiliation with a group that has a commongoal,250 not merely sharing the company of, or mixing socially with, others.251
The ROXANNE platform itself, as a data-analysis platform, cannot be used to directly interfere with thefreedoms of assembly and association held by citizens. However, owing to the potential for people to beidentified from video and audio data by the ROXANNE platform, and for this to be linked withcommunications networks, the implementation of ROXANNE could, potentially, have a significant chillingeffect on the freedom of people to peacefully assemble/associate where they fear that they themselves, orpeople they communicate with, could be subjected to surveillance for their activities with others. Theintelligence analysis capacities enhanced by the platform would also enhance these capacities if they were usedin an inappropriate manner (e.g., illegal surveillance and disruption of legitimate political activists) so wouldcontribute towards the impact of activities that could directly interfere with freedom of assembly andassociation.
Relevance to the project
The nature of the personal data-processing in the ROXANNE project is to use data either as a source ofinformation for analysis by social scientists (e.g. interviews at field-tests), or as data to be used for developingalgorithms by computer scientists. As such, there will be no direct effects upon data-subjects and so cannotcreate a specific chilling effect regarding freedom of assembly/association.

Requirement to respect freedom of assembly within the project complied with.
Relevance to use
In terms of use, there is potential for a significant chilling effect to be created if, by knowing about theROXANNE platform, people believe that they are subject to (a risk of) having their data analysed and beingidentified by LEAs. This effect is likely to be increased, where people are concerned that LEAs will be able to
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252Christian Democratic People’s Party v. Moldova App No 28793/02 (ECtHR, 14May 2006), para.77.253 Nurettin Aldemir and Others v. Turkey App Nos 32124/02, 32126/02, 32129/02, 32132/02, 32133/02, 32137/02 and32138/02 (ECtHR, 2 June 2008), para.34; The United Macedonian Organisation Ilinden and Ivanov v. Bulgaria App No(ECtHR, 15 February 2006), para.135.254Bączkowski and Others v. Poland App No 1543/06 (ECtHR, 24 September 2007), paras.66-68.255 For more on steps taken by the ROXANNE consortium to avoid sales of the platform to organisations who do not havea good track record of respecting human rights, see D10.16 (Report on risks of misuse andmass surveillance.256Article 21 Non-discriminationAny discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features,language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth,disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.Within the scope of application of the Treaty establishing the European Community and of the Treaty onEuropean Union, and without prejudice to the special provisions of those Treaties, any discrimination on groundsof nationality shall be prohibited.

find out who they communicate with using the ROXANNE network analysis tools, thus exposing theirassociates to potential LEA investigation.
The paradigmatic example of chilling effects in relation to freedoms of assembly/association is of LEA actions,directly or indirectly, inhibiting the freedom of people to engage in political activities, such as protests or tradeunion activities. LEA interest in protests has been determined by the European Court to have a chilling effecteven where that interest is temporary,252 or later shown to be mistaken,253 and where LEAs act unlawfully toban a protest.254 For the European Court, the potential for chilling effects to be detrimental to the freedom ofassembly should be considered in terms of whether their actions are proportionate.
Consequently, freedoms of assembly/association can be infringed upon if people are dissuaded fromassembling/associating where they fear that their presence could have negative effects and this is deemed to bea disproportionate result of pursuing a legitimate aim. If, for example, people involved in political movementsdecline to attend legitimate protests or meetings due to, a risk of, their data being analysed by ROXANNE-liketools, their freedoms of assembly/association could be infringed upon. The most obvious solution to this, ofcourse, would be to not sell or provide the ROXANNE platform to LEAs who use their powers to stiflelegitimate political activities.255
However, as noted above, freedoms of assembly/association also extend to social, communal, cultural, andreligious/spiritual gatherings. If, for example, a member of an organised crime group knew that they were atrisk of surveillance and so stopped engaging in social events in order to protect their innocent associates, couldthis be an infringement on their freedom of assembly? Engaging in social and cultural activities are animportant part of people’s lives. But they are not essential, and so the choice of someone to not engage in themin order to avoid potential surveillance would not seem to be a disproportionate effect. Whether this could evenbe considered relevant to the freedom of assembly would, of course, depend upon whether these acts are toodistant from LEA activities to be infringed upon by the LEAs themselves. It is unlikely that LEAs could be heldto have infringed upon a person’s right to assembly where an LEA has no contact wit an individual yet theydecide not to attend social events due to a fear of being subject to surveillance or data-analysis.

Recommendation for end-users to respect freedom of assembly.

Articles 21 to 26 – Rights to non-discrimination
The ROXANNE project solutions and activities may have implications on fundamental rights such as the broadprinciple of non-discrimination and in relation to specific diversity aspects related to gender, culture, age orphysical characteristics. Therefore, in the development of the ROXANNE platform and its subsequent use, it isimportant to be aware of any potential diversity and non-discrimination rights repercussions.
Article 21256 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights prohibits “any discrimination based on any ground suchas sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other
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257 Article 22 Cultural, religious and linguistic diversityThe Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity.258Article 23 Equality betweenmen and womenEquality betweenmen and womenmust be ensured in all areas, including employment, work and pay.The principle of equality shall not prevent the maintenance or adoption of measures providing for specific259Article 24 The rights of the childChildren shall have the right to such protection and care as is necessary for their well-being. They may expresstheir views freely. Such views shall be taken into consideration on matters which concern them in accordancewith their age andmaturity.In all actions relating to children, whether taken by public authorities or private institutions, the child’s bestinterests must be a primary consideration.Every child shall have the right to maintain on a regular basis a personal relationship and direct contact with bothhis or her parents, unless that is contrary to his or her interests.260Article 25 The rights of the elderlyThe Union recognises and respects the rights of the elderly to lead a life of dignity and independence and to participate insocial and cultural life.261Article 26 Integration of persons with disabilitiesThe Union recognises and respects the right of persons with disabilities to benefit from measures designed to ensure theirindependence, social and occupational integration and participation in the life of the community.262 INTERPOLConstitution Article 2 https://www.interpol.int/Who-we-are/Legal-framework/Legal-documents263 « Data-driven policing : the hardwiring of discriminatory policing practices across Europe » Patrick Williams and EricKind ENAR, November 2019, https://www.enar-eu.org/IMG/pdf/data-driven-profiling-web-final.pdfAI expert calls for end to UK use of ‘racially biased’ algorithms’, The Guardian, 12 December 2019,https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/dec/12/ai-end-uk-use-racially-biased-algorithms-noel-sharkey

opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation”.Furthermore, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights prohibits discriminatory treatment on additional grounds,safeguarding cultural, linguistics and religious diversity in Article 22257, equality between men and women inArticle 23258, the rights of children (Article 24259) and elderly (Article 25260), as well as integration of personswith disabilities (Article 26261). In a similar vein, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights enshrines theequal entitlement of all human beings to the fundamental rights and freedoms in Article 2 (“without distinctionof any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,property, birth or other status”) and Article 7 (“All are equal before the law and are entitled without anydiscrimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination inviolation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination“).
The Charter on Fundamental Rights applies to EU institutions and signatory members states whenimplementing EU law whilst the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is not legally binding. However, theDeclaration does provide a shared global vision of protected fundamental rights as agreed by representativesfrom different legal and cultural backgrounds. These were incorporated in many national constitutions andlegal frameworks, including the INTERPOL Constitution that requires the Organization to promote the widestpossible mutual assistance between all criminal police authorities within the limits of the laws existing in thedifferent countries and in the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.262

Data bias
In the pursuit of the ROXANNE project’s tasks and objectives, the consortium should ensure the respect of thegeneral and specific provisions of the rights to diversity and non-discrimination throughout the different projectstages and activities. First, at the research level, it is of uppermost importance that the datasets used for thedevelopment and testing of the algorithms do not contain any gender, age, language or racial bias. Existingresearch263 highlights the significant dangers related to ethnic profiling and other discriminatory treatmentswhen authorities employ innovative technical solutions, such as facial recognition systems, that wereconstructed on biased dataset. Therefore, in the framework of the work undertaken within Work Package 4 ondata management,
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 due regard and consideration should be given to assessing the project-employed datasets for potentialdata biases. The technical partners should be vigilant and scrutinize any potential discriminatoryimplications of a particular dataset under consideration, notwithstanding if derived from open sourcechannels such as YouTube, fabricated data created based on a LEA-provided scenario with partnersengaging in role-play or based on existing synthetic or real datasets such as CSI and Enron. This shouldtranslate into avoiding over-reliance on particular languages, age, gender or ethnic categories as theend-product may perform better regarding these categories and result in profiling representatives ofparticular groups. Consultations with the project legal and ethical team could be useful to verify that the used datasetsfulfill such requirements. Beyond the construction of computer models, their testing and appraisal (efforts pursued within thescope of Work Package 8) represent another crucial moment for identifying and managing inaccurateor discriminatory line codes in order to avoid producing a skewed project outcome. In this regard, the external expertise of the Stakeholder and Ethics Boards plays an important oversightrole.
Requirement for technical partners to train and build the ROXANNE tools to avoid discriminatorybiases to be evaluated.

Further in line with this objective, it is advisable to maintain a human-centric approach to the handling ofadvanced technological tools such as ROXANNE by keeping ultimate decision-making control in the hands ofhumans. This should be achieved by designing the technology accordingly to enable authorized humanoperators with an understanding of the underlying processes, to have the possibility to interfere and correctalgorithms suspected of making biased or disproportionate results. For example, if after prolonged and repeatedingestion of investigative data containing lawfully intercepted telephone conversations in a particular foreignlanguage, the platformmay eventually end up targeting individuals speaking that particular language. A humanoperator of the system should be aware of such potential implications and maintain a critical interpretation ofautomatic decision-making results.
Requirement to maintain human control over the ROXANNE platform to be evaluated.

End-user requirements
Secondly, when analysing and defining the applicable end-user requirements, fair, impartial, inclusive andequal treatment should be given to the needs expressed by stakeholders coming from different backgrounds, i.e.operational units, forensics, country/culture wise, gender wise, etc. Given the value of expert feedback indesigning feasible, realistic ROXANNE solutions that overcome current investigative shortcomings, theproject team emphasized the importance of expert guidance and insight from the earliest stage and willcontinue this to the development of the finished ROXANNE product. This is reflected in the consortium’sdiversity, which contains 11 LEAs from 10 countries across Europe. The project Stakeholder Board providesan additional level of expertise and consultation with its 16 members representing 12 institutions such as theUN, Europol, EC policy-makers and national authorities. Besides, for the essential task of collecting end-userrequirements from the law enforcement community, INTERPOL leveraged its international network of 194member countries by reaching out to a diverse and truly global audience of stakeholders to provide theiropinion and share their experiences on the use of voice, text and face technologies. This will enable theROXANNE consortium to develop a solution tailored to the experiences and needs of LEAs by integratinginsights coming from different professional and cultural backgrounds into the system design and developmentof the ROXANNE platform. Another key aspect in this regard is ensuring that all analysis of gathered feedback,performed within the scope of WP2 on end-user requirements and WP8 as part of continuous testing and field-tests, is conducted in an anonymous way in order to uphold the impartiality of the needs assessment. Asmentioned above, analysis of feedback from the first field-test in D8.4 (1st field-test report andrecommendations) incorporated feedback from a wide range of stakeholders and so the consortium iscomplying with the point so far.
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264 New Zealand claims world first in setting standards for government use of algorithms, The Guardian, 27 July 2020,https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/28/new-zealand-claims-world-first-in-setting-standards-for-government-use-of-algorithms ; The ethics of artificial intelligence: Issues and initiatives, European Parliament, Study, March 2020,pp. 66-84 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/634452/EPRS_STU(2020)634452_EN.pdf;Jobin, A., Ienca, M. & Vayena, E. The global landscape of AI ethics guidelines. Nature Machine Intelligence 1, 389–399(2019). https://doi.org/10.1038/s42256-019-0088-2

Requirement to treat all feedback on the ROXANNE platform fairly and without discriminationcompleted so far.

Lawful operation
Thirdly, following the research phase into and the tools’ commercialisation to competent police authorities, theeventual acquisition and use of the ROXANNE solutions must be compatible with applicable domestic andregional legislation and framed by organisational codes of use and standards. To this end, a well-thought andtechnically robust design of the ROXANNE platform secured during the project’s development stage wouldenable a transparent and accountable use of the technology adaptable to national provisions. Although thereliance on novel analytical methods often lacks specific guidance, encouraging legislative, policy, andstrategy developments are emerging in the area.264 Furthermore, in the context of the exploitation planingdiscussion, as well as within meetings of the Ethics Boards, the project team has been considering theimplications of the ROXANNE solutions’ misuse, including safeguards for a non-discriminatory application ofthe ROXANNE tools. This could potentially occur should the tool land in the hands of authoritarian regimes orcriminal groups that could use it to target vulnerable communities such as refugees or minority groups.Therefore, the consortium is currently in the process of considering commercialisation measures, such as‘know your customer’ policies or conducting due diligence assessment, as well as contractual clauses thatprohibit the further resale of the ROXANNE platform and enable centralized software control. Once defined,these measures will be presented in the first version of the project Exploitation Plan.

Requirement to ensure that the ROXANNE platform is usable across a diverse range of legalframeworks, note yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement to include measures to restrict exploitation to responsible customers, not yet possible toevaluate.

Article 47 – Right to an effective remedy and a fair trial
This right is defined as:

‘Everyone whose rights and freedoms guaranteed by the law of the Union are violated has the right to aneffective remedy before a tribunal in compliance with the conditions laid down in this Article.
Everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartialtribunal previously established by law. Everyone shall have the possibility of being advised, defended andrepresented.
Legal aid shall be made available to those who lack sufficient resources in so far as such aid is necessary toensure effective access to justice.’

Article 47 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights embodies the EU legal principle that Member States mustensure effective judicial protection of an individual’s rights arising from Union law (including Charter rights).This means that the right of access to a court applies whenever rights and freedoms guaranteed by EU law are
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265 CJEU, C-432/05, Unibet (London) Ltd and Unibet (International) Ltd v. Justitiekanslern, 13 March 2007,paras. 37–42.266 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and Council of Europe, “Handbook on European law relating toaccess to justice”,European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and Council of Europe, 2016, p.26. Available at:https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Handbook_access_justice_ENG.pdf267 Edwards v. the United Kingdom, App No 13071/87 (ECtHR,16 December 1992), para 34268 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and Council of Europe, “Handbook on European law relating toaccess to justice”,European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and Council of Europe, 2016, 40. Available at:https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Handbook_access_justice_ENG.pdf

involved. It is for EU Member States to establish a system of legal remedies and procedures that ensure respectfor rights under EU law.265
Access to court is implicit in the right to a fair hearing because it suggests that disputes must be decided bycourts. This right is an important element of access to justice given that courts provide protection againstunlawful practices and uphold the rule of law. For the right of access to a court to be effective, states may haveto provide legal aid, translation or other practical support to enable individuals to access court proceedings.266

Relevance and use to the project
Under this project, this right holds much importance with respect to the need for a ‘fair trial’. Whether a hearingis considered fair depends on all facts of the case, including the ability of the individual to access justice. Theproceedings as a whole (i.e. from the institution of proceedings, including police questioning in criminal cases,to the final determination of an appeal) must be considered.267One of the core requirements of the right to a fairhearing is ‘equality of arms’ between the parties. Equality of arms involves ensuring that each party hasa reasonable opportunity to present its case in conditions that do not disadvantage either party. Under EU law,secondary legislation further details the scope of fair trial rights. For example, Directive 2012/13/EU on theright to information in criminal proceedings establishes that suspects and accused persons who are arrestedmust also be provided with a ‘Letter of rights’ containing information on additional rights, including their rightto access documents relating to their specific case that are in the possession of the competent authorities – suchas evidence.268
In terms of prosecutions using evidence analysed through the ROXANNE platform, it may so happen that dueto lack of complete algorithmic transparency, the results of this platform could not be completely explained orunderstood by the accused and/or the prosecutor. In such a case, the weighting given to the results of thisplatform could play a major role in ascertaining whether the trial is fair or not. Also, it might be difficult toshare the evidence with the accused if the internal analysis and algorithms form a major component of the resultwhich is deemed evidence against the accused. This could further undermine the ‘equality of arms’ since theevidence brought forth by an ‘opaque’ platform cannot be disproven without understanding the internalfunctioning of it, which itself creates a major disadvantage for the defendant.
As the complexity of data processing/analysis increases, these concerns become more relevant. Whereas, ifthere is complete algorithmic transparency, it might defeat the purpose of this platform itself. Hence there is aneed to ensure a level of algorithmic transparency which is just enough to verify the results of the platform.Further, the court should be well informed about the possible biases/technical constraints which might lead toan incorrect result. The confidence level of the result and understanding of the platform should then empowerthe court enough to make a fair trial. Then, ensuring fair trial would be a function of competency of the court.

Requirement for the data processing operations of ROXANNE to be transparent and understandable tonon-technical experts, not yet possible to evaluate.
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269Art.6(2), ECHR
270Art.6(3), ECHR

Article 48 – Presumption of innocence and right of defence
This right is defined as:

‘1. Everyone who has been charged shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.
2. Respect for the rights of the defence of anyone who has been charged shall be guaranteed.’

This Article is the same as Article 6(2) and (3) of the ECHR. In accordance with Article 52(3), this right has thesame meaning and scope as the right guaranteed by the ECHR. This article promises that an individual shall bepresumed innocent until proven otherwise.269 Every person charged with a criminal offence has the followingminimum rights:
‘(a) To be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the nature andcause of the accusation against him;
(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence;
(c) To defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, if he has notsufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the interests of justice so require;
(d) To examine or have examined witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and examinationof witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;
(e) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used incourt.’270

Relevance and use to the project
The ROXANNE platform (when in use) uses network analysis to track the individuals who might haveinteracted with a ‘suspect’. In such a scenario, the individual who otherwise should be presumed innocent, isbeing monitored.
Similarly, ROXANNE might implicate someone innocent who might be a close acquaintance of knownsuspect(s). Such scenarios need to be dealt with carefully and the onus of the same falls on the end-users andcourts. It becomes imperative to complement the results of ROXANNE with some other convincing evidencegathered during the investigation. Unless there is this additional evidence supporting the suggestions ofROXANNE platform or unless the result of the ROXANNE can be verified, the defendant should be given thebenefit of doubt.

Requirement for technical partners to consider the thresholds at which the system highlights items forfurther investigation in order to given innocent persons the benefit of doubt, not yet possible toevaluate.
To ensure that no individual is falsely charged based on the results from ROXANNE platform, upon trial everysuspect should be made aware of his/her rights specially with regards to Article 47 (Right to an effectiveremedy and a fair trial), EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Also, the design and testing of the platform shouldbe influenced by these possibilities and careful attempt should be made to minimise potential cases of ‘false-positive’ even if it means compromising on the efficacy of the platform to a certain extent.

Requirement for false-positives to be minimised in the platform, not yet possible to evaluate.
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4.2. T3.3 Scenarios
Scenario 1 – Violent and peaceful protesters
Katy runs a political campaign group that organises protests for better representation of ethnic minorities inpublic life. She organises a march to support this cause. During the march, a small faction of protesters engagesin violence.
In order to identify the violent protesters, LEAs analyse all CCTV of the march using the ROXANNE facialverification tool. This analysis shows that the faction instigated violence at several different sites during themarch. The faction is ethnically diverse, but only the violent protesters who are from an ethnic minority areknown to the police due to discriminatory policing practices in the past. LEA officers arrest and interview theviolent protesters from ethnic minority groups who they have identified.
Question: In order to protect rights of non-discrimination, how should LEAs prevent bias in historicaldata and historical policing practices from affecting policing activities today?
Answer:

During interviews, violent protesters acknowledge their membership of Katy’s campaign group but those in theviolent faction refuse to reveal information about other members of the faction. In order to identify factionmembers, investigators obtain a warrant to examine the communication data of the violent protesters.Investigators analyse the mobile phone data of the offenders using the ROXANNE platform. The results of thisanalysis reveal other members of the faction and also show that Katy is connected to every offender.Investigators question the violent protesters about whether Katy had any role in instigating violence andconclude that she was not involved.
Question: If the personal data of an innocent person is included in an investigation, how should LEAsbalance respecting rights to privacy and the protection of personal data with the needs of aninvestigation?What factors should be considered?
Answer:

After being released on bail, several of the violent protesters inform Katy that investigators asked questionsabout her. Katy worries that LEAs will take an interest in her because she organised the march, this leads tohigh-levels of stress which badly affect her mental health and she passes the leadership of her campaign groupto other people.
Question: In order to balance protecting the integrity of the person with needs to protect the public,should LEAs consider the indirect effects that their actions might have on people, particularly if itresults in the suffering of those being investigated? Should indirect effects be judged in terms of theproportionality of LEA actions?
Answer:

Following the identification of other members of the violent faction using ROXANNE, they are also arrests.This, combined with the apparent LEAs’ interest in Katy, leads peaceful leaders of the campaign group tomistakenly determine that LEAs are trying to deter further peaceful protests. Based on this belief, peaceful
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campaigners cancel future protests owing to the perceived risks of arbitrary arrest and protesters believing LEAactions to be an attack on their freedoms of expression and assembly.
Question: In order to respect freedoms of expression and assembly and avoid chilling effects, howshould LEAs balance the need to communicate their lawful and ethical use of technology in order tobuild public trust with the need to keep sensitive investigative information and techniques secret so asnot to benefit criminal perpetrators?
Answer:

Please use this box to provide any feedback you might have about the scenario as a whole, or anyother comments youmight have about the implications of ROXANNE for fundamental rights.

Scenario 2 – Extremewritings
Alex is a literature student who is interested in writing about extremist politics. The plot for one of their storiesadvocates violence in support of an extreme political cause. Alex’s university professor is concerned about thisand flags the story to the university who report it to a local LEA.
LEA officers assess all information openly available about Alex on the internet, including their social mediapages and blog. The LEA analyses this information using the ROXANNE text analysis tools and discoversmanymentions of ‘guns’ and ‘bombs’, along with many references to killing political enemies.
Question: In order to protect privacy rights, LEA processing of personal data should be restricted towhat is lawful, necessary, and proportionate. But, should there be any additional restrictions on LEAsaccessing information about suspects that is openly available (e.g. only processing data wherecitizens would reasonably expect it)?
Answer:

LEA officers are concerned that Alex might be involved in a plot to commit violence and obtain a warrant tointercept Alex’s internet traffic to ascertain if this is true. LEAs discover that Alex has been communicatingwith many political extremists after evaluating their internet traffic. Using network analysis, they show thatAlex links several extreme groups across the political spectrum.
Motivated by their growing concerns about Alex’s potential plans, investigators present these initial findings toa judge and obtain a warrant for accessing Alex’s content data. They discover a large number of Alex’s privatewritings in an online drive; these are analysed using the ROXANNE text analysis tool which shows that Alexhas written a manifesto that includes both violent language and plans for attacking specific targets. LEAofficers are convinced that Alex is preparing for an act of terrorism and they arrest Alex.
Question: In order to prevent automated decision-making, and to respect rights to liberty and security,how should LEA officers corroborate the results of data-analysis tools before they arrest someone?
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For example, an investigator could repeat the machine analysis to ensure it is correct, check that keyresults make sense, or find additional corroborative evidence before acting.
Answer:

Alex’s case reaches the trial stage. The prosecution presents the results of analysis done by the ROXANNEplatform to show that Alex has been communicating with political extremists, has written extensively onviolent political extremism, and has developed specific plans for carrying out violent acts. The defence caseargues that Alex is innocent and was communicating with political extremists for a book project that wouldinclude samples from a fictional manifesto that includes fake attack plans.
Question: In order to protect the right to a fair trial, should the use of technological results be subjectto review by experts before being submitted to court? Should the results be presented in court byexperts, as with forensic evidence?
Answer:

The jury are extremely impressed with the technological sophistication of the ROXANNE platform and givethe results from the platform greater weight in their discussions than other evidence. They jury convict Alex,although Alex is actually innocent.
Question: In order to protect the presumption of innocence, should safeguards be implemented so thatjuries can understand, and give a fair assessment of, the results of technological analysis? If so, whatsafeguards?
Answer:

Please use this box to provide any feedback you might have about the scenario as a whole, or anyother comments youmight have about the implications of ROXANNE for fundamental rights.
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271 TRI analysed: General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679; Law Enforcement Directive 2016/680.INTEPROL analysed: INTERPOL Rules on the Processing of Data (RPD); Council of Europe Convention 108+;Directive Copyright Digital SingleMarket 2019/790.CAPGEMINI analysed: Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive 2016/1148

5. T3.4: Comply with applicable legislation, including in the area of freemovement of persons, privacy and protection of personal data
The task description of T3.4 provides the following:

‘The partners will create digital brochure containing a checklist of the relevant provisions ofapplicable legislation such as the GDPR, the INTERPOL Rules on the Processing of Data, the PoliceDirective, the Network and Information Security Directive, etc., how partners and stakeholders cancomply with the relevant provisions (update in M36). T3.4 will nominate security advisory board (seeSection 6.3.2, Grant Agreement).’
An explicit mention of the free movement of persons is mentioned in the task title, but not the task description.Upon discussion, the INTERPOL, TRI, and CAPGEMINI determined that it would be best to focus the work ofthis task of legislation relevant to data processing and data protection, and so legislation about free movementof persons is not discussed here.
In order to develop the checklist, WP3 partners, led by INTERPOL, discussed and decided upon a list ofrelevant legislation. These are:

 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679 Law Enforcement Directive 2016/680 INTERPOLRules on the Processing of Data (RPD) Council of Europe Convention 108+ Directive Copyright Digital SingleMarket 2019/790 Network and Information Security Directive 2016/114
These different pieces of legislation were then analysed in terms of different provisions which covered:

 Lawfulness of data processing Special categories of data Data processing principles Individual rights Accountability &transparency Data security Data storage & retention Data transfer
The pieces of legislation were split between partners271 and analysed across each of the provisions in order toprovide a multi-faceted approach and understanding of different provisions. This analysis was used to create achecklist that partners can use to assess their data-processing during the research and development phase. Thetext of this is provided below, a reformated version of this has been created and is ready for dissemination. Asthe checklist provides requirements for partners to abide by, they will not be summarized again here (as withthe analysis above) but are provided in the list of requirements in Annex A; so far the partners have compliedwith the GDPR and so the requirements are being met at this point of the project.
The intention of the partners involved in this task is to create another checklist relevant to the use ofROXANNE that will be included in D3.4 (Final report on compliance with ethical principles), when more isknown about the expected use of ROXANNE.
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272GDPR273 Council of Europe Convention for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal datahttps://rm.coe.int/convention-108-convention-for-the-protection-of-individuals-with-regar/16808b36f1274 INTERPOLRules on the Processing of Data https://www.interpol.int/Who-we-are/Legal-framework/Data-protection

5.1. Checklist document

N° Legal source Requirement Compliance status1 GDPR272
Article 6CoEConvention108+273 Article5

Ensure lawful data processing whendeveloping and testing the ROXANNEplatform by relying on a lawful legalbasis (i.e. individuals’ freely given,specific, informed and unambiguousconsent; legitimate basis prescribed bylaw;performance of a tasks in thepublic interest; for a legitimate interestthat does not override the right andfreedoms of the individual).

Individuals’ informed consent has beensystematically sought for participationin project research activities related tofeedback provision (i.e. end-userrequirements survey, Field Testevaluations), as well as for collectionand preparation of simulated data.When processing research datasets forplatform development purposes,partners will invoke the legitimateinterest basis.2 GDPRArticle 5CoEConvention108+ Articles4-13RPD274 Articles10-18

Abide by the data protection principleswhen processing data: lawfulness, legitimacy,fairness, and transparency; purpose limitation; data minimisation; data quality and accuracy; storage limitation; data security, integrity andconfidentiality; transparency, accountabilityand duties of the parties; rights of the data subjects;

The project technical team is mindful ofthese principles and incorporates themin its development activities with legalguidance and support from the projectlegal team through close dialogue andexchanges. As such, the technicalpartners safeguard the quality andaccuracy of processed data, using onlyminimal necessary for the performanceof a task and completing data protectionimpact assessment prior to any activityinvolving high-risk data processing.Further principles are covered in thechecklist.3 GDPRArticles 13-21CoEConvention108+ Article 9

Be in a position to satisfy individuals’rights as data-subjects, such as: to obtain information about,and access to, their personaldata that is being processed inan accessible format, atreasonable intervals andwithout excessive delay orexpense; to rectify or erase inaccurate,false, or unlawfully processeddata; to restrict the processing oftheir personal data; to a remedy in case any of therights are not respected.

The project team has been providingindividuals that consented to partake inresearch activities the contact details ofdata processors to enable them toexercise their rights as data subjectrights, i.e. information sheets given tosurvey respondents or Field Testparticipants.For future processing of publiclyavailable data that would entaildisproportionate efforts to notifypotential data subjects, the PrivacyPolicy, https://www.roxanne-euproject.org/privacy-policy, posted onthe ROXANNE website will cover thisaspect of project data processing.
4 GDPR Satisfy the more stringent requirements The project counts on the processing of
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Articles 9-10CoEConvention108 Article 6

applicable when processing specialcategories of data including racial orethnic origin data, the processing ofgenetic data or biometric data for thepurpose of uniquely identifying anatural person or personal data relatedto criminal convictions and offencesthat can only be processed where it isallowed under Union or national law.

special categories of data, especiallybiometric data, as part of thedevelopment and testing of theROXANNE platform that aims tounmask members of organized criminalgroups. This processing is either basedon individuals consent or is performedon data taken from public sources,which is in line with the legitimateinterest as a legal basis and scientificresearch as a condition for processingspecial category data . The consortiumis exploring the possibility ofprocessing personal data related tocriminal convictions provided thiswould be in accordance with theconcerned partner’s domestic law.5 GDPRArticles 9-10CoEConventionN°108+ Article8, 11, 15

Engage in transparent and accountabledata processing, which would enablethe consortium to demonstratecompliant data processing and allowdata subjects to fully exercise theirrights.

The consortium has been informingresearch participants of the terms andconditions of their data processingthrough the provision of informationsheets, covering both transparency andfairness aspects. The project PrivacyPolicy details the circumstances of dataprocessing activities when the option ofproviding each individual withinformation is not feasible. Theconsortium operates on a traceable andsecure access to project documentationand files stored on the SWITCH cloudwith access restricted on a need-to-know basis.6 GDPR Articles32-34CoEConvention108+ Article 6

Ensure appropriate data securitymeasures are in place. All of the project partners have specifictechnical and organizational securitymeasures in place to ensure theintegrity, security and confidentiality ofproject data is maintained. Theconsortium operates with the minimaldata necessary, and whenever possibleuses anonymised or pseudonymiseddata. A project Security AdvisoryBoard, chaired by the project securityofficer, maintains project securityreports and ensures compliance withsecurity rules and respect of theconfidentiality level of all deliverables.7 GDPR Article5 CoEConvention108+ Article 5

Time-limited storage of personal datafollowed by data deletion once purposefulfilled
The consortium applies specific dataretention timeframes depending on thepurpose sought, in any case notexceeding 5 years beyond the projecttermination. Only fully anonymiseddata may be stored beyond this period.
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275 INTERPOLRules on the Processing of Data https://www.interpol.int/Who-we-are/Legal-framework/Data-protection276 EU Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market 2019/790 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019L0790

8 GDPR Articles45-47, 49 CoEConvention108 Article 14RPD Art 62-63

Ensure appropriate protection ofindividuals with regard to thetransborder processing of personal data
The consortium comprises of twopartners outside the EU, Switzerlandand Israel, both covered by EUadequacy decisions. INTERPOL, as anInternational Organization has its owndata protection framework (INTERPOLRules on the Processing of Data275)offering robust standards for dataprotection. In addition, respondents toits international survey consented to thedata transfers.

9 Copyright inthe DigitalSingleMarket276Article 3

Comply with the digital single marketcopyright and related rights provision The consortium intends to collect opensource data, in accordance with theterms and conditions of the selectedwebsite. Project partners who areresearch organizations may takeadvantage of the text and data miningexception as an important research toolto web-crawl lawfully accessed pagesfor scientific research purposes.

5.2. Security Advisory Board
This task also involved the nomination and managing of the project’s Security Advisory Board (SAB). Thepurpose of this board is to discuss key security issues, such as data integrity, data confidentiality, and datasecurity. They are also able to review any deliverables flagged to them by partners where there is a potentialrisk of sensitive information being included in public deliverables. The Board can then advise on changing theclassification of the deliverable, or providing an edited version to the public with the sensitive details removed.So far, partners have not flagged potential risks of sensitive details leaking out from the project to the public andso the board does not need to meet regularly. Its members are, however, ready to meet when needed.
This Board was led by Farhan Sahito as project security officer until his departure from CAPGEMINI, theproject is currently in the process of appointing a new project security officer. The project will appoint a newproject security officer soon.
The members of the Board are:

 Stéphan Brunessaux, Airbus Francesco Calderoni, UCSC SébastienMarcel, Idiap Damir Osterman,Ministry of Interior Croatia Yosef Solewicz, MOPS Israel Claudia Ceveninni, University of Bologna (External member, also sits of the External Ethics Board)
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6. Overarching and emerging themes
Several issues have been discussed across ethics, societal values, and law. For example, the notion of trust ispresent throughout each area, in terms of whether end-users will be able to trust the outputs of the platform andwhether citizens will be able to trust that the platform will be employed in an ethical and lawful way. In order tobuild trust, this requires transparency in relation to what processing will take place with the ROXANNEplatform, and how. Yet, in terms of citizens, it is possible that this could have the opposite effect. By making itknown that LEAs have the significant capabilities afforded by ROXANNE, this could, potentially, result incitizens being concerned about growing abilities that LEAs have and could result in ‘chilling effects’ wherepeople choose not to engage in innocent behaviours for fear of being subject to analysis by investigators usingthe ROXANNE platform. Of course, both needs for transparency and avoidance of chilling effects are aims topursue for the consortium, and so further work on how this tension can be managed should take place in future.
With regard to chilling effects, the potential for ROXANNE to increase chilling effects due to combining ofrecognition and network analysis technologies and the potential for people’s actions to be ‘chilled’ for boththemselves and their acquaintances has been noted several times. This issue should be further explored,particularly in terms of the tension noted above and how the project should disseminate information on thebenefits of the ROXANNE platform for investigations alongside details of oversight an accountabilitymechanisms that should ensure the lawful use of the platform.
Another thread running throughout the document (sometimes implicitly) is the need for requirements to befunctional so that technical partners can build the platform to enable end-users to fulfil requirements related touse of the platform. The work of WP3 has centred around an ethics-by-design and privacy-by-design approachto ensure that the project itself is abiding by applicable standards. This enables end-users to be confident thatthey are using technologies that were responsibly developed. Amore material effect is that, through responsibleinnovation, the ROXANNE platform is less likely to generate issues in future; for example, partners inROXANNE are taking steps to avoid biased algorithms, this should mean that there should also be lessrealisation of the effects of bias during use of the platform than if a similar platform were created withoutaddressing this issue.
Linked to this issue is how results should be interpreted. The project partners are clear that the technologiesbeing developed for network analysis can only highlight data points that are unusual in comparison to others,the meaning of this is a matter for investigators to decide using all available information and their knowledgeabout the context and facts of the case. This reinforces the point that the ROXANNE platform is not intended toreplace any human decision-making, it is an assistance tool for helping investigators to deal with analysingdata. The partners should, therefore, engage in work to ensure that the human-centred approach avoids risks ofautomation bias and dehumanisation, as mentioned above (partners are in the early stages of working on howthe human-machine relationship should be structured). The presence of human beings is also key to ensuringthat the platform is used according to ethical and legal standards, and that someone can be held responsible if itis used in violation of those standards.
Connected to the needs for abiding by legal and ethical standards, is the need to ensure that only responsiblecustomers gain access to ROXANNE. The consortium does not want, and seeks to avoid, exploitation tocountries and organisations that will use the ROXANNE tools for repressive means in violation of legal andethical standards. The partners have already dedicated efforts to developing exploitation guidelines to avoidsales to non-democratic states and those with poor records of complying with human-risks (see D10.16 Reporton the risks of misuse and mass surveillance), and partners should continue to refine these guidelines in futureexploitation plans.
Dissemination of the work in this document is a recurring topic. Owing to the close inter-working of TRI,CAPGEMINI, and INTERPOL, the work carried out is going to be disseminated together. As explained above,these partners plan to present a webinar to cover ethical, societal, fundamental rights, and applicable legislationissues. This will be partnered with a dissemination package, including the societal values briefing paper,fundamental rights summary paper, and the brochure about applicable legislation. In order to gather feedback,from citizens (as detailed in the T3.2 task description), recipients will be encouraged to fill out a survey, and
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comment on the scenarios above, following the webinar and reading of the documents in order to providecomment and suggestions about our work. We will then incorporate feedback into our work going forward andadapt it as necessary.
7. Next steps and futurework

Following the development of the requirements above, WP3 partners will summarise and present them topartners in order that they are aware of them and can implement them. WP3 partners will then work alongsideother partners to ensure the requirements are fulfilled. The requirements will also be discussed with externalstakeholders (at the ethics, societal values, and legal webinar, for example), in order that they can be furtherrefined and externally validated.
The work of WP3 then continues in T3.5 by looking at INTERPOL’s global communications network todetermine how it could benefit deployment of the ROXANNE platform; this will be provided in D3.3(INTERPOL Global Communications infrastructure). In addition, T3.6 involves the designing of an electronicdecision-making mechanism, this will involve converting many of the requirements above into a process thatshould enable respondents to fulfil those requirements and abide by the applicable standards; this will beprovided in D3.2 (Development of a decision-makingmechanism).
Further, WP3 partners will continue the work of analysing the project and platform from an ethical, societal,and legal perspective, and monitor the implementation of the requirements suggested above into the solutionsof the project. This will take place as part of T3.7, and be provided in D3.4 (Final report on compliance withethical principles).
8. Conclusion

Overall, this document provides an initial provision of requirements for compliance with ethical, societal,fundamental rights, and applicable legislation standards; it also provides a first assessment of how the project iscomplying with these standards so far. Through applying these requirements to the work done so far, it can beseen that, at this stage, the ROXANNE consortium is pursuing its research goals according to the standards ofethics, societal values, fundamental rights, and applicable legislation. To ensure that this continues, WP3partners will assist other partners in the implementation of the requirements provided above to ensure thatrequirements are met going forward. The results of this implementation will be assessed over the course of therest of the project, and provided in the next iteration of this deliverable.
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9. Annex B: Tables of requirements
Ethics Requirements

Phase 1: Requirement Gathering
Human agency,liberty, anddignity

Requirement to treat survey respondents with respect for their agency, liberty, anddignity completed.
Technicalrobustness andsafety

Requirement to use safe and secure infrastructure to process requirement surveysresponses completed.Requirement for the requirement surveys to be accurate, reliable, and precisecompleted.Privacy and datagovernance Requirement for requirement gathering to respect privacy completed.
Requirement for requirement gathering surveys to ensure relevant, accurate,complete, and reliable data as far as possible completed.Requirement to respect the privacy of survey respondents completed.
Requirement to fulfil data rights and data ownership of data-subjects on track tobe completed.Transparency Requirement to be transparent about how personal data will be processescompleted.Diversity, non-discriminationand fairness
Requirement to not discriminate against participants, and to treat responses fairly,completed.

Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement to respect individual and societal wellbeing during requirementgathering completed.

Requirement for survey to not use excessive resources completed.
Accountability Requirement to openly justify decisions based upon the requirement gatheringsurvey not yet possible to evaluate.Phase 2: Planning andDesigning
Human agency,liberty, anddignity

Requirement to treat consortium colleagues respectfully fulfilled up to this pointin the project.
Technicalrobustness andsafety

Requirement for planning and designing to be technically robust and safecompleted.
Privacy and datagovernance Requirement to respect privacy of consortium partners and consortiumconfidential documents fulfilled so far.Transparency Requirement to be open about decisions regarding data-processing in the projectcompleted so far.Requirement to be transparent with the public about the ROXANNE project andits progress expected to be completed.Requirement for technical partners to implement measures to ensure dataprocessing by the ROXANNE platform is transparent and understandable tohuman beings, not yet possible to evaluate.Diversity, non-discriminationand fairness

Requirement for professional diversity in ROXANNE colleagues completed.
Requirement for diverse inputs in validating the ROXANNE platform, completedso far.Requirement to have a diverse group from which to gather feedback from
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completed.
Recommendation that project partners develop diversity policies if they do nothave them, not yet evaluated.Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement to respect individual and societal wellbeing during planning anddesigning, completed.Requirement to not travel excessively for face-to-face meetings, completed sofar.
Accountability Requirement to implement accountability structures completed.

Requirement to hold partners to account for the quality of their work completed sofar.Phase 3:DevelopmentHuman agency,liberty, anddignity
Requirement to treat human participants involved in data collection respectfullycompleted so far.Requirement to only re-purpose datasets that were created subject to a researchethics framework fulfilled up to this point in the project.Requirement for technical partners to check that data to be re-purposed wasgathered ethically, to be completed.Requirement to use data in ways that data-subjects would expect completed so far.
Requirement not to create problematic effects for data-subjects completed so far.

Technicalrobustness andsafety
Requirement for platform development to be accurate, reliable, and precise not yetpossible to evaluate.Requirement for code development to be safe and secure completed.

Privacy and datagovernance Requirement not to re-identify data-subjects in pseudonymised or supposedly-anonymised data, completed so far.Requirement to respect the privacy of data-subjects when re-purposing datagenerally fulfilled so far. Fulfilled where data-subjects consented to re-purposing,minor and benign infringement on privacy where data is gathered from the publicsphere.Requirement to justify any use of LEA use of data from real closed cases,completed with so far.Requirement for any LEA use of data from real closed cases to be restricted tobenign infringements on privacy, expected to be completed.Requirement for any discoveries relevant to illegal activity from data-processingactivities reported in accordance with the incidental findings policy, not yetpossible to evaluate.Transparency Requirement to disseminate non-confidential results, to be completed.
Requirement to be open with regulatory and oversight bodies, not yet possible toevaluate.Requirement to maintain accurate records of data-processing and ethical decision-making, to be completed.Requirement to provide the public with an understanding of how the ROXANNEtools work, to be evaluatedRequirement for technical partners to build the platform to enable LEAs to betransparent by making the algorithmic decision-making explainable so that resultscan be audited and challenged by supervisory authorities, not yet possible toevaluate.Diversity, non- Requirement for ROXANNE to be developed using datasets that represent diverse
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discriminationand fairness populations in terms of language, accent, socio-economic background, age, andgender, not yet possible to evaluate.Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement for partners not to put colleagues under excessive work pressurescompleted so far.Requirement for development of the ROXANNE platform to be compliant withsocietal values, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for technical partners to give regard to energy efficiency whendeveloping the platform and to endeavour to build a platform that does notconsume disproportionate amounts of energy, not yet possible to evaluate.Accountability Requirement to integrate legal and ethical considerations into the development ofthe ROXANNE platform, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for project partners to be subject to legal and ethical accountabilitymeasures completed.Requirement for technical partners to develop the ROXANNE platform withtechnical means (e.g. logging mechanisms) to evidence compliance withaccountability measures, not yet possible to evaluate.Phase 4: Testing
Human agency,liberty, anddignity

Requirement to treat participants testing the ROXANNE platform with respectnot yet possible to evaluate.
Technicalrobustness andsafety

Requirement to assess the accuracy, reliability, and precision of the ROXANNEplatform not yet possible to evaluate.
Privacy and datagovernance Requirement not to use the ROXANNE platform on ongoing LEA casescompleted.Requirement to only process closed cases with appropriate approval, completedso far.Requirement for LEAs to ensure that any data from real closed cases madeavailable to the project was lawfully gathered, completed so far.Requirement for LEAs to assess the privacy implications for data-subjectsincluded in their testing data-sets, completed so far.Requirement for any LEA use of data from real closed cases to be restricted tobenign infringements on privacy, expected to be completed.Requirement to justify any use of LEA use of data from real closed cases,completed so far.Requirement for any discoveries of illegal activity during data-processing to bereported in accordance with the incidental findings policy, not yet possible toevaluate.Requirement for LEAs to assess the diversity of their testing datasets wherepracticable, completed so far.Requirement for use of LEA data in the ROXANNE project to be regulated underthe GDPR, or under strictly limited circumstances if the LED is applicable,completed so far.Requirement for LEA data from real closed cases to remain with LEAs,completed so far.Transparency Requirement for partners to publicly disseminate results of field-tests, set to becompleted.Requirement for technical partners to build the platform in such a way to beunderstandable to persons testing the platform.Diversity, non-discrimination Requirement for technical partners to evaluate algorithm for bias and take steps toreduce this, not yet possible to evaluate.
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and fairness Requirement for test datasets to be varied and representative, not yet possible toevaluate.Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement for training provision to make clear that the ROXANNE platform isa machine and should not be anthropomorphised, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for exploitation of the platform to not anthropomorphise it, not yetpossible to evaluate.Recommendation for exploitation partners to consider changing the name of theplatform to a non-human name, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for partners to only send necessary persons to field-tests andmeetings, not yet possible to evaluate.Accountability Requirement for test data choices to be discussed amongst the consortium andpotentially wider stakeholder group, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for any technical partners accessing LEA data to log thecircumstances of this, not yet possible to evaluate.Phase 5:EvaluationHuman agency,liberty, anddignity
Requirements for participants to be able to give feedback and for responses to betreated fairly and equally not yet possible to evaluate.

Technicalrobustness andsafety
Requirement for technical work to be widely reviewed within the consortium andto ensure components fulfil LEA needs not yet possible to evaluate.

Privacy and datagovernance Requirement to plan interviews according to applicable standards of researchethics not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for interviewees to not be pressured and treated according toresearch ethics standards not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for interview questions to enable data gathering that is relevant,accurate, complete, and reliable not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement to give data-subjects interviewed during the evaluation phaseownership over their data not yet possible to evaluate.Transparency Requirement for partners to be transparent about shortcomings of the platformduring evaluation not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for the project partners to add a summary of ethical and legalconcerns and solutions to the project website not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for technical partners to build the data-processing modules andoverall platform in such a way that it can be understood and evaluated.Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform so that it isunderstandable to LEAs.Diversity, non-discriminationand fairness
Requirement for partners to treat results and feedback equally, impartially, andopenly not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement to build the platform to take into account different needs of potentialusers not yet possible to evaluate.Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement to respect individual, societal, and environmental wellbeing duringthe evaluation phase, set to be completed.

Accountability Requirement for the project partners to take responsibility for production of aplatform in line with that agreed in the Grant Agreement.Phase 6: Use
Human agency, Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in such a
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liberty, anddignity way as to require LEA officers to make all decisions, not yet possible to evaluate.
Requirement for training materials to highlight that the LEA users should treat theROXANNE platform as an assistive tool, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for promotion and exploitation of the platform to avoid implicationsthat the platform can automate decision-making, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for ROXANNE researchers to try and understand the informalprofessional needs not yet completed.Requirement for partners to ensure the ROXANNE platform is developedaccording to applicable legal standards, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for partner to avoid exploitation to customers who pose a risk ofengaging in unlawful activity, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for ROXANNE not to be exploited to LEAs with a poor track-recordof complying with human rights law, not yet possible to evaluate.Technicalrobustness andsafety
Recommendation for LEAS to only use the ROXANNE platform on securesystems.Recommendation for LEAs to critically evaluate platform outputs in terms of theiraccuracy, reliability, and precision prior to acting on them.Recommendation for LEAs to not treat ROXANNE outputs as conclusive, orindicative of criminality.Requirement for partners to make potential customers aware of the context inwhich the models were built, and how this affects the outputs of the platform notyet possible to evaluate.Requirement for the ROXANNE training provision to include information aboutthe meaning of ROXANNE outputs not yet possible to evaluate.Privacy and datagovernance Requirement for technical partners to determine a minimum level of data qualitythat the platform can reliably be used to analyse, not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for LEA officers to be cognisant of the limited utility andpotential for erroneous outputs when using poor quality data.Recommendation for LEA investigators to generally restrict access to data to theinvestigation team, and only allow access to other investigators for legitimatereasons.Requirement for technical partners to incorporate mechanism for logging uses ofthe ROXANNE platform not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for LEA officers to log their uses of the ROXANNE platform,and the reasons why.Recommendation for uses of the ROXANNE platform to be evaluated by personsindependent from investigations.Recommendation for sensitive LEA data to remain with LEAs.

Transparency Recommendation for LEAs to be open about their use of ROXANNE, andsupervision of this, as much as possible taking into account operational needs.Requirement for the functioning of the ROXANNE platform to be knowable inorder that it can be subject to public analysis and accountability measures, wherenecessary.Requirement to gather feedback on potential issues that could be generated by useof the ROXANNE platform, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for the ROXANNE consortium to explain the intended platform andits uses in publicly available dissemination materials, not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for LEAs to process data in accordance with the LED.
Recommendation for LEAs to be open about their policies for processing personaldata.
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Diversity, non-discriminationand fairness
Recommendation for LEAs to update training materials to highlight potentialdiscrimination issues present with end-users.Requirement for ethics and legal partners to evaluate decision-making mechanismfor mitigating discrimination issues, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for exploitation process to avoid provision of ROXANNEtechnologies to non-authorised users and authoritarian regimes, and follow theexploitation guidelines, not yet possible to evaluate.Individual,societal andenvironmentalwellbeing

Requirement for ROXANNE partners to consider the implications for personsfinding out that they have been analysed by the platform, not yet possible toevaluate.Recommendation for LEA officers to consider the proportionality of usinganalytical tools in the ROXANNE platform during investigations.Requirement for ROXANNE partners to evaluate how data analysis will bepresented to end-users so that it complements LEA procedures and assessingproportionality of decisions in investigations, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for the ROXANNE platform to gather and disseminate wide-rangingviews, not yet completed.Recommendation for LEAs to engage stakeholders on the procurement and use ofROXANNE, and consider implementation of an ethics board.Requirement for technical partners to consider reducing the amount of energyused by ROXANNE, not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for partners to consider if wasted energy could be re-used, notyet possible to evaluate.Accountability Requirement for the ROXANNE platform to have integrated oversightmechanisms and access controls, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for the training provision to incorporate good practice regarding theethical responsibilities of end-users, not yet possible to evaluate
Societal Values Requirements

Citizens'Privacy Requirement for technical partners to only process personal data according to a soundlegal basis, completed so far in the project.Requirement for there to be a clear link between the need to process particular data andthe design of the platform, completed so far in the project.Requirement for the technical partners to incorporate data security by design and bydefault in the system architecture while ensuring lawful data processing, completed so farin the project.Requirement for ROXANNE partners to conduct data protection impact assessmentswhere required, write easy-to-understand privacy policies, provide information aboutprocessing to data-subjects, and not make personal data automatically available to thepublic, completed in the project so far where required.Recommendation for LEAs to follow data protection legislation in any use ofROXANNE.Recommendation for LEAs to ensure data processed using ROXANNE was lawfullycollected.Requirement for technical partners to facilitate LEAs attesting to lawful data collection,not yet completed.Requirement for exploitation to be limited to responsible LEAs who maintain a goodtrack-record of complying with human rights, not yet possible to evaluate.Trust and theperception of Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in such a way that itcan be understood, and its processes and decisions can be explained to the public, not yet
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safety completed.
Recommendation for LEAs to be open with the public about their data-protectionpolicies, including data-retention and how data-subjects can exercise their rights.Requirement for technical partners to built the platform in such a ways to enable loggingof data-processing activities, not yet completed.Recommendation that LEAs consider implementing internal oversight mechanisms toevaluate use of data-processing technologies for operations.Unintendedconsequencesoftechnologicalsolutions

Requirement for technical partners to optimise the accuracy of algorithmic outputs,whilst taking risks of false positives and false negatives into account, not yet possible toevaluate.Requirement for training provision to include information on the limitations of theplatform, and implications of use, not yet possible to evaluate.SocialAcceptability Recommendation for LEAs to be open about the types of data-processing operations theyengage in using ROXANNE.Recommendation for LEAs to have strong privacy policies that are publicly available.
Requirement for technical partners to include information on accuracy and data-securityin dissemination activities.Requirement for technical partners to take citizens’ feedback into account duringplatform development, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for ROXANNE partners to highlight data-security measures, the expectedimpact ROXANNE will have on preventing and fighting crime, how the project isdealing with risks of false negatives and false positives, oversight mechanisms, and legalprotections, not yet possible to evaluate.DemocracyandSolidarity
Requirement for ROXANNE partners to avoid exploitation to authoritarian states, not yetpossible to evaluate.Requirement for ROXANNE partners to implement processes to ensure decision-makingprocesses prevent use of the platform in contravention with ethical and legal standards,not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for training provision to highlight ethical and legal issues, not yet possibleto evaluate.Equality andtolerance Requirement for technical partners to implement measures to assess and minimise theeffects of biased data on ROXANNE tools, or incorporate diversity into training datasets,not yet possible to evaluate.HumanRights Requirement for decision-making processes to enable compliance with human rights lawby requiring end-users to explain the necessity and proportionality of their data-analysisactivities, not yet possible to evaluate.Respect forHuman Life Requirement for ROXANNE partners to build the platform in such a way as to avoidautomation bias and prioritise human decision-making, not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for LEAs to use ROXANNE as an assistive tool in human-ledinvestigations.The Rule ofLaw Requirement for ethical/legal partners to disseminate information about risks ofadvanced technologies for court proceedings, not yet possible to evaluate.

Fundamental Rights Requirements
Article 3 – Right to theintegrity of the person Requirement not to impair the physical integrity of human participants inresearch completed.Requirement not to impair the mental integrity of human participants inresearch completed.Recommendations for LEAs to not impair the physical integrity ofsurveillance subjects when using the ROXANNE platform.
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Recommendation for LEAs to enact measures to protect the psychologicalintegrity of surveillance subjects if they experience mental sufferingfollowing disclosure that they were under surveillance.Article 4 - Prohibition oftorture and inhuman ordegrading treatment orpunishment

Requirement for partners to avoid causing severe suffering to colleaguescompleted.Recommendation for LEAs not to use the ROXANNE platform to causesevere suffering to individuals.
Article - 6 Right toliberty and security Requirement to respect people’s right to liberty and security likely to becomplied with if the project meets high standards of scientific research and itstools and platform are properly tested.Article 7 - Respect forprivate and family life Requirement for LEA officers to ensure any data made available to be used inthe project was gathered lawfully, completed so far.Requirement to respect the private and family life of data-subjects byconsidering if other, less-sensitive, data sources that real closed case data areavailable, completed so far.Requirement for technical partners to build the ROXANNE platform in sucha way that data is not automatically subject to both recognition and networkanalysis technologies, not yet possible to evaluate.Recommendation for LEAs to only use ROXANNE tools to infringe uponthe privacy of persons where it is provided for in domestic law.Requirement for technical partners to enable LEAs to attest to their lawfuluse of data, not yet possible to evaluate.Article 8 - Protection ofpersonal data Requirement for the project to comply with data protection legislation likelyto be complied with.Requirement for technical partners to facilitate end-users demonstratingcompliance with data protection legislation prior to use, not yet completed.Article 11 – Freedom ofexpression andinformation

Requirement to respect freedom of expression in the project likely to becompleted.Recommendation for end-users to respect freedom of expression when usingthe ROXANNE platform by only using it where necessary.Article 12 - Freedom ofassembly and association Requirement to respect freedom of assembly within the project compliedwith.Recommendation for end-users to respect freedom of assembly.
Articles 21 to 26 – Rightsto non-discrimination Requirement for technical partners to train and build the ROXANNE tools toavoid discriminatory biases to be evaluated.Requirement to treat all feedback on the ROXANNE platform fairly andwithout discrimination completed so far.Requirement to ensure that the ROXANNE platform is usable across adiverse range of legal frameworks, note yet possible to evaluate.Requirement to include measures to restrict exploitation to responsiblecustomers, not yet possible to evaluate.Article 47 – Right to aneffective remedy and afair trial

Requirement for the data processing operations of ROXANNE to betransparent and understandable to non-technical experts, not yet possible toevaluate.Article 48 – Presumptionof innocence and right ofdefence
Requirement for technical partners to consider the thresholds at which thesystem highlights items for further investigation in order to given innocentpersons the benefit of doubt, not yet possible to evaluate.Requirement for false-positives to be minimised in the platform, not yetpossible to evaluate.
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Applicable Legislation Requirements
Selected privacy and data protectionprovisions applicable during theresearch and development phase

Requirement to ensure lawful data processing when developingand testing the ROXANNE platform by relying on a lawful legalbasis, completed so far.Requirement to abide by the data protection principles whenprocessing data, completed so far.Requirement to be in a position to satisfy individuals’ rights asdata-subjects, completed so far.Requirement to satisfy applicable Union or national law whenprocessing special categories of data, completed so far.Requirement to engage in transparent and accountable dataprocessing, completed so far.Requirement to ensure appropriate data security measures are inplace, completed so far.Requirement for time-limited storage of personal data followedby data deletion once purpose fulfilled, completed so far.Requirement to ensure appropriate protection of individuals withregard to the transborder processing of personal data, completedso far.Requirement to comply with the digital single market copyrightand related rights provision, to be evaluated.
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10.Annex A: Ethics Touchpoint Table
ROXANNE: Ethics Touchpoint Table © Trilateral Research(Joshua Hughes) 2020Tasks Task descriptions Potential Ethical issues Addressing these issues Assessment of riskLow: Minimallikelihood that the riskwill materialise.Medium: Somelikelihood that the riskwill materialise.Appropriate actions(counter-measures)should dispense withthe risk.High: The likelihoodof the riskmaterialising is high,but the risk can beavoided or minimisedor shared withappropriatecountermeasures.WP1 Management
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T1.1 Establishment ofManagementStructure
The Management structureproposed for ROXANNE aims atfacilitating the cooperationbetween partners whilemaintaining a strict control ofgradual achievements of the actionobjectives. Responsibilities areclearly defined in the managementstructure with well-defined roles aspresented in Section 3.2, page 64of this document (grantagreement). This task will alsoproduce the Project Handbook, adeliverable which will contain theinformation needed by the partnersto proceed on variousadministrative (but alsodissemination/exploitation)aspects of the project.

Balancing projectmanagement betweenpeople of from differencegenders, geographicallocations, cultures, andprofessions. Unequalrelationships amongmembers of the consortiummay lead to some voicesbeing silenced while othermay dominate

Project boards should bediverse in terms of gender,geography, culturalbackground, and profession.Geographic and culturaldiversity should be to theextent reasonably possiblewithin a European-centriccontext.

Low

T1.2 Management, internalcommunication andreporting
The Project Coordinator, incollaboration with themanagement structure of theproject, will assume responsibilityfor contacting the Project Officer,formulating propositions forpossible modifications of the workplan, supervising contacts with allLEA organizations and deliveringall types of reports to EC. T1.2 willalso ensure the day-to-day projectmanagement and internal followup of the administrative tasks,manage the internal project budget,and monitor the resource usage.

Data governance issuesdue to the ProjectManagement Committee(PMC)holding substantialamounts of data.Transparency andaccountability issues dueto authority of the PMCand no complaint/appealmechanism.

The PMC, comprising WPleaders, will discuss issuesconfidentially unlesspartners/stakeholders whoare the subject of discussionswaive their confidentiality.To provide sometransparency, decision-making involves all WPleaders. Decisions are madeby agreement and involveany partners who may fieldaggrieved by a decision.

Low
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T1.3 Scientific/InnovationCoordination The purpose of this task is toremark the importance ofinnovation coordination,especially with respect to thecollaboration with industrialpartners. The activities willprimarily be to communicate alltechnical work done by technicalpartners, thus well prepare thetechnology to be tested on LEA’sside, involving real data. This taskwill also be responsible forcommunication among technicaland end-user partners for the field-testing preparation (in assistancewith KEMEA, NFI andINTERPOL).

Technical robustness andsafety issues regardingquality of the product.Fairness, Transparency,Accountability issuesregarding how decisionsabout the product aremade.

The PMC, WP, and taskleaders will review allinnovations for theircompliance with technicalstandards and ethicalguidelines.

Low

T1.4 Quality Assuranceand risk management The quality assurance and riskmanagement will be arranged bythe Project Coordinator and theInnovation Coordinator, who willreport to the Project Board aboutany significant deviation, and willdefine the quality procedures of theproject (data experimentationprocess, access to real-dataprovided by LEAs) according tosuitable standards, includingguidelines and procedures. Thequality plan will be delivered as anintegral part of project reports, butthe quality assurance task willwork during the entire project toensure the quality of the projectresults. This quality plan will be

Technical robustness andsafety issues regarding thequality of innovations.Transparency andAccountability issuesregarding how thedecisions about innovationare made. Individualwellbeing issues in termsof sufficiency of riskmanagement.

The partners are creating apeer-review system for alldeliverables. Riskidentification, assessmentand management will be astanding item on monthlyPMC meetings, this willallow all partners to add todiscussion and ensureadequate technicalrobustness,transparency/accountability,and wellbeing of individualcolleagues.

Medium
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applicable to all project’sactivities, and strict compliancewith it is mandatory for allpartners. This task will also takecare of effective management ofrisk across the project (Table 3.2b,Grant Agreement).T1.5 Elaborate the project'sdata managementplan
The partners will develop a DataManagement Plan (DMP) for theproject. The DMP will outlinewhat data the project will generate,whether and how it will beexploited or made accessible forverification and re-use, and how itwill be curated and preserved. TheDMP will cover all aspects of dataand will be regularly updated.

Data governance issuesdue to the large amounts ofinformation about differentpartners being held.Transparency issuesregarding exposure ofpartners data stores anddata handling processes tothe consortium and EC.Accountability issuesregarding how partnersmay be held accountablefor not providing thenecessary information, ornot abiding by the DMP.

The DMP will exemplifybest practice regarding datagovernance. Partners mayhighlight any information ontheir data handling practiceswhich they do not wish toshare. Partners may be heldto account for their actionsunder Article 7 of the Grantagreement (also note 'Risk 2'in Section 1.3.5 of the DoA).

Low

WP2 End-user requirements and End-use cases
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T2.1 Collection of End-User Requirements Besides NFI and other LEAs, theproject will involve a wide groupof end-users (stakeholders): LEAexperts worldwide, through theINTERPOL’s global lawenforcement network. In order tocollect end-user requirements fromthese stakeholders, NFI willprepare a global survey, validatedby ROXANNE partners. Thissurvey will be communicatedthrough INTERPOL's network(192 member countries) ofNational Central Bureaus (NCBs)and also completed by members ofexternal Advisory Board (AB) andwill be communicated at the end-user meeting organized at 1st field-test (M9). NFI and INTERPOLwill create a group of projectstakeholders to be invited to attend2nd (M20) and 3rd field-test (M30)meetings (separate budget reservedthrough ROXANNE coordinator,see Table 3.4b at page 70). Thegoal is to collect additionalfeedback and new knowledge inthe project’s field. This processwill include direct interaction withLEA officials working underoperational conditions.

Privacy and Datagovernance issuesregarding personal data inresponses to the survey.Diversity, non-discrimination, andfairness issues in terms ofselecting members of theStakeholder Board.

The partners will collect end-user requirements taking intoaccount privacy and datagovernance standards inparticular. We willanonymise individuals, ifthey are mentioned at all insurvey responses. The surveyresponses will be diverse,due to being distributedthrough INTERPOL's globalcommunications network.We will ensure a balance ofparticipants in theStakeholder Board accordingto gender, geographical, andcultural background.

Low
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T2.2 Analysis of End-UserRequirements T2.2 aims to compile andcategorise end-user requirementsbased on the outputs of T2.1. Thefirst field-test (M9) will alsodiscuss and validate thedevelopment of end-userrequirements. This task will alsointegrate with WP3. In order tofacilitate the implementation ofPrivacy by Design approach todata protection, a review ofexisting and new legal and ethicalsafeguards will also take place(assisted by CAP and TRI).

Privacy and datagovernance issues fromhandling survey data.Diversity, non-discrimination and fairnessissues in terms of how end-user requirements arechosen. Individualwellbeing issues if someend-user requirement areignored, particularly thoserelated to disability andaccess needs.

Partners are aware of gooddata governance practicesand will follow them. Thepartners will analyseanonymous end-userrequirements, so the data willbe treated fairly. Partners willgive due regard to accessneeds for those withdisabilities.

Low

T2.3 Use-Case Validation Three operational use-cases willfacilitate the development andtesting of the ROXANNEtechnology. These use-cases willreflect LEA's needs and will bedeveloped in the context ofcriminal investigations andinternational police cooperation.The use-cases will provide theconsortium a clear understandingof the end-user requirements andpriorities for the development ofROXANNE outcomes and willserve as a basis for theimplementation of appropriatelegal safeguards (WP3) will drivetechnical developments (WP4-WP7), and prepare the Field Tests(WP8). The consortium will relyon three already elaboratedoperational use-cases (Section

Diversity, non-discrimination, andfairness issues in terms ofwhether the use-cases arerepresentative of thepopulations whereROXANNE will be used.Technical robustnessissues regarding the abilityof the system to performthe required task. Dignity,Privacy and DataGovernance issues if theuse-cases include realpersonal data.

The partners will ensure thatuse-cases are anonymised soas to not offend humandignity, or include personaldata, while taking intoaccount that the purpose ofthe project is to help LEAs tomore quickly identifycriminals and suspects.Partners will also ensure thatthe ROXANNE system istechnically robust and safefor using these use-cases.

Low
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1.3.1, page 10, Grant Agreement).
T2.4 TechnologyRequirements This task will identify, collect andanalyse technologicalrequirements and will specificallyaligned with (a) user requirementsfor field-tests, (b) hardware and (c)software requirements related tointegration (i.e. SW architecture).This task is tightly interrelatedwith T2.1 and T2.3.

Privacy and datagovernance issues ifpersonal data is included insurvey responses.Technical robustness andsafety issues if thetechnology requirementsfor each part of the projectdo not work well together.Transparency andAccountability issuesregarding who decides ontechnical requirements forthe final system, and how.

The partners will ensuretechnology requirementsinclude technical robustnessand safety, that they factor indata protection, in a way thatis compatible with thepurpose of identifyingcriminals or suspects’. Thepartners will ensure that howthey proceed is madetransparent to the project’sethics board. The partnersrecognise that they areaccountable to the EC PO aswell as to stakeholders, thestakeholder board, and theethics board.

Low

T2.5 User TrainingRequirements This task will create and refineengaging curricula tailored foreach of the targeted end-usercategories defining both thetheoretical and practical trainingthat will occur through e-learning,or physically at workshops alignedwith field-test meetings. Thesecurricula aim to heighten end-userawareness about technical,security and operational aspects.User training requirements will beacquired through interviews, oronline surveys (i.e. part of T2.1).Then, based on the previousresponses, specific user-groupswill be defined and the relevant

Privacy and data protectionissues if personal data isincluded in surveyresponses. Diversity, non-discrimination, fairness,and individual wellbeingissues if training materialsare not appropriate for awide range of possibleusers, including those withaccess needs.

The partners will ensureusers’ data is securelyprotected, that they select adiverse group of users fortraining and that suchtraining is appropriate for allpersons involve

Low
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learning process inside the onlinetraining platform will be designed.The adapted learning process willentail both theoretical and practicaleducational material(presentations, video, simulations,other documentation), ranked inspecific levels of difficulty.WP3 Compliance with EU Societal Values, Fundamental Rights andlegislationT3.1 Adhere to GoodEthical PracticesST3.1.1 Logistics TRI will establish an ethics board(see section 3.2, GrantAgreement). The partners willcompile a list of the titles andcontact details of the nationalethics committees in the countriesof the partners or the partnerinstitution’s own ethics committee.In other instances, TRI will form aproject ethics board. The partnerswill prepare informed consent foruse in interviews and workshops.TRI will ensure that partnersobtain and keep on file theopinions or approvals by ethicscommittees and/or competentauthorities.

Fairness issues in terms ofhow ethics board is chosen.Transparency issues interms of how the decisionsof the Ethics Board aremade and disseminated.Accountability issues interms of how the EthicsBoard can be heldaccountable for theirdecisions.

The Ethic Board was chosento reflect a balance in termsof gender, background, andprevious experience with theproject. The members of theEthics Board are usingvarious standard ethicstools/frameworks to addressthe issues, which will also beavailable to Partners. Thedecisions of the Ethics Boardare included in reports whichare deliverables that areviewable by all members ofthe consortium and the EC.

Low
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ST3.1.2 Identify and assess ethical issuesarising from the project: Thepartners will compile a list of allthe activities to be undertaken andwill identify and assess any ethicalissues that might arise from each ofthose. The partners will discusswith the WP leader what measurescould be taken to address theethical issues proposing solutionsand future steps.

Transparency andAccountability issues asthe ethical issues are beingassessed by a small teamwithout minutes. Diversityissues as the team are all ofa similar background.

The ethical issueshighlighted in this task willbe assessed by the EthicsBoard, thereby providingtransparency andaccountability throughinterrogating the work and itsmethods of production.Diversity issues are mitigatedthrough a diverse EthicsBoard providing commentsand suggestions on theethical analysis.

Low

T3.2 Comply with SocietalValues CAP and TRI will conduct aliterature review on societal valuesand draft a workshop briefingpaper. A workshop with externalABmembers will be convened (i.e.end-user workshop organized atKEMEA in M9) to discuss (a) howthe project will address societalvalues and (b) what measures canbe taken to avoid any harm tosocietal values. The partners willcreate a series of brief scenarios(vignettes) featuring differentsocietal values (as the perceptionof security, possible side effects oftechnological solutions andsocietal resilience) and how theproject will address them, postthem on the project website andinvite reactions from citizens.

Human Agency, Dignity,Fairness, and Individualwell-being issues in termsof how workshopparticipants are treated,and their opinions arevalued. Diversity issuesregarding who is invited tothe workshop.

Partners will follow standardethical guidelines in how totreat human participants inthe workshop. Theirfeedback will be anonymisedin order that theirsubmissions are treatedfairly. Participants will beinvited from ROXANNEpartners, and the Stakeholderlist, and so the diversity ofthe workshop will, somewhatreflect the Euro-centricconsortium.

Medium

T3.3 Comply withFundamental Rights The partners will prepare ananalysis about what and how Diversity issues as the EUCharter on Fundamental Partners will endeavour toinclude comparative Low
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fundamental rights might beimpacted by the project’s proposedsolutions. The partners’ analysiswill be based on selected rightsfrom the Charter of FundamentalRights of EU. The analysis willprovide several examples, like thevignettes in the previous task. Thepartners will disseminate theanalysis to LEAs exploitingINTERPOL’s global LEAnetwork, policymakers, and civilsociety organizations.

Rights is inherently Euro-centric. Privacy and datagovernance issuesregarding dissemination ofthe analysis. Humandignity issues in terms ofhow the needs and rights ofhuman beings are assessed.

perspectives offundamental/human rights asfar as they are applicable.Partners will follow gooddata governance standardswhen disseminating theresearch. Partners willconsider the implications andeffects of the ROXANNEproject and platform whilstrespecting the individualhumanity of allcolleagues/end-users.T3.4 Comply withApplicableLegislation
The partners will create digitalbrochure containing a checklist ofthe relevant provisions ofapplicable legislation such as theGDPR, the INTERPOL Rules onthe Processing of Data, the PoliceDirective, the Network andInformation Security Directive,etc., how partners and stakeholderscan comply with the relevantprovisions (update in M36). T3.4will nominate security advisoryboard (see Section 6.3.2, GrantAgreement).

Human agency and dignityissues through the partnersthemselves not decidingupon what legislation isrelevant to their work.Privacy and data protectionissues through developingcontacts for the advisoryboard.

Colleagues will decide uponthe relevance andapplicability of legislationwith regard for the dignityand agency of partners. Theirchoices will be screened viathe Ethics Board to ensurethat risks are as low aspracticable in thecircumstances of developingstandard ethicsprotocols/codes for partnersto abide by. Partners willabide by good datagovernance practices whennominating members of theSecurity Advisory Board.

Medium
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T3.5 Examine the potentialof UsingINTERPOL's GlobalCommsNetwork

INTERPOL will explore thepossibility of using its globalcommunications infrastructure anddata storage mechanisms tofacilitate the speedy exchange ofdata.

Privacy and datagovernance issues withINTERPOL processinglarge amounts of personalcontact data. Technicalrobustness and safetyissues regarding thesecurity of INTERPOL'sglobal communicationsystem.

The communicationactivities of INTERPOL arecarried out in accordancewith INTERPOL's Rules onthe Processing of Data,which incorporate set a highlevel for data protection.INTERPOL's GlobalCommunication Network hasbeen demonstrated to besecure over several years.

Low

T3.6 Develop a Decision-MakingMechanism The partners will create aframework, based on the forgoingtasks that will help stakeholdersdetermine whether they complywith ethical principles, socialvalues, fundamental rights andrelevant legislation. The partnerswill send the decision-makingmechanism to Data ProtectionOfficer organisations in projectmember countries.

Human agency and dignityissues regarding thepartners themselves notbeing able to decide whatissues are relevant to them,and how they should bedealt with. Technicalrobustness issues in termsof whether the decision-making framework will beuseful in the real world.Transparency andAccountability issuesregarding how thed e c i s i o n - m a k i n gframework is constructedand what assumptions areinherent to it.

What exactly the decision-making mechanism will looklike is yet to be determined.But the partners will ensure itis technically robust andtransparent throughsubjecting it to review byother partners. Its decisionswill be made accountablethrough including the nameand details of thedeveloper(s) who will beavailable throughout theproject for consultation onhow the framework shouldbe used.

Medium
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T3.7 Validate How Best toIntegrateConsiderations ofEthics, FundamentalRights, and SocialValues into theProject's ProposedSolutions

Bringing together keystakeholders, both internal andexternal, the partners will discussthe framework, and decision-making mechanism on howconsiderations of societal values,fundamental rights and applicablelegislation can be effectivelyintegrated into the project’ssolutions. TRI will interact withother WP leaders on a monthlybasis, to ensure that PbD and PIAconsiderations (both introduced inpages 18 and 18 in Section 1.3.6,Grant Agreement) and ethicsconsiderations are built intotechnical solutions.

Technical robustnessissues regarding theefficacy of the Privacy byDesign and how it willwork in the ROXANNEsystem. Privacy and Datagovernance issues in termsof holding contact data ofthe stakeholders.

Solutions to technicalrobustness issues cannot yetbe proposed as the partnershave yet to determine exactlyhow best to integrate societaland other ethical values intothe project’s solutions, butsuffice it to say that thepartners will test all proposedsolutions in terms of theirsocial considerations andcompliance with legislation.Privacy and data governanceissues can be resolvedthrough following good datagovernance procedures.

Medium

WP4 Data management
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T4.1 Inventory of Analysisof LawfullyIntercepted Data
This task will involve all LEApartners, and will consider all legaland ethical aspects which will arisew.r.t. using real (sensitive) data inthe project. It will also prepare alist of data and their potential usein the project according to theclassified sensitivity levels: (1)data for project R&D activitiesavailable only on secured LEApremises; (2) data for project R&Dactivities which can be accessedthrough either a securedcollaborative platform, or throughaccess to the ROXANNE remoteplatform on KEMEA premises; (3)data for project R&D activitieswith significantly less constraintson their use within the project(specifically targeted in T4.3). Thetask activities will be in detailsupervised by the ethics board andsecurity advisory board (see page66, Grant Agreement).

Dignity and privacy issuesraised by using real datafrom criminal cases. Datagovernance issues raisedby providing access todifferent forms of the data.Transparency issues interms of why data waschosen/made available.Accountability issuesregarding who has accessto this data.

Partners will anonymise realdata as far as is practicable,and pseudonymise other dataas far as practicable tomitigate dignity and privacyissues; some indignity mightremain but this would beunavoidable in order to makethe tests as real as possible.Partners will follow gooddata governance practices,including noting those whohave access to the data. Thereasons for choosing aparticular group of data willbe made clear to the users andthe project partners.

High
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T4.2 Overview of PubliclyAvailable Data This task will provide a survey ofexisting publicly availableresources, mitigating theunavailability of LEA data fortechnology development. Focuswill be on: (i) Commercialdatabases as the ones availablefrom Linguistic Data Consortium(LDC). (ii) Multimedia data fromwhich relations can be inferred andwhere a significant amount ofmeta-information is available. (iii)Publicly available data - YouTube,Vimeo, etc., allowing tests of thedeveloped approaches on data thatwas not used in training. Publiclyavailable data might as wellcomplement the investigation data(T4.1).

Technical robustnessissues as the commonlyavailable data sets may notbe particularly useful forthe ROXANNE system.Diversity issues if the datasets are not curated in away which recognisesgender and minoritydifferences. Individual andsocietal issues ifROXANNE is trained on adataset that is not fair ordiverse.

Partners will ensure that thedata sets used for buildingROXANNE are sufficientlyrobust for use. Partners willalso assess the commonlyavailable data sets to ensurethey are including data fromdiverse populations.

Medium

T4.3 Social Media DataIngestion This task comprises the connectionto social media platformsidentified as being relevant by end-users through WP2, especially tothe data resources identified inT4.1 and T4.3. Modalities willinclude text, video, audio andmultimedia as well as any legallyavailable associated metadata. Theresulting components andframework will be structured suchas to allow the swift addition offurther platforms. This task willalso consider including the forumof the INTERPOL's InternationalChild Sexual Exploitation (ICSE)

Privacy, data governance,transparency, and dignityissues of using socialmedia data of individualswho did not anticipate theirdata being used in thisway.

Partners will anonymisesocial media data as far as ispracticable, andpseudonymise other data inorder to mitigate the privacyand data governance issues.Transparency issues wouldbe alleviated wherepseudonymised data is stillpersonal data (due to theinclusion of identifyingadditional information), andthe individuals can be askedto consent to their data beingused. Some dignity issueswould remain as the data

Medium
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database, accessed via the I-24/7network. This will allow connectedLEAs to use the hash set of theavailable image/video materialfrom ICSE for the use in theROXANNE platform (relationanalysis).

comes from real people.

T4.4 Data Pre-Processingfor Development andDemonstration
The data from different sources(lawful interceptions, opensources, etc.) comes in a multitudeof encodings and formats. The firstaim of this task is to suggestcommon data interchange formats.We will consider both legal andtechnical means to protectinformation needed for T4.6 andT4.7. The data is also most likelyto vary in terms of quality (noisyaudio recordings, non-standardcharacters, blurred images orinterruptions in geo-locationsignals). We will also employ thedata cleaning and enhancementmethods.

Dignity issues related topeople being reduced todata points. Privacy anddata governance issuesrelated to colleaguesaccessing this data.Transparency andaccountability issuesrelated to how decisionsabout the data are made.

Privacy and data governanceissues can be mitigatedthrough good datagovernance practices.Transparency andaccountability issues can bemitigated through partnersbeing open about theirdecisions and providing theirreasoning to colleagues intheir deliverables. Dignityissues will still remain as thedata is always from a realperson.

Medium
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T4.5 CaseManagement ROXANNE case managementcomponent will be implemented tofacilitate efficient collaborationwithin the consortium and makeproject outcomes suitable forinternational police cooperation.Main responsibilities are storageand retrieval of data (raw andprocessed) to ROXANNE internalcomponents. This will enablefollowing features for the end user:evidence tracking, storage ofresults, data export, activitytracking, as well as the automatedcase queries and case-specificnotifications.

Data governance in termsof how data is stored andaccessed. Privacy andaccountability issuesrelated to who can accesspersonal data of datasubject(s) and why.

Partners will follow gooddata governance practices.Partners will also ensure thatcolleagues are aware of whatgrounds they must have foraccessing data through theROXANNE platform;ideally all occasions ofaccessing data through theplatformwill be logged.

Medium

T4.6 Target DataSimulation forDevelopment andDemonstration

This task deals with the definitionof scenario, amounts of data,channels (telephone, Skype, etc.),relevant metadata and with theactual recording. We will collect alimited amount of audio-textual-video data simulating the behaviorof a criminal network, within theconsortium in two selected targetlanguages, and on real LEAinterception systems. The data willbe split into two sets: (1)Development activities: collectedand properly pre-processed dataresources (T4.3) and (2)Demonstration activities: allactivities related to technologydemonstrations will require datawhich can also be shared across

Transparency andaccountability issuesrelated to what data ischosen for training/testingand why. Dignity issues asdata related to real peopleis involved.

Partners will be open abouttheir rationale for whyparticular data sets arechosen for training/testing.Partners will give due regardto respecting the data comingfrom real people.

Medium
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project partners and end-usercommunity (T9.1).
T4.7 Data and RemoteAccess Platform In addition to T4.6, this task will beresponsible for preparing data forfield-testing (T8.3 and T8.4) indifferent phases of the project, asoutlined in WP8 through 3operational use-cases withincreased complexity, alsoexecuted at field-tests:speech/video analysis use-case(M9), limited investigation use-case (M20), full investigation use-case (M30) (more details are givenin Section 1.3.1, page 10, GrantAgreement). The task will ensurethat the data is conforming to thespecifications (T4.4) and that, ifrelevant, the data from socialmedia is available (T4.3). Inaddition, continuous tests will berunning at the LEA partners(T8.5), so that this task will runcontinuously.

Transparency andaccountability issuesrelated to what data ischosen for training/testingand why. Dignity issues asdata related to real peopleis involved.

Partners will be open abouttheir rationale for whyparticular data sets arechosen for training/testing.Partners will give due regardto respecting the data comingfrom real people.

Medium

WP5 Speech, text and video dataanalysis
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T5.1 InitialSpeech/NLP/VideoTechnologies
To enable a quick start of theproject’s integration activities,PHO and SAIL will deliverproduction grade speechtechnologies to partners. Similarly,USAAR will provide its existingNLP technologies addressing someinitial issue relevant for the targetdomain, and AIRBUS will providebaseline video technologies. Allthese will be made available witheasy-to-use interfaces (i.e. asLinux scripts for laboratory use orREST-API services. or commandline interface for the productionuse in WP7). The initial ASRmodules will be provided in 8languages (section 1.3.3.4 at page17, Grant Agreement)corresponding to the scenariosdefined in T2.1; more languageswill be dynamically added.

Technical robustnessissues related to whetherPartner's machines can runthe pre-existing software.Human agency and dignityissues regarding softwaredecisions being premade.Diversity issues in terms ofaccessibility of thesoftware.

Partners will ensure that theyaid ensure that their softwareand datasets can work onothers hardware. Diversityissues are somewhatalleviated as the softwarewill be available in severallanguages and will have'easy-to-use' interfaces.Agency and Diversity issuesare also somewhat solved asthe use of pre-existingtechnologies was agreedduring the ROXANNEproposal stage.

Low
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T5.2 SpeakerIdentification,Diarization and RoleRecognition

The goal is to improve theperformance of SID when usedtogether with network analysis.Experiments will be conductedwith neural end-to-end SIDsystems and suitable candidateswill be selected for ROXANNEintegration and productization(T5.7). SID will be enhanced bythe use of conversational nature ofspeech data in network analysis,and on language identification toprovide priors, select appropriatespeaker models or performadaptation or re-calibration of theSID system. This task alsoincludes speaker diarization, anddevelopment of automaticapproaches for detection ofinformal social roles. Speechtechnologies will make use ofadditional information comingfrom video analysis (T5.6) both forpreparation of the training data,and during run-time.

Technical safety issuesregarding neural networksbeing difficult (orpotentially impossible) tounderstand. Diversity andnon-discrimination issuesin terms of whom speakerprofiles will come from,and in what languages.

Safety issues can besomewhat mitigated bythoroughly testing the systemto ensure as far as possiblethat it works as intended.Partners will ensure that thespeaker profiles are asdiverse as possible, and inmultiple languages, in orderto minimise discriminationissues, present in the system.

Medium
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T5.3 ASR for NetworkAnalysis ROXANNE will concentrate onthe use of ASR in interaction withthe network analysis. Theparticipating partners will analysethe network data and contents ofthe conversation to develop amodel of vocabulary propagationwithin a network. Havinginformation about the context andthe network structure of involvedparties, this task will adjust thevocabulary probabilities andincrease the quality of speechrecognition (this can be carried outon a group, individual or combinedlevel).

Privacy, data governance,and transparency issuesdue to partners havingaccess to conversations.Technical safety issuesregarding the linkages ofspeech recognition tonetwork analysis.

Partners will follow gooddata governance practices toalleviate privacy, datagovernance, andtransparency issues, and willthoroughly test the systemsthat are developed to ensurethey work reliably andaccurately.

Low
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T5.4 Entity Extraction andGeo-Information Along with evidence provided bySID, ROXANNE will also rely onsemantic analysis based onautomatically generatedtranscripts. The core element andfirst step of any informationextraction is the extraction ofnamed entities, where theestimated reliability of theautomatic annotation will beincorporated into the likelihood forthe DNN training. To boost theperformance, auxiliaryinformation, e.g. from part-of-speech (POS) tags, will be usedduring training in a multi-taskapproach. In a second phase, thismodule will be expanded to handlespeech recognition output, takingrecognition errors into account.T5.4 will also manage theextraction of key information fromgathered data (geo-locations, IPaddresses, credit card numbers,etc.). For georeferenced data,geocoding and reverse geocodingwill be performed as well asdistance and path calculation.

Privacy and datagovernance issuesgenerated by the extractionof gathered data.Transparency issuesregarding how the neuralnetwork will work, andhow 'auxilliaryinformation' will beincluded.

Partners will follow gooddata governance practices toalleviate privacy and datagovernance issues. Thesystem will be well tested toensure it works as intended.

Low
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T5.5 Relation Extractionand Discovery From a given named entity (e.g. aperson name) and a fixed list ofpredefined relations (e.g. born-in,married-to, employee-of, etc.) thecorresponding second entity willbe extracted. To addressunavailability of annotated trainingdata, we will again rely on a distantsupervision approach. We will userelated, auxiliary information, andconfidences from the speech-to-text input. This task will alsoinclude the extraction of newrelation types.

Privacy, data governance,and dignity issues arisingfrom the identification ofsecondary persons.Transparency andaccountability issuesregarding how and howpeople are recognised bythe system.

Partners will follow gooddata governance practices toalleviate privacy and datagovernance issues, incombination with being openabout the reasons why asecondary person may beselected by the ROXANNEsystem and how thisselection works to deal withtransparency issues. Further,partners will be clear aboutwho made the relevantdecisions and why.

Low

T5.6 Video DataProcessing The objective of this task is todevelop or adapt specific computervision based algorithms to processand analyse video to support theidentification and recognition ofthe speakers: (i) content basedindexing techniques to relatevideos shot at the same location,(ii) semantic informationextraction from video recordingsto extract contextual information,and (iii) face verification. Faceverification and video locationverification will be tackled inpriority. The objective of locationverification is to build anddemonstrate a video indexingpipeline allowing to link videosshot at the same location,leveraging contextual informationextracted from object detection or

Privacy and datagovernance issuesregarding individuals whoare on video. Dignityissues in terms of peoplebeing recognised and dataabout them beingprocessed through faceverification. Transparencyand accountability issuesabout why certainlocations are chosen forvideo analysis linking andwhy.

Partners will follow gooddata governance practices toalleviate privacy and datagovernance issues. Partnerswill be open as to whyparticular locations arelinked through video and thecriteria for being linked andacknowledge their role indoing so. Dignity issuesremain as an inherentdrawback of using the systemto recognise real people.

High
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semantic segmentationapproaches.
T5.7 ProductionSpeech/NLP/VideoTechnologies for NA

Industrial partners responsible forproduction-grade speech (PHO,SAIL), NLP (SAIL, ITML) andvideo (AIRBUS, ADITESS)technologies will continuouslymonitor the progress done by theresearch partners, correlate it withthe user requirements (WP2) andresults of early field tests (WP8),and include the promising resultsinto their development cycles.

Data governance andtransparency issuesregarding how and whyparticular technologicaldevelopments fromROXANNEwill be used inthe development cycles oftechnical partners.Accountability issuesregarding who authorisesROXANNE technologiesto be incorporated by thetechnical partners.

Partners will be open as towhich ROXANNEtechnologies they are goingto include in theirdevelopment cycles, whilstfollowing good datagovernance practices. TheCoordinator will authorisetechnical partners toincorporate ROXANNEtechnologies.

Low

WP6 Network and relation analysis
T6.1 Fusion of Informationfor NA This task aims to aggregate thedata extracted from the WP5analysis components to enable theextraction of relations betweenentities and for higher-levelinvestigation. The followingprocess will be developed: (1)Aligning data streams for time andgranularity, using the ITML datafusion bus services. Specifically,for this task ROXANNE we willuse a deep learning approach fordata analysis and dynamicsemantic level optimization toachieve accurate data fusion. (2)The data points will be analyzedfor correlation as single networks,for example entities (people and

Technical robustnessissues regarding theefficacy of data fusion.Transparency issuesarising for the difficultiesof understanding deeplearning systems (neuralnetworks). Privacy issuesrelated to identifyingpeople through video andgeolocation. Diversityissues regarding whetheraccess needs are takinginto account for the userinterface.

Partners will ensure that thesystem works accurately andreliably, and will test thesystem thoroughly so that itperforms as intended. TheROXANNE system will bebuilt in such a way that onlypersons of interest arefocussed upon. Partners willalso give due regard to theneeds of potential end users.

Medium
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locations) co-occuring in imagesand persons co-occuring in datathat have similar geolocationinformation, speaker ids identifiedand landmarks mentioned inspeech data. The probabilisticformalism defined in this task willbe bi-directional, i.e. allowing toproduce confidences fromspeech/NLP/video analysis for thefollowing NA, and on the otherhand ingesting the probabilisticoutput from NA to influencespeech/NLP/video mining. (3) Auser interface will be created toallow for level-of-depthadjustment of the above as well asthe selection of streams by LEAoperatives.T6.2 Construction ofCrime RelatedNetworks
This task will serve as a bridgebetween WP5 and W6. We willinvestigate and adapt state-of-the-art methods for semi-automaticand human/expert-supervisedentity matching and linking acrossconstructed networks to developnovel methods in criminaldomains. Knowledge in criminaland terrorist studies will beexploited: the uncertainty inobserved data, and heterogeneityof the data sources. The output willbe a set of networks for each usecase, allowing for more advancedanalyses in the following tasks.

Dignity issues in terms ofhumans being subject toautomated decision-making. Privacy issues dueto the networks from theuse-cases being developedwith data from real people.

Partners will ensure that anyautomated decision-makingis not overly-simplified.Partners will also superviseautomated decision-makingas far as is practicable.Partners will haveanonymised (orpseudonymised) personaldata as far as possible tominimise the privacy issues.

Medium
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T6.3 Multilayer and Cross-Network StructuralAnalysis
This task consists of analyses onnetworks constructed in theprevious task. We will applynetwork approaches at three levels:(1) population level (e.g.connectivity, clustering anddensity analyses), (2) group level(e.g. subgroups and communitydetection algorithms), and (3)individual level (e.g. centrality,power and structural equivalence).We apply these approaches to thefollowing analyses: (1)Multilayer/multiplex networkanalysis: the different networksprovide a unique possibility toassess the multilayer nature ofcriminal activity. (2) Crossnetwork analysis: the networkswill be separately assessed in theirtopological structure to assesssimilarities and/or differencesaccording to the data sources. Weincorporate spatial and temporalcontext information to diversifyavailable information leading tomore insightful analyses.

Technical robustnessissues relating to theefficacy of the system todeal with simultaneouslyanalysing multiplecomplex organisations.Privacy and datagovernance risks arisingfrom the large number ofdata subjects. Individualand Societal wellbeingissues due to significantrisks of mass surveillance.

Partners will thoroughly testthe ROXANNE system toensure it works well. Partnerswill follow good datagovernance practices andwill respect the privacy ofdata subjects as far as ispossible in a project aimed atdiscovering suspectedcriminality. The risks of masssurveillance are limited bythe amount of data availableto project partners, buteventual customers may beless limited in their access todata.

Medium in project,high in eventual use.
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T6.4 Multilayer and Cross-Network BehaviouralAnalysis
In this task we will develop andevaluate methods foridentification, mining and analysisof activity pattern across networks.The work includes individual levelanalyses on the heterogeneousnetworks obtained from the T6.1and T6.2. We will work on earlydetection of anomalies such asabnormal behavior, and on mininginteraction patterns of theindividuals within the network.These will be extended withinformation associated with theinteraction pattern and context(e.g., time, location, andcommunicating channels, media,etc.) to obtain more insightful,actionable patterns.

Technical robustnessissues regarding theefficacy of theidentification and activityanalysis. Privacy, dignity,individual and societalwellbeing issues arisingfrom the treatment ofpersons as data points, andfrom treating 'abnormalbehaviour' as indicative ofbeing of interest tocriminal investigations.

Technical robustness issuescan be mitigated throughadequately testing theROXANNE system prior touse. Privacy, individual andsocial wellbeing issues canbe somewhat mitigated bythoroughly investigating thebehaviours deemed'abnormal' to ensure that theydefinitively relate tocriminality, and thosebehaviours which could beperfectly innocent are givenless weight in identifyingcriminals. Dignity issues canbe minimised as far aspossible in the project byusing anonymisation andpseudonymisationtechniques wherepracticable.

High

T6.5 Latent SubnetworkDetection T6.5 will develop methods fordetecting hidden (unobserved)subnetworks, missing node andlink inference and completion ofpartially known interactionpatterns. Some connections withina network are latent, carried outover inaccessible channels, orthrough unexpected patterns(criminals often use their relativesfor communication). Someconnections are only indirectlynoticeable. These inferred sub-

Dignity issues due topeople being treated asdata. Privacy issues due tothe invasiveness ofinvestigating 'inaccessiblechannels' and 'unexpectedpatterns', also individualand societal wellbeingissues arising from thepotential for innocentbehaviours to be seen asindicative of criminality.

Partners will respect theprivacy of data subjects as faras is practicable in a projectaimed at finding andmapping criminality.Partners will ensure that thebehaviours which are used toindicate criminality aredefinitively related to it andare not behaviours whichcould have an innocentexplanation.

Medium
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networks are useful for enhancingthe network construction steps, andalso for improving network basedtechniques developed in otherWPs.
T6.6 SubnetworkShrinking Not all nodes in a network aresuspicious, and there exist onlyfuzzy boundaries. Reducing thenetwork to the most relevant actorsdecreases distraction to theinvestigators and can uncoverobscured patterns. In this task wewill develop probabilistic riskestimation models for adjustableshrinking of the network to themost relevant nodes at a particularthreshold. This task is essential forthe network relation visualizationthat will enable LEA operativesfocus on the critical findings andrelations.

Transparency and datagovernance issuesregarding how thenetworks will be narroweddown, and what happens tothe data that is left out.

Partners will be open aboutthe process for narrowingdown networks to focus onpersons of interest. Partnerswill follow good datagovernance practices relatedto unused data.

Low
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T6.7 SystematicAssessment of SLTand Relation Analysisto Criminal NA

This task will systematicallycompare the contribution of thedata, analyses, information, andtechniques provided byROXANNE in supportingprocessing of investigation. Theassessment will start with analysisof the “classic” criminal networks(T6.1) and based on relationalinformation commonly used inclassic criminal network analyses(e.g. telephone contacts, wiretapsor meetings). For each use case,three levels will be assessed: wholenetwork, subgroups and individualnodes. Then, analysis of the“advanced” criminal networks(T6.2 to T6.6) will be performedusing similar metrics.

Transparency and datagovernance issues relatedto how the three levels ofcriminality are chosen, andthe distinction betweenclassic and advancedcriminal networks. Privacyissues related to access toinformation on individualnodes (people)

Partners will be open abouthow the networks arenarrowed down to each level.Partners will also respect theprivacy of each personinvolved as far as is possiblewhen building newtechnologies forinvestigating suspectedcriminals.

High

WP7 Integration and Visualisation ofresultsT7.1 Design and Definitionof the ROXANNESystemArchitecture
The objective of this task is todefine an open architecture basedon open standards in order toensure the system. TRI will ensurethat the architecture definitionfollows PbD and complies withWP3. The success of field tests anduser-training highly depends onthe precise definition of use-cases,therefore this task is tightlyinterrelated with T2.4.

Dignity and diversityissues if a wide range ofviews are not considered.Transparency issues ifsystem is highly-complex.Accountability issues ifparticipant actions are notlogged. Robustness anddata governance issues ifpeople working on projectare not adequately trained.Environmental issues if thearchitecture ifunnecessarily complex and

Partners will treat each otherwith respect, ensure adequatetraining is provided, developthe system to be as simple aspossible, log all of theiractivities related to theproject, and consider theenergy consumption of theresulting system.

Low
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uses more energy thannecessary.
T7.2 User Managementand Access Control T7.2 will build on T4.5 anddevelop all the platformcomponents necessary in order tosecure data exchange and enablesimultaneous operations bymultiple users with different rights.T7.2 will implement a centralauthorization and authenticationservice and logging mechanisms.Additionally, T7.2 will establishall the procedures andtechnological enablers in order toensure security and trust across theentire infrastructure.

Potential dignity,discrimination, andwellbeing issues if nocommon policy for useraccess is agreed. Potentialsecurity, data governance,and accountability issues ifpeople are not adequatelytrained in good practice.Also, potentialdiscrimination issues ifpartners do not agreemethods of interoperableworking betweenorganisations.

Partners will develop policieson access to the developmentplatform and good practicewhilst using it. Partners willalso ensure interoperabilitybetween organisations.

Low

T7.3 Run-Time DataVisualisation andExploratory Analysis
This task aims to developadvanced visualisation techniquesfor visual data exploration usingscalable data visualisationapproaches and tools that willenable easy transition from onescale to another or from one formof aggregation to another.Moreover, enhanced configurationand collaboration features willenable the users (bothresearch/industry as well as LEApersonnel) to share visualisations,using configurable chartrepresentations of datasets andadvanced filtering capabilitiesthrough a single visualisation andmonitoring toolkit.

Liberty, data governance,diversity, and individualwellbeing issues if theaccess needs andpreferences of testers/end-users are not taken intoaccount in terms of howthey need/want data to bevisualised. Safety issues ifsystem not adequatelysecure. Transparencyissues if systemweaknesses are not noted.Accountability issues ifthere is a lack of humanoversight.

Partners will listen topotential testers/users of thesystem rewarding theirneeds/preferences. They willbuild the system in a secureway, note any weaknesses,and enable human oversight.

Low
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T7.4 Secure Data Exportand Exchange This task entails the design andimplementation of a genericmechanism to export data for theuse in external applications. T7.4will implement the services neededfor the secured exchange ofinformation with peer LEAs and itspotential internationalorganisations - a data selectionmechanism, with which LEAs willbe able to (i) request informationfrom peer entities and (ii) selectinternal information to be exportedto third parties. T7.4 willimplement the means of generatingtemplates for data transformation,minimizing the cost in resourcesfor transformation betweendifferent data sharing standards (i.eUML) or established databaseswith verified content (i.e. ICSEdatabase maintained byINTERPOL, presented at page 8,Grant Agreement).

Dignity issues ifpreferences on datastorage/transfer areignored. Data Governance,Transparency, andDiscrimination issues allpresent with regard to howchoices to provide data aremade, and the complexityof the system. Who makesthese decisions alsogenerates accountabilityissues. Cybersecurityissues are also present withregard to how secure thedata transfer system is.

Partners will develop apolicy on what data can beprovided and on whatgrounds, with a namedindividual who made thedecision, to alleviate mostissues. Partners will alsovalidate and verify the securenature of the data transfercapability, and ensure it issimple enough to use.

Low
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T7.5 Integration,ROXANNESystem/PlatformSetup andMaintenance

In order to provide a platform onwhich technical advances can beevaluated by end-users (andproject partners in general) aspecific instance of WebLab willserve as the ROXANNE Platformin three different stages ofmaturity. The outcomes of WP5,WP6 and WP7 will be integratedintoWebLab and be provided as aninitial testbed in M9 (lightintegration allowing to show thedifferent capabilities that can beprovided by technical partners), asan enhanced prototype at M20 (forthe 2nd field test) and as the finalplatform at M30 (also used forfinal evaluations).

Liberty, discrimination,and wellbeing issues if notall partners can/want to useWebLab. Security andreliability issues ifWebLab is inadequate.Data governance andTransparency issues ifparticipants edited/deleteother people’s work.Accountability issues ifnobody is specificallyresponsible for thecollective work.

The use of WebLab hasalready been agreed bypartners and so it should bedesirable/possible for allpartners to use in addition tobeing secure and reliable.Transparency and datagovernance issues will besolved if colleagues adoptgood data governancepractices and log theiractivities. Accountabilityissues resolved if someone isresponsible for the use ofWebLab (WP Lead?).

Low

T7.6 Integration ofFeedback from End-Users
This task deals with modificationsmade to the integration andvisualization system based onfeedback from participants of themeetings with LEAs, in particularthe field-test meetings. In thisrespect it constitutes the linkbetween the work packages WP7and WP8. Feedback of end-userscan be integrated for each of the 3versions of the ROXANNEPlatform as delineated in T7.5.

Dignity, robustness,transparency,discrimination, andwellbeing issues may bepresent if submissions arenot treated fairly andopenly. Privacy issues ifpersonal data is included insubmissions.Accountability issues ifnobody is charged withoverseeing submissions.

Partners will approachsubmissions with an openmind and with regard tofairness. Minutes of meetingsare taken to ensuretransparency andaccountability for decisions.Partners are obliged to deleteany personal data which theare provided with but do notneed as part of privacy bydesign and Art.5(1)(c),GDPR.

Low

WP8 Field Tests, user training andcontinuous testing
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T8.1 Development of End-User Validation andPerformance TestMethodology

An end-user validation andperformance test methodology(quantitative and/or qualitative)will be developed, which willallow evaluating the developedspeech/text/video analytics andnetwork analysis tools andtechnology both separately andcombined. The developedmethodology will ensure that wehave evaluated the right systemfeatures with the appropriatecomponents, based on a soundscientific methodology which willproduce actionable results for thefurther enhancement of theROXANNE platform.

Robustness andtransparency issues interms of how themethodology is developedand how it will affect otherwork.

Partners will thoroughly testthe methodology to ensure itworks as intended.
Low

T8.2 End-User Training This task will develop a set oftraining materials (manuals,physical and/or online training,etc.) that will assist the end-usersto use the ROXANNE platform.The trainings will be activatedbefore each field test (T8.4) withan e-learning platform (+webinars)aligned with three 3 phases offield-tests (as indicated on Figure3.2): M6, M17, M27 (i.e. 3 monthsbefore field-tests). For targeted andeffective theoretical and practicaltraining, the e-learning platformwill combine a set of interactivemeans (i.e. documentation,presentations, videos, simulation).The web-based e-learning platform

Technical robustnessissues regarding theefficacy of the e-learningplatform. Human agency,liberty, dignity, andindividual wellbeing issuesrelated to the powerrelationship oftrainer/trainee. Privacy anddata governance issuesrelating to the trainingplatform collectingpersonal data.

Partners will thoroughly testthe e-learning platform toensure it works as intended.Partners will also becognisant for any potentialpower relationship anddevelop the platform so thattrainees retain their freedomdue training activities. Theplatform will also beconstructed according toprivacy by design principles.

Low
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will be hosted on the KEMEAserver and case-work produced inWP2 will be used to shape sampletraining scenarios.
T8.3 Field Test Planning This task will ensure that thedeveloped solutions are testedunder realistic conditions and usecases. Planned field test willconsider: (1) hosting of the ITequipment in LEA premises andensuring access to the real data(see T4.1). (2) Provision of LEAstaff to facilitate field tests, (3)Event dissemination plan, othermaterials and event documentarymovie for large audience, (4)Field-test day’s logistics and (5)Definition of the test strategy andtest plans.

Human agency and dignityissues related to partnersdeciding upon whatcolleagues should do atfield tests.

Partners will respect theagency and dignity ofcolleagues.
Low
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T8.4 Design,Implementation ofField-Tests
Three field-tests combined withcontinuous testing (described inT8.5) will evaluate the developedtechnology. More details onplanned 3 operational use-cases,aligned with 3 field-tests (and alsocontinuous testing) were given inSection 1.3.1 (page 10, GrantAgreement): - Field test 1:speech/video analytics withpreliminary NA (M9, at KEMEApremises) - Field test 2: Reducedcomplexity investigation use-case,first full demonstration ofROXANNE (M20, at NFIpremises) - Field test 3: Fullcomplexity investigation use-case,second full demonstration ofROXANNE (M30 at INTERPOLpremises). Specific evaluationsessions will also take place afterthe end of each field-test, ensuringthat the evaluation plans areadequately carried-out and specificrecordings are being kept for lateranalysis of results. As anticipatedin T8.2, field-test events will hosttraining activities as well.

Technical robustness andsafety issues regarding theefficacy of the system.Human agency, dignity,privacy, data governance,transparency, andindividual wellbeing issuesrelated to the actual use ofthe system. Also, potentialdiversity anddiscrimination issues ifsystem does not accuratelyrepresent the populations itis being tested with.

Partners will thoroughly testthe system to ensure it worksas intended. Partners willalso take note of the issueshighlighted in other tasks toensure that other issues areminimised.

Low if previouslyoutlined issues aredealt with
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T8.5 Continuous Testing Besides the three field-test eventsorganized by three different LEAs,ROXANNEwill apply a process ofexecuting human-operated tests asa part of evaluating the developedtechnology in the project. Allproject end-user partners have adedicated budget to test theplatform on real operational data.The main objective is tocontinuously deploy and evaluatethe technology on realisticcriminal cases and obtainimmediate feedback for technicalpartners to allow furtherimprovements of the ROXANNEsystem.

Privacy, data governance,transparency issues relatedto use of real criminal casedata. Human dignity andindividual wellbeing issuesrelate to reducing realpeople to data points.Discrimination issues ifplatform does not usediverse data sets.

LEA Partners will ensure thatany infringement of theprivacy of real individualscomplies will applicablelegal and ethicalconsiderations whenconducting criminalinvestigations. Technicalpartners will ensure that theplatform reflects diversepopulations.

Low if previouslyoutlined issues aredealt with

T8.6 Field Test ResultsAnalysis andEvaluation
Goal of this task is to analyzeoverall results and feedbackobtained from field-tests andcontinuous testing, thus measuresystem performance. Objectiveand subjective feedback collectedfrom internal (consortium) andexternal LEAs attending the fieldtest events will be analyzed. All thedeveloped solutions will bepresented to a large number ofexternal LEAs, so that thetechnology is feasible in a varietyof LEA’s investigationenvironments.

Fairness issues in terms ofhow the results fromLEAs/non-LEAs aretreated. Data governanceand transparency issuesregarding how data ischosen for display.Dignity, individualwellbeing issues if data onreal people is openlydisplayed.

Partners will treat resultsfrom all tests in a fair andopen manner. Partners willalso respect the privacy ofpeople subject to the criminalinvestigations.

Low

WP9 Dissemination, exploitation andcommunications
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T9.1 Conduct StakeholderAnalysis and Compilea Stakeholder ContactList

The success of our project dependson our reaching out to stakeholderswho will have an interest in and beable to use the results of theproject. The consortium willdevelop a taxonomy of thedifferent ways of groupingstakeholders (demographically,geographically, socio-economically, etc.), their needs,interests and/or requirements, andthe size of the stakeholder group.The partners will compile astakeholder contact list fromcontact data openly available onthe website of the stakeholder’sorganisation. We will inform thestakeholders of the project’sresearch and results. Thestakeholder list will be finalized at1st field-test (M9), but laterupdated.

Privacy, data governanceissues regarding collectionof personal data. Diversityissues related to the make-up of the stakeholdercontact list.

Partners will follow theGDPR and national dataprotection legislation toensure privacy ofstakeholders is respected.Partners will ensure that thestakeholder list is as diverseas possible.

Low
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T9.2 Elaborate theDissemination andExploitation Plan,IPRManagement

Partners will elaborate the plan fordissemination and exploitation ofresults, the initial draft of which isin section 2.2(a) of GrantAgreement. The plan will describethe project’s key exploitable assetsand, drawing on the initial resultsof T9.1, who is most likely to useour results. We will define theexploitation objectives based upona review of the current market-place for SLT, NLP, VA and NAtools and services especiallyoriented for investigations. Theplan will define key messages,select appropriate channels(including relevant conferences,fairs and events) to convey thosemessages to the target stakeholdergroups and explain the means andways by which we will interactwith and respond to stakeholders.T9.2 will coordinate themanagement of IPR and patentsearch as well, and to set andexecute the exploitation strategy ofthe consortium.

Data governance issuesregarding whatdata/information can bedisseminated. Diversityand non-discriminationissues related to whom theinformation isdisseminated to and whoare targeted as prospectivecustomers.

Partners will ensure theyonly disseminate informationwhich they are allowed toand do so in a fair and diversemanner.

Low
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T9.3 Elaborate the Plan ofCommunicationActivities
Partners will elaborate the plan forcommunications activities (section2.2(b)) by month M4, with arevision if necessary at monthM18. The plan will describe theactivities we intend to carry out toinform the public, the news mediaand other stakeholders about theproject and its activities over thethree-year life of the project. Theplan will describe the tools we willuse to communicate our messagesto each of the key stakeholdergroups.

Transparency issuesregarding how muchinformation on theROXANNE tools will beshared.

Partners will respectROXANNE colleagues byonly revealing informationthat will not harmcommercially sensitive work.Partners will respectstakeholders by providingthem with enoughinformation so that they canhave an accurate picture ofhow the tools work andwhether they could be usedby their organisation.

Low

T9.4 Promote the ProjectIdentity and theProject'sWebsite
TRI will create a corporate identityfor the project to ensure a commongraphic line (project leaflet,website, presentation templatesetc.) for all communicationmaterials produced by theconsortium. IDIAP will create theproject’s website (dedicatedbudget), to communicate, inform,create dialogue and promote use ofthe project results among the targetstakeholder groups (researchers,industry, academic, media, policymakers, civil society organisations,LEAs, etc.). The website will becontinuously updated, offering bi-monthly newsletters and thedocuments to be shared amongpartners and public as well as aninteractive blog. T9.4 will alsoestablish social media channels

Human agency, dignity,and individual wellbeingissues regardingROXANNE workers beinglinked to a corporateidentity they have little orno control over.

Partners will be open abouttheir plans for theROXANNE corporateidentity, and will give dueregard to the opinions ofcolleagues within theconsortium.

Low
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and will push project’sannouncements through them. AtM9, project’s brochure will bereleased to be available at firstfield-test event, summarizing thetechnical approach and activitiesof ROXANNE.
T9.5 Prepare and UseDissemination andCommunicationMaterials

The partners will prepare variousdissemination andcommunications materials, asdetailed in the plans in D7.2 andD7.3, which will be circulated viathe traditional press, social media,specialised blogs and magazines,and the project’s website.Additional project information andfrequent updates on the mostrecent news and project activitieswill be posted regularly on theproject’s accounts on social mediasites (Facebook, Twitter,LinkedIn, etc.). A report (D9.4)will collect the variousdissemination, exploitation andcommunications products andservices created by the consortium(e.g., presentations, webinars,social media accounts, videos, etc.)and report on their impact anddissemination. It will also reporton the website activity and thenumber of contacts. TRI willproduce three short videos (60-90seconds) to promote the project.

Transparency andaccountability issuesregarding how the datagenerated by social mediadissemination will be usedlater.

Partners will be cognizant ofhow social media platformscan use the data theydisseminate, and will not usethese platforms more thannecessary.

Low
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T9.6 Exploit the Project'sResults The project will facilitatestakeholder use of the project’sresults in several ways, includingthe following: It will (1) informstakeholders about the project’sresults, (2) conduct webinars(workshops) to help stakeholdersunderstand how they can use theresults, (3) offer “how-to” guideson the project website, (4) offer anonline helpline where stakeholderscan text their questions, (5)participate in professional and/orstandards bodies, (6) trademark itsservices, (7) copyright certaindeliverables, (8) press releases, (9)trades/events, etc.

Privacy and datagovernance issues relatedto how partners will dealwith data they acquirethrough dissemination.Agency issues relating torisk of 'how-to' guidesaffecting freedom ofthought. Transparency andaccountability issuesregarding whatROXANNE tools will betrademarked/copyrighted,and how this will beenforced, and how thiscould affect partners/users.

Partners will follow theGDPR and national dataprotection legislation.Partners will be open that thesuggested uses ofROXANNE are not theironly uses. Partners will beopen about the effects oftrademarking/copyrightingROXANNE tools, andenforcement mechanisms.

Low

T9.7 Convene the Project'sFinal Conference The consortium will convene afinal conference for journalists,industry, civil societyorganisations, legal experts,associations, advisory boardmembers and other stakeholders.The partners will use theconference to showcase theproject’s website, its results and itsrecommendations. The partnerswill prepare a summary of theproject results as a handout (a 16-page booklet) to stakeholders at theconference (and others after theconference).

Privacy and datagovernance issuesregarding holding personaldata on conferenceattendees.

Partners will follow theGDPR and national dataprotection legislation.
Low
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T9.8 Prepare Articles forP e e r - R e v i e w e dJournals andConferencePresentations

The academic partners willextensively publish in journals andat top conferences. Input fromindustrial partners and end-userswill motivate the publications. Wewill count on industrial co-authorsand all partners participating in thisTask.

Dignity issues regardingthe work of consortiumpartners being recognisedin publications/conferencepresentations.

Partners will give due regardto the work of theircolleagues, and how thisimpacted on any work theypublish.

Low

T9.9 PolicyRecommendations Drawing on the results of allprevious work packages, thepartners will formulate theproject’s recommendations to keystakeholders, including LEAs,policymakers, academics,researchers and media, amongothers. The partners will addressspecific recommendations tospecific stakeholders for the stepsthey can take to ensureROXANNE platform will addresstechnological, legal, dataprotection, ethical and societalissues that have become apparentduring the project.

Transparency issuesrelated to how therecommendations aredrawn up.

Partners will take minutes ofall meetings which will beavailable for all partners toview.

Low

WP10 Ethics Requirements
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D10.1 Procedures forIdentifying/Recruiting ResearchParticipants

The procedures and criteria thatwill be used to identify/recruitresearch participants must besubmitted as a deliverable. Theinformed consent procedures thatwill be implemented for theparticipation of humans must besubmitted as a deliverable.Templates of the informed consentforms and information sheets (inlanguage and terms intelligible tothe participants) must be submittedas a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.2 Opinions of EthicsCommittees onResearch with HumanParticipants

Copies of opinions/approvals byethics committees and/orcompetent authorities for theresearch with humans must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.3 Check if SpecialDerogations onRights of DataSubjects Establishedunder National Law

The beneficiary must check ifspecial derogations pertaining tothe rights of data subjects or theprocessing of genetic, biometricand/or health data have beenestablished under the nationallegislation of the country where theresearch takes place and submit adeclaration of compliance withrespective national legalframework(s). This must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A
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D10.4 Confirmation of LeadInstitution DPOpolicy
The host institution must confirmthat it has appointed a DataProtection Officer (DPO) and thecontact details of the DPO aremade available to all data subjectsinvolved in the research. For hostinstitutions not required to appointa DPO under the GDPR and theDirective 2016/680, a detailed dataprotection policy for the projectmust be submitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.5 Description ofMeasures toSafeguard Rights andFreedoms of DataSubjects

A description of the technical andorganisational measures, includinganonymisation/pseudonymisationtechniques, that will beimplemented to safeguard therights and freedoms of the datasubjects/research participants mustbe submitted as a deliverable. Adescription of the securitymeasures that will be implementedto prevent unauthorised access topersonal data or the equipmentused for processing must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A
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D10.6 Confirmation ofGDPR Compliance inCase of Data TransferOutside of EU

In case personal data aretransferred from the EU to a non-EU country or internationalorganisation, confirmation thatsuch transfers are in accordancewith Chapter V of the GeneralData Protection Regulation2016/679, must be submitted as adeliverable. In case personal dataare transferred from a non-EUcountry to the EU (or another thirdstate), confirmation that suchtransfers comply with the laws ofthe country in which the data wascollected must be submitted as adeliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.7 Informed ConsentProcedures Detailed information on theinformed consent procedures inregard to data processing must besubmitted as a deliverable.Templates of the informed consentforms and information sheets inregard to data processing (inlanguage and terms intelligible tothe participants) must be submittedas a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.8 Confirmation ofLawful Basis forFurther DataProcessing

In case of further processing ofpreviously collected personal data,an explicit confirmation that thebeneficiary has lawful basis for thedata processing and that theappropriate technical andorganisational measures are inplace to safeguard the rights of thedata subjects must be submitted as

N/A N/A N/A
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a deliverable.

D10.9 Explanation of HowProfiled Individualswill be Notified
In case the research involvesprofiling, the beneficiary mustprovide explanation how the datasubjects will be informed of theexistence of the profiling, itspossible consequences and howtheir fundamental rights will besafeguarded. In case of proactiveprofiling leading to policeactivities the applicant shall referto existing legal frameworks andsafeguards to ensure thatindividual fundamental rights arerespected. This must be submittedas a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.10 Legal Basis forProcessing CriminalConviction Data
In case personal data relating tocriminal convictions and offencesare processed, an explicit referenceto the Union or Member Stateslaw(s) authorising their processingwith provision for appropriatesafeguards for the rights andfreedoms for data subjects anddescription of technical andorganisational measures adopted tocomply with these safeguards mustbe submitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A
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D10.11 Evaluation for EthicalRisks Related to DataProcessing
The beneficiary must evaluate theethics risks related to the dataprocessing activities of the project.This includes also an opinion ifdata protection impact assessmentshould be conducted under art.35General Data ProtectionRegulation 2016/679 and/or art.27of the Directive 2016/680. The riskevaluation and the opinion must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.12 Appointment of anEthics Board Due to the severity of the ethicsissues raised by the proposedresearch, the members of theEthics Board (including relevantindependent expertise to monitorthe ethics issues in this project andhow they are handled) must beappointed. The Board must beconsulted at least on the followingpoints: potentially processing ofsensitive data (behaviouraltracking), social media dataprocessing and risk of misuse/masssurveillance. This must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.13 Report by EthicsBoard A report by the Ethics Board mustbe submitted as a deliverable atmonth 4.
N/A N/A N/A

D10.14 Report by Ethic Board A report by the Ethics Board mustbe submitted as a deliverable atmonth 12.
N/A N/A N/A

D10.15 Report by EthicsBoard A report by the Ethics Board mustbe submitted as a deliverable atmonth 30.
N/A N/A N/A
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D10.16 Report on PreventingMisuse of ResearchFinding and AvoidingMass Surveillance

A report including risk assessmentand details on measures to preventmisuse of research findings andthat also addresses how thesoftware tools (in particular thesocial media analysis and deviantbehaviour detection tools) avoidthe risk of mass surveillance of thegeneral public and/or specificgroups of people. This must besubmitted as a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A

D10.17 Detail of AI/DataMining System,Human Roles,AvengingAlgorithmic Biasesand Justification ofResults

The beneficiary shall providedetails on the ArtificialIntelligence/Data Mining systemand related decision makingprocedures including informationabout human actors roles andresponsibilities. The beneficiarymust also describe a set ofprecautions to eliminate ormitigate potential algorithmicbiases and explain how the modelwill be able to justify the results ithas provided for specificsituations. This must be submittedas a deliverable.

N/A N/A N/A


